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ABSTRACT
Radiofrequency magnetic (B1) field inhomogeneity and absorbed power in sample and RF
coil have been among the main causes for image degradation in magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) since its inception. The problem becomes more pronounced at high frequencies as
wavelengths in tissue become shorter. To address these problems, we present methods for design,
implementation, and evaluation of RF coils considering excitation uniformity and/or specific
absorption rate (SAR) for high field nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and MRI. Specifically,
we present 1) the design of a novel radiofrequency (RF) coil for imaging of histological slices of
tissue using a 7.0 T MRI system, 2) numerical model of a dielectric resonator for high field MRI,
3) a method to separate conservative and magnetically-induced electric fields from numerical
calculations for MR microscopy, 4) a simple method to decrease sample heating using
conductive wires, 5) a numerical analysis of conservative and magnetically-induced electric field
for low-frequency human imaging, 6) numerical calculation results for the B1 field and SAR
evaluation in a 3T neonate head coil, and 7) design of a slice-selective array-optimized
composite pulse to improve B1 uniformity and reduce SAR using an 8-channel transmit head
array loaded with a head model.
The methods and results presented here can provide very useful information for designing
RF coils considering excitation uniformity and SAR simultaneously in high field MRI/NMR.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

2
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
are widely used in scientific research and clinical diagnosis because of high and versatile soft
tissue contrast, a wide range of physical parameters, and no verified harmful effect on the human
body in normal operation. NMR in “condensed” matter (not in a gaseous state) was first
discovered by Felix Bloch and by Edward Purcell independently in 1946, for which they shared
the 1952 Nobel prize in physics. Since its first discovery, NMR has been used in physics and
chemistry for research in areas such as molecular structure determination and diffusion analysis.
After the first magnetic resonance (MR) image was reported by Paul Lauterbur in 1973, industry
joined with universities and commercialized an MR system for clinical application. As a result,
image quality has improved dramatically and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has
proliferated across the world as a powerful tool and equipment in a clinical setting. Until now,
five Novel prizes havebeen awarded to researchers whose research area is NMR/MRI related
medicine, biology, physics, mathematics, electrical engineering and so on. Overall,NMR/MRI is
still rapidly-growing field and many new developments are ongoing.
People prefer high field MRI/NMR systems because of higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
which can be used to achieve higher resolution images of shorter scanning time (less averages).
However, stronger static main magnetic (B0) fields require higher radio frequency (RF) magnetic
(B1) fields causing increased perturbations of the B1 field and increased absorbed power by the
imaging subject. The distortions of the B1 field and increased absorbed power present significant
challenges to the further advancement of MRI/NMR.
To address these challenges, this work is focused on 1) design an RF coil for imaging of
histological tissue samples, “Histo-coil”, designed to maximize the filling factor when imaging
histological slides on a 7.0T MRI system, 2) numerical calculation of a dielectric resonator for
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high field MRI, 3) development of a method to separate conservative ( E c ) and magnetically-


induced electric fields ( E i ) in calculations for MR microscopy, 4) development of a new method

to decrease sample power loss without changing the B1 field when imaging with a small
solenoidal RF coil in a 14T system, 5) numerical analysis of conservative and magneticallyinduced electric fields for low-frequency human imaging, 6) safety evaluation of a 3T neonate
head coil using numerical calculations, and 7) design and implementation of a transmit array
pulsing method optimized to both produce a more uniform excitation (B1) and a lower specific
absorption rate (SAR) than a quadrature-type drive.
All numerical electromagnetic field calculations have been performed using a wellestablished computational technique, the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method, and
SAR evaluations have been conducted based on regulations of Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). For these calculations, high
resolution human head models including adult and neonate were created from the data of the
Visible Human Project of the National Libraries of Medicine [Collins and Smith 2001a, 2001b,
2003; Liu et al., 2005] and Virtual Family Model [Christ et al., 2007].
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Chapter 2
Background

5
This chapter provides the basic principles of MRI/NMR and electromagnetic field theory, so
that readers who have little background in theory can understand the work presented in this
thesis.
The chapter begins with a brief overview of MRI/NMR followed by an explanation of MR
instrumentations including magnet, gradient and RF coils, basic electromagnetic field theory
such as Maxwell equation for the RF coil design, specific RF coils and pulsing methods for
transmit and/or receive array, SAR and FDTD method.

2.1 Brief Overview of MRI/NMR
2.1.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
All materials are composed of nuclei having protons, neutrons, or a combination of both.
Nuclei having an odd number of protons or neutrons possess a nuclear property called "magnetic
moment" and "spin". Qualitatively, these nucleons can be modeled as spinning charged spheres
having a small magnetic moment. From a biological point of view, single-proton hydrogen (1H)
is the most commonly used molecule in MR imaging because it makes the strongest signal
(having the largest magnetic moment) and is the most abundant (the body consists largely of
H20) [Huda and Slone, 1995). Other atoms such as phosphorus (31P), an important indicator of
metabolism, are also of interest, however we assume a proton (1H) MR imaging in this thesis.
A nucleus can be modeled as a charged particle that spins about its axis. The nature of the
MRI/NMR is based on the interaction of these spins with three types of magnetic fields: 1) main
magnetic field, B0, 2) radiofrequency (RF) field, B1, usually made by an RF coil and 3) linear
gradient fields, Gx, Gy, and Gz made by gradient coils. The spins of nuclei result in a magnetic
moment, m, along the axis of rotation as determined by the fundamentals of quantum physics. In
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the absence of an external magnetic field, the spins are oriented randomly so the net magnetic
moment is almost zero. However, when a given material is placed in the external magnetic fields,
randomly oriented nuclei experience an external magnetic torque that tends to align the nuclei
either in an anti-parallel or a parallel direction according to the applied magnetic fields (Figure
2.1.1) resulting in the net magnetic moment. Another important effect of an external magnetic
field is that the nuclear spins has a well-known resonance frequency called the Larmor frequency
(ω) which is proportional to the magnetic field strength.

Figure 2.1.1 Stationary states of a proton spin in a constant magnetic field Ho

The alignment of the nuclear spins to the direction of the external main magnetic field (Bo)
assumed as the z-direction, turns the spins into two energy states: low- and high-energy states
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corresponding to the -μBo (parallel to Bo) and μBo (anti-parallel to Bo), where μ is the nuclear
magnetic moment [Shaw 1971, Farrar and Becker 1971].
The spin-dependent energy state (𝐸𝑚 ) is given by,

𝐸𝑚 = −𝑚ħ𝛾𝐵𝑜 = −𝑚ħ𝜔𝑜
1

(2.1.1)
1

where m is the spin quantum number corresponding to 2 or − 2 for protons, ħ is the reduced
Planck's constant (1.054571628×10−34 J s), and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (42.58

𝑀𝐻𝑧
𝑇

for 1H).

The gyromagnetic ratios (γ) and the relative sensitivities of other nuclei are listed in Table 2.1.1.
Following the Boltzmann's law, the higher-energy state always has a smaller population of spins
than the lower-energy state. The spin system is in its lowest energy state when net spin
magnetization vector (Mo) is completely in parallel with Bo. However, in the presence of external
fields having the same resonant frequency of the spins and applied in the x-y (transverse) plane
which is perpendicular to the Bo, the protons in the lower-energy state can move to the higherenergy state. Effectively, B1 applies a torque rotating the magnetization vectors by a prescribed
angle proportional to the strength of B1 and its duration (Figure 2.1.2). On a human imaging, the
typical value of the B1 strength is a small fraction of a gauss ( 1T = 104 Gauss), and its duration
is a few millisecond range. After cessation of the applied B1, the excited protons in a higherenergy state tend to return to their lower-energy state. Spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) is the time
constant characterizing the return of the magnetization vector along the z-axis (longitudinal axis)
whereas spin-spin relaxation time (T2) is the time constant characterizing the decay of the vector
component in the x-y plane (transverse plane). In humans, T1 values of most tissues range from
about 100-1500 ms while T2 values range from about 20-300 ms, and each tissue has a unique
value of T1 and T2.
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Table 2.1.1 Gyromagnetic ratios and relative sensitivities

Nucleus
1

H
C
19
F
23
Na
31
P
13

𝛾
2𝜋

[MHz/T]
42.575
10.705
40.054
11.262
17.235

Relative
Sensitivity
1.000
0.016
0.830
0.093
0.066

Figure 2.1.2 Spins in a static magnetic field (Bo) and an RF magnetic field (B1). B1 induces
rotation of magnetization towards transverse (x-y) plane. Strength and duration of B1 can be
set for a 90o rotation, leaving a net magnetization (M) entirely in x-y plane.
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An electromotive force (EMF) is induced by the rotating magnetization vectors in an RF
receive coil oriented to detect changes of magnetization (M) in the x-y plane following Faraday's
induction law,

𝐸 ∙ 𝑑𝑙 = −
𝑙

𝑑
𝑑𝑡 𝑠

𝐵 ∙ 𝑑𝑠

(2.1.2)

where, E is the electric field intensity [V/m], and B is the magnetic flux density [T].
This induced signal in an RF coil is called a free induction decay (FID) processed to reconstruct
an MR image (Figure 2.1.3).

Figure 2.1.3 Free induction decay (FID) signal for all spins precessing at the same Larmor
frequency.
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2.1.2 Magnetization and Gradient Fields
In the presence of B0, the equilibrium nuclear magnetization M0 is [Cho et al., 1993],

M0 =

𝑁𝛾 2  2 𝐼 𝐼+1 𝐵0
3𝑘𝑇𝑠

(2.1.3)

where I is the nuclear spin corresponding to 1/2 for 1H, N is the number of nuclear spins per unit
volume, Ts is the absolute sample temperature, and k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38×10-23 J/k).
Thus the signal amplitude which is proportional to the magnetization can be increased by
increasing the B0 or lowering the Ts. At 37°C = 310 K, M0 for protons in H2O is 3.25×10-3 B0
A/m. If the applied field is only B0 in the z-direction, then all spins have the same resonance
frequency (ω0 = γB0) and, if excited, induce signals having the resonance frequency (Figure
2.1.3). Because an RF coil usually encompasses the entire region of interest (ROI), it is not
possible to excite a selected ROI nor to distinguish the signals generated from different regions if
only B0 exists. To address these problems, linear gradient fields made by gradient coils (in
addition to B0) are applied for MR imaging. For example, if y-gradient field (Gy) is applied (in
addition to B0) then the total applied field will be B0 + Gyy. This gradient field combined with B0
still points in the z-direction, however the field strength varies with the y-location, hence Gy =
dBz/dy, and the frequency of the spins becomes a function of their y-location; ω(y) = γ (B0 + Gyy)
= ω0 + γ Gyy (Figure 2.1.4). If Gy = 2.0 G/cm, then the frequencies vary as 8.516 kHz/cm for 1H,
amounting to a frequency bandwidth of 85.16 kHz for a 10-cm-wide object. Therefore Fourier
transform of the FID determines the contribution from each frequency component (which
linearly maps to a particular y-position). In this particular case of a constant y-gradient, an onedimensional image can be made as y-position. With three different gradients, so called slice
selection (usually z-direction), phase encoding and readout gradient, three-dimensional images
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can be acquired. Note that, the gradient field strength is usually less than 1G/cm on whole-body
imaging systems.

Figure 2.1.4 Effect of a y-gradient using a square phantom. (a) without, (b) with ygradient field (Gy).

2.1.3 Bloch Equation, Relaxation and Chemical Shift
The dynamic aspects of NMR can be understood by solving the differential equation known as
the Bloch equation, which is given by [Cho et al., 1993]
𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑀 × 𝛾𝐵 −

𝑀𝑥 𝑎 𝑥 +𝑀𝑦 𝑎 𝑦
𝑇2

−

(𝑀𝑧 −𝑀0 ) 𝑎 𝑧
𝑇1

(2.1.3)

where 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑦 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑧 are unit vectors in the x, y, and z directions respectively, M 0 is the
magnetization amplitude caused by the B0, and B is the various magnetic fields applied.
After 90° excitation, the transverse component of the M0, -Mxy, decays away while the
longitudinal component ,-Mz, returns to the M0. Because the relaxation mechanisms are diverse
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and complex, so only the dominant mechanism related to biological tissues (magnetic dipole
interaction) will be considered.
From the Bloch equation (Eq. 2.1.3), the longitudinal component of M (Mz) is,
𝑑𝑀𝑧
𝑑𝑡

=−

𝑀𝑧 −𝑀0

(2.1.4)

𝑇1

The solution to the Bloch equation with assumption of Mz(0) = 0 after a 90° RF excitation, is

𝑀𝑧 = 𝑀0 (1 − 𝑒

𝑡

−𝑇

1

)

(2.1.5)

The time constant, T1, is called the spin-lattice relaxation time and describes the time of return to
equilibrium state along the z-direction from 0 to 0.67M0. T1 is caused by the energy exchange
between the nuclei and the surrounding lattice. At a microscopic level, randomly fluctuating
magnetic fields caused by motion of surrounding dipoles increases energy exchange and
longitudinal relaxation.
The transverse component of M, (Mxy), is,
𝑑𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑑𝑡

=−

𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑇2

𝑀𝑥𝑦 = 𝑀0 𝑒 −𝑡/𝑇2

(2.1.6)

(2.1.7)

The time constant, T2, is called the spin-spin relaxation time related to the decay of Mxy. Since
T2 relaxation depends on z-component field fluctuations, so a T2 value is about equal or less than
T1 (T2 ≤ T1). At a microscopic level, the interactions between dipoles and Mz broaden the
resonant frequencies of spins. In solids, the presence of relatively slow fluctuations creates a
large resonant frequency broadening effect and makes extremely rapid T2 decay. An additional
decay of Mxy occurs due to the intrinsic magnetic field (B) inhomogeneity. T2* is the relaxation
time considering both T2 and B inhomogeneity.
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As magnetic field intensity is increased, the T1 is usually increased whereas T2 is almost constant
if other conditions such as a temperature is constant. Table 2.2.1 shows typical T1, T2 and proton
density (ρ) for the human body tissues.
Even for a perfectly uniform external static field, fluctuations of local fields can be made by
surrounding electrons at the molecular level. Chemical shift is this small displacement of the
internal resonant frequency caused by the orbital motion of the surrounding electrons. In the
presence of B0, the effective magnetic field (Beff) experienced by the nucleus is,

Beff = B0(1-ζ)

(2.1.8)

where ζ is a shielding constant depending on the chemical environment.
For example, in the spectrum of acetic acid (CH3COOH), the three protons in the CH3 group
have a different Beff compared to the proton in the COOH group because the oxygen molecules
in the COOH group make the electron away from the proton, resulting in a less shielding effect.
In humans, the typical example of a chemical shift is water (H20) and fat (lipid) (many CH2
groups). The resonant frequency of fat with respect to water's is about 3.5 part-per-million (ppm)
lower, which leads to a frequency shift of 214 Hz at 1.5T. Therefore chemical shift can be
regarded as a "discrete" inhomogeneity.
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Table 2.2.1 Approximate T1, T2 and proton density values of some normal tissue types at
125MHz (3T).
Tissue
Name
Skin
Tendon
Fat
Cortical
Bone
Cancellous
Bone
Blood
Muscle
Grey
Matter
White
Matter
CSF
Sclera
Vitreous
Humor
Nerve
Cartilage
Tongue
Cerebellum
Stomach
Lung
Liver
Heart
Yellow
Matter

T1
[ms]
365
864
382

T2
[ms]
133
107
68

Proton
Density
0.653
0.7
1.0

554

55

0.1

586

49

0.5

1932
898

275
29

0.8
0.741

1331

110

0.85

832

79.6

0.73

3450
1617

459
184

1.0
0.615

3450

459

0.981

993
1168
898
1452
898
1617
570
898

78
27
29
84
29
184
45
29

0.710
0.7
0.741
0.77
0.741
0.78
0.8
0.741

365

133

1.0
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2.1.4 Calculation of the transverse magnetization (Mt) using the Bloch equation
The transverse magnetization (Mt) will be calculated using the Bloch equation considering T1,
T2, gradients, and B0 inhomogeneity effect (Eq. 2.1.3).

The local magnetic field, B , can be written as follows [Benoit-Cattin et al., 2005]:
  
 

 

B (r , t )  B1 (t )  B0 z  B (r ) z  (G (t )r ) z

(2.1.9)


where B0 is the main magnetic field, B(r ) is the local field variation caused by the tissue


magnetic susceptibility and B0 inhomogeneity within the object, G (t ) is the applied gradient

fields (having components of Gx, Gy and Gz) at a certain time, B1 (t ) is the radio frequency (RF)

magnetic field, and r is the spatial coordinate.

A discrete time solution of the Bloch equation can be expressed as the rotation matrix form
as follows [Benoit-Cattin et al., 2005]:
 
  
M (r , t  t )  Rot z (G ) Rot z (B) Rrelax (T1 , T2 ) Rot RF ( B1e ) M (r , t )

(2.1.10)


where Rot z (G) is a rotation matrix about the z-axis associated to the applied gradient , G (t ) , by
sin 
cos 

Rot z (G )   sin  cos
 0
0

0 
0 ,
1 



  t (G x ( x, t )  G y ( y, t )  G z ( z , t ))r

(2.1.11)

Rot z (B) is a rotation matrix about the z-axis associated to the difference between the applied
main magnetic field (B0) and the actual local field strength caused by the magnetic susceptibility
of the local tissue.
sin 
cos 

Rot z ( B )   sin  cos
 0
0

Rrelax (T1 , T2 ) describes the relaxation effect of T1 and T2,

0 
0 ,
1 



   t  B ( r )

(2.1.12)
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 T- (tr)
e 2


Rrelax (T1 , T2 )   0

 0


0
e

0

- t

T2 ( r )

0
- t


0

1 - e T1 (r)










(2.1.13)


Rot RF ( B1e ) represents the rotating effect of the applied effective B1 (B1e) field having phase angle

of  leading to an effective flip angle   in a time  t .

Rot RF ( B1e )  Rot z ( ) Rot y (  ) Rot x ( ) Rot y (   ) Rot z (  )

(2.1.14)

where   is given by:
 
   t ( ) 2   
 

2

(2.1.15)

and

  tan 1 (


)
 / t

(2.1.16)

where   is the difference between the B0 and the local value of the RF frequency.

2.1.5 MR Imaging Method
2.1.5.1 Signal Equation
In MR imaging systems, the received time signal, s(t), derived from the Bloch equation
including effect of gradient fields is [Cho et al., 1993],

𝑠 𝑡 =

𝑥 𝑦 𝑧

𝑀 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧

(2.1.17)

Applying the solution of time-varying gradient, G(t),

𝑠 𝑡 =

𝑥 𝑦 𝑧

𝑀0 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 𝑒 −𝑡/𝑇2 𝑒 −𝑖𝜔 0 𝑡 exp
{−𝑖𝛾

𝑡
0

𝐺(𝑡 ′ ) ∙ 𝑟𝑑𝑡′} 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧

(2.1.18)
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where M0 is the initial magnetization at the equilibrium state.
To simplify the equation, following assumptions will be used.
1) The transverse relaxation term (e-t/T2) can be ignored.
2) 2D imaging reconstruction is considered.
3) 𝑒 −𝑖𝜔 0 𝑡 term can be ignored because s(t) is usually demodulated in frequency by ω0 using
phase sensitive demodulation method.
Using above assumptions, the received time signal from an excited plane becomes

𝑠 𝑡 =

𝑥 𝑦

𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒 −𝑖2𝜋𝑘 𝑥

𝑡 𝑥

𝑒 −𝑖2𝜋𝑘 𝑦

𝑡 𝑦

𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

(2.1.19)

where

𝑘𝑥 𝑡 =

𝛾

𝑡
2𝜋 0

𝐺𝑥 (𝑡′)𝑑𝑡′

(2.1.20)

𝑘𝑦 𝑡 =

𝑡
2𝜋 0

𝐺𝑦 (𝑡′)𝑑𝑡′

(2.1.21)

𝛾

kx and ky are the time integral of the gradient waveforms and in units of spatial-frequency,
usually cycles/cm.
Eq. 2.1.11 equals to the 2D Fourier transform of m(x, y) at some spatial frequency, k(x) and
k(y). 2D Fourier transform space is often called as "k-space" where k is the spatial frequency
such as kx and ky [S. Ljunggren 1983].
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2.1.5.2 Field of View (FOV)
In MR imaging, the relationship between field of view (FOV) and scanning parameters is,

𝐹𝑂𝑉𝑥 =
𝐹𝑂𝑉𝑦 =

1

𝛾
(𝐺 ∆𝑡)
2𝜋 𝑥𝜏

1

𝛾
(𝐺 𝜏 )
2𝜋 𝑦𝑖 𝑦

(2.1.22)

(2.1.23)

where 𝐹𝑂𝑉𝑥 is the FOV in the x-direction, 𝐺𝑥𝜏 is the readout (in this case x-direction) gradient
amplitude, ∆𝑡 is the sampling period of the A/D converters, 𝐺𝑦𝑖 is the incremental phase encoding
(in this case y-direction) gradient amplitude, and 𝜏𝑦 is the fixed phase-encoding duration (Figure
2.1.5).
Aliasing arises in a reconstructed image when the sampling rate is not sufficiently high
enough. Based on the sampling theorem, if the signal x(t) has bandwidth of B and the sampling
frequency of ωs is greater than or equal to 2B, then x(t) can be reconstructed without any artifact
from the original signal. The minimum sampling frequency ωs = 2B is called the "Nyquist
sampling frequency" [Kamen 1990]. If the sampling frequency is less than Nyquist sampling
frequency, then the reconstructed signal will have an aliasing artifact. In MR imaging, aliasing
can be avoided by adjusting the pulse sequence to give smaller incremental gradient areas
between samples, thereby increasing the FOV in both readout and phase encoding directions.
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Figure 2.1.5 Gradient waveform timing and parameters: Gy = phase encoding gradient, Gx =
readout gradient, Gyp = maximum amplitude of a phase encoding gradient, Ty = time duration,
Gyi = incremental gradient amplitude, Gxr = readout gradient amplitude, Δt = time interval
between data samples, and Tx = total readout time.
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2.1.5.3 Refocusing
If the receive signal is acquired right after the selective excitation pulse, the signal amplitude
𝜏

will be small because of dephasing stemming from phase dispersion having a factor of 𝑒 −𝑖𝛾 𝐺𝑧 𝑧 2
across the finite slice width. Because the dispersion factor is a linear function of z, it can be
𝜏

cancelled out by the application of a linear z-gradient having a factor of 𝑒 +𝑖𝛾 𝐺𝑧 𝑧 2 . So the
necessary z-gradient (slice selection gradient) waveform should have the opposite polarity
𝜏

compared to that used during RF excitation and area of 𝐺𝑧 2 (Figure 2.1.6).

Figure 2.1.6 Selective excitation with refocusing. A negative gradient is applied right after
the excitation RF pulse is turned off to unwind the linear phase.
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2.1.5.4 Spin Echo Sequence
Figure 2.1.7 shows the basic spin echo (SE) pulse sequence diagram and Figure 2.1.8
presents the principles of the sequence especially procedures of an Hahn spin echo generation
[Hahn 1950]. Beginning at steady state (Fig. 2.1.8 (a)), a 90° excitation along x-axis flips the
magnetization vector (M) into the transverse plane (xy-plane) along the y-axis (Fig. 2.1.8 (b)).
If we ignore the gradient fields, the spins will experience phase dispersion due to field
inhomogeneity (Fig. 2.1.8 (c)). To rephase the spins, 180° excitation pulse is applied along the
same x-axis at time Δt (Fig. 2.1.8 (d)). Immediately before the 180° excitation pulse, the spin at
the "1" location is "ahead of" the spin at the "2" location, so the total magnetization amplitude
(M) will become smaller than that of original one (M0). Right after the 180° pulse, the spin at the
"1" location is "behind" the spin at the "2" location, so M will begin to "catch up to" M0.
Although Figure 2.1.8 shows the 180° pulse along the x-axis, an RF excitation along any
direction in the xy-plane (transverse plane) can be used to generate a spin echo. For example, if
the 180° pulse along the y-axis is used, then the echo having the same amplitude but opposite
polarity compared to the Hahn spin echo will be acquired. We call it as the Carr-Purcell and
Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spin echo sequence.
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Figure 2.1.7 Pulse sequences for 2D spin echo Fourier imaging. Gs is the slice selection
gradient, Gc is the phase encoding gradient, and Gr is the readout gradient. TE is the echo
time.
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Figure 2.1.8 The Hahn spin echo generation (90°x - Δt - 180°x): (a) Initial equilibrium state. (b)
Following the 90° RF excitation pulse, magnetization vector flips along the y-axis. (c) After
some time (Δt), dephasing starts due to the precessional frequency difference. (d) A 180° RF
excitation pulse rotates all the spins about the x-axis. (e) A spin echo is generated along the yaxis by rephasing at time 2Δt.
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2.1.5.5 Gradient Echo Sequence
Gradient echo (GE) is a pulse sequence usually used for fast imaging [Frahm et al., 1986]
such as vascular and cardiac imaging. Gradient echoes are also called gradient-refocused echoes,
gradient-recalled echoes and field echoes, all of which refers to the magnetic field made by the
readout gradient (in other word, frequency-encoding gradient) to rephase the spins. GE pulse
sequences use gradient reversal on the readout gradient (Gr), not a 180° RF pulse used in spin
echo sequences, to produce field echoes. A prephasing gradient lobe in Gr dephases the spin
isochromats, and then rephases them by a rephasing gradient lobe in Gr having opposite polarity.
The maximum receive signal of the GE sequence occurs at the point which integral of a positive
readout gradient is equal to that of the neagative one. Figure 2.1.9 shows a typical GE sequence
diagram.
GE sequences are used for fast imaging because the flip angle (θ) of the excitation pulse is
usually much less than 90° and the longitudinal magnetization component (Mz) is never inverted,
so no lengthy period of time is required for longitudinal recovery (T 1) and short time of
repetition (TR) (usually 2-50 msec) can be used. When low flip angles are used for the RF
excitation pulse, the Mz is almost no change but an appreciable transverse magnetization (Mxy) is
still achievable, which makes the acquisition time shorter.
Although fast acquisition is the main reason for using GE sequences, other beneficial features
are also used for MR imaging. For example, the sequences provide images with hyper-intense
blood signal, which is used in the time-of-flight and phase-contrast angiographic pulse sequences.
Another example is the susceptibility-weighted images because GE sequences do not use 180°
RF pulse to refocus the phase variation caused by the local field inhomogeneity.
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Figure 2.1.9 Pulse sequences for 2D gradient echo Fourier imaging.
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2.2 Basic Electromagnetic Field Theory for the RF Coil Design
2.2.1 Lorentz Force Law
Electromagnetic fields are originated from charged particles, such as electron and proton, and
the total electric charge has integral multiples of magnitude of the electronic charge,
e = 1.6×10-19C. The movement of positively charged particles is called current having unit of the
ampere [A], defined as a rate of movement of charge passing (or crossing) a given reference
point of one coulomb per second. Current is symbolized by I, and therefore,

𝐼=

𝑑𝑄

(2.2.1)

𝑑𝑡

Suppose that electric and magnetic fields have been made in some region of interest (ROI).
𝑁

The symbol for the electric field intensity is E having unit of newton per coulomb [ 𝐶 ], and the
𝑤𝑏

magnetic field is represented by B having unit of weber per meter square [ 𝑚 2 ], or gauss [G]. If
the fields E and B exist at a certain point (P), the presence of the fields can be detected by
measuring force (F) of a charge (q) located at that point. The force is given by the Lorentz Force
Law,

𝐹 = 𝑞(𝐸 + 𝑣 × 𝐵 )

(2.2.2 a)

= 𝐹𝐸 + 𝐹𝐵 𝑁

(2.2.2 b)

where, q is the charge at the point (P), 𝑣 is the velocity of the charge, 𝐸 is the electric field
intensity, 𝐵 is the magnetic flux density, 𝐹𝐸 = 𝑞𝐸 is the electric field force acting on q, and
𝐹𝐵 = 𝑞𝑣 × 𝐵 is the magnetic field force acting on q (Figure 2.2.1).
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Figure 2.2.1 Lorentz forces acting on a moving charge (q) in the presence of (a) electric
field (E Flux) only, and (b) magnetic field (B Flux) only. FE is the electric field force acting
on q and FB is the magnetic field force acting on q.
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2.2.2 Divergence, Curl, Gradient, and Laplacian Operations
It is essential to understand commonly used operations in electromagnetic field calculations to
understand the entire result. In this section, four most commonly used operators, divergence, curl,
gradient and Laplacian, are explained.
The divergence of a vector 𝐷, div 𝐷, is defined as the limit of the net outward flux of 𝐷 per
unit volume. The mathematical form of the definition is
𝑠

𝑑𝑖𝑣 𝐷 = lim

𝐷 ∙ 𝑑𝑠

(2.2.3)

∆𝑣

∆𝑣→0

The shape of S is immaterial in this limit, as long as the unit volume (∆𝑣) tend toward zero.
If the del operator (∇) is defined as a vector operator, such as

∇=

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

𝑎𝑥 +

𝜕

𝑎𝑦 +

𝜕𝑦

𝜕
𝜕𝑧

𝑎𝑧

(2.2.4)

then using the del operator, we can rewrite the divergence of a vector 𝐷, such as

div D =

𝜕𝐷𝑥
𝜕𝑥

+

𝜕𝐷𝑦
𝜕𝑦

+

𝜕𝐷𝑧
𝜕𝑧

(2.2.5)

According to the divergence theorem, "the integral of the normal component of any vector field
over a closed surface is equal to the integral of the divergence of this vector field throughout the
volume enclosed by the closed surface" [Hayt 1989].
The curl of any vector is given by the closed line integral of the vector in a plane normal to
the component desired as the path limits to zero. The mathematical form of the definition is,
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑙 𝐻 =
In Cartesian coordinates, , the definition is,

lim

∆𝑆𝑁 →0

𝑙

𝐻 ∙ 𝑑𝑙
∆𝑆𝑁

(2.2.6)
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𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑙 𝐻

𝑧
= (𝜕𝐻
−
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝐻𝑦
𝜕𝐻
𝑥
𝑧
𝑥
)𝑎𝑥 + (𝜕𝐻
− 𝜕𝐻
)𝑎𝑦 + ( 𝜕𝑥𝑦 − 𝜕𝐻
)𝑎𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦

(2.2.7)

In terms of the vector operator,
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑙 𝐻

=∇×𝐻

(2.2.8)

The gradient of a scalar field V is defined as

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑉 =

𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝑁

𝑎𝑁

(2.2.9)

where 𝑎𝑁 is a unit vector normal to the constant V surface, and the normal is chosen according to
the direction of increasing values of V.
In Cartesian coordinates, the grad V can be expressed as,

grad V =

𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑥

𝑎𝑥 +

𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑦

𝑎𝑦 +

𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑧

𝑎𝑧

(2.2.10)

The Laplacian of a scalar field V can be obtained by using the divergence and gradient
expressions, and Laplacian V is defined as,

𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑉 = div grad V = ∇ ∙ ∇V = ∇2 𝑉

(2.2.11)

In Cartesian coordinates, the Laplacian V can be expressed as,
2

𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑛 V = ∇ 𝑉 =

𝜕2𝑉
𝜕𝑥 2

+

𝜕2𝑉
𝜕𝑦 2

+

𝜕2𝑉
𝜕𝑧 2

(2.2.12)
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2.2.3 Maxwell Equation
Time-dependent forms of Maxwell's equations in free space are
1) Gauss's Law: "The electric flux passing through any closed surface is equal to the total charge
enclosed by that surface" [Hayt 1989].

𝜀
𝑠 0

𝐸 ∙ 𝑑𝑠 =

𝜌𝑣 𝑑𝑣

𝑣

∇ ∙ 𝜀0 𝐸 = 𝜌𝑣
𝑠

𝐵 ∙ 𝑑𝑠 =

𝑠

(2.2.13 a)
(2.2.13 b)

𝜇0 𝐻 ∙ 𝑑𝑠 = 0

∇∙𝐵 = 0

(2.2.14 a)
(2.2.14 b)

where 𝜀0 is the permittivity of free space (8.854×10-12 F/m), 𝜇0 is the permeability of free space
(4π×10-7 H/m), 𝐸 is the electric field intensity, and 𝐵 is the magnetic flux density.
2) Faraday's Induction Law: A time-varying magnetic field can make an electromotive force
(EMF) establishing a current in a closed circuit.

𝐸 ∙ 𝑑𝑙 = −
𝑙

𝑑
𝑑𝑡 𝑠

𝐵 ∙ 𝑑𝑠

∇×𝐸 = −

𝜕𝐵

(2.2.15 a)

(2.2.15 b)

𝜕𝑡

3) Ampere's Law: The line integral of magnetic field intensity (𝐻 ) about any closed path is equal
𝑑𝐷

to the sum of conduction current (I) and surface integral of the displacement current density ( 𝑑𝑡 )
enclosed by that path.
𝐵
𝑙 𝜇0

∙ 𝑑𝑙 =

𝐽 ∙ 𝑑𝑠 +
𝑠

∇×𝐻 = 𝐽+

𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝜕𝐷
𝜕𝑡

𝜖0 𝐸 ∙ 𝑑𝑠

(2.2.16 a)

(2.2.16 b)
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2.2.4 Conservative vs. magnetically-induced electric fields
In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) achieved with
microcoils is inversely affected by the square root of absorbed power loss which is proportional
to the conductivity and square of total electric field (P=ζE2) [Hoult and Richards, 1976].
Researchers believed that in microimaging sample power loss could be negligible and radio
frequency (RF) coils served as the dominant source of RF power dissipation at low field MRI
where one wavelength was much longer than the size of a coil and a sample [Cho et al. 1988].
However, there has recently been compelling evidence that sample loss can be a significant
factor in SNR for high field microimaging since the sample loss increases much faster than that
of the coil with increasing frequency [Minard and Wind, 2001]. It has also been proposed that

conservative electric fields ( E c ), caused by either an electric charge distribution or a scalar

potential and those by related power loss in the sample, may have a significant role in SNR,

because the magnetically-induced E-fields ( E i ), caused by the time-varying magnetic field

following Maxwell’s equation and related power loss within the sample, are expected to be
negligible in comparison to power loss in the coil [Minard and Wind, 2001, Webb 1997].


In general, E i (Eq. 2.2.15) and E c can be described with the equations,


Ec   V



where B is the magnetic flux density (Tesla) and V is the scalar electric potential (Volt).

(2.2.17)
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2.3 RF Coils
In an MRI system, the radiofrequency (RF) coils, also known as RF resonators, are key
components used for two purposes. One is for transmitting RF pulses at the Larmor frequency to
excite the nuclei in the sample. The other is for receiving signals from the sample at the same
frequency. So understanding basic RF coils and related pulsing methods is important to develop
new RF coil and related numerical calculations.

2.3.1 Concepts of Resonance
To understand the concept of resonance, a simple RF coil and equivalent circuit is explained
in Figure 2.3.1. Using the Kirchhoff's law, the current flowing in the RLC circuit is,

𝐼=𝑉 𝑅+

𝑖

− 𝑖𝜔𝐿

𝜔𝐶

−1

(2.3.1)

where I is the current, V is the voltage, ω is the angular frequency, R is the resistor, L is the
inductor, C is the capacitor, and 𝑖 = −1.
If R = 0, then the equation will become,

𝐼=𝑉

𝐿
𝑖𝜔

2

(𝜔 −

1
𝐿𝐶

)

−1

(2.3.2)

The current (I) flowing in the circuit will become infinite (∞) and impedance (voltage/current)
will be zero, when

𝜔 = 𝜔𝑟 =

1
𝐿𝐶

(2.3.3)

This phenomenon is called resonance and the frequency (ω) is called resonant frequency. In
reality, the R is not zero, nevertheless the current would be maximum at the resonance frequency
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and the RF magnetic field (B1) mainly caused by the current also would be maximum following
the Maxwell equation (Eq. 2.2.16).

Figure 2.3.1 Illustration of a single-loop RF coil (a) and equivalent RLC circuit (b).
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2.3.2 Birdcage Coils
The birdcage coils have been most commonly used for NMR/MRI experiment since the first
introduction by Hayes et al., (1985) because they can produce a very homogeneous RF magnetic
field (B1) over a large volume within the coil. The high pass (HP) birdcage coil is made of
several equi-spaced conductors, called "rung", on a cylindrical surface and all rungs are
connected to the end conductor loop, called "end-ring" having equi-spaced capacitors to make
resonant circuit. The geometry of HP and low pass (LP) birdcage coils is shown in Figure 2.3.2.
For the analytical study of the HP birdcage coil, the equivalent circuit for the coil is described in
Figure 2.3.3 by modeling the conductors as inductors. In this figure, Cj is the capacitance of the
capacitor connected between jth and (j+1)th rung, Mj,j denotes the self-inductance of the jth rung,
Mj-1,j+1 denotes the mutual-inductance between (j-1)th and (j+1)th rung, and Lj,j is the selfinductance of the conductors connected between jth and (j+1)th rung. To simplify the equation
before presenting a general analysis, we assume that Mj,k = 0, Cj = C, Lj = L, and Mj,j = M.
Following the Kirchhoff's voltage law [Jin, 1999],
1

𝑀 𝐼𝑗 +1 + 𝐼𝑗 −1 + 2

𝜔2𝑐

− 𝐿 − 𝑀 𝐼𝑗 = 0 (𝑗 = 1,2, … . , 𝑁)

(2.3.4)

The current in the jth rung is then given by

(𝐼𝑗 )𝑚 = {

cos
sin

2𝜋𝑚𝑗

when 𝑚 = 0,1,2, … … ,

𝑁
2𝜋𝑚𝑗

𝑁

𝑁
2

(2.3.5)

when 𝑚 = 1,2, . . , − 1

𝑁

2

The calculated resonant frequency for each solution is,

𝜔𝑚 = [ 𝐶 𝐿 + 2𝑀𝑠𝑖𝑛2

𝜋𝑚
𝑁

1

]−2

when 𝑚 = 0,1,2, … ,

𝑁
2

(2.3.5)

From these equations, the highest resonant frequency occurs for the mode 0 (m = 0), referred to
as the end-ring mode, having a constant current in the end-rings and no currents in the rungs. The
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mode 1 (m = 1) has the second highest resonant frequency and can make a uniform magnetic
field.

Figure 2.3.2 Illustration of a high-pass (HP) (a) and low-pass (LP) (b) birdcage coils. The coils
are composed of conductors (yellow) and capacitors(blue).
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Figure 2.3.3 A segmented equivalent circuit for an HP birdcage coil. Cj is the capacitance of
the capacitor connected between j and (j+1)th rung, Mj,j denotes the self-inductance of the jth
rung, Mj-1,j+1 denotes the mutual-inductance between (j-1) and (j+1)th rung, Lj,j is the selfinductance of the conductors connected between j and (j+1)th rung, and Ij is the current flowing
between j and (j+1)th rung.
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2.3.3 TEM Coils
As frequency increases above 100MHz, the performance of lumped elements (such as
capacitors and inductors.) becomes worse because of nonuniform current distributions, decreased
conductor skin depths, self resonance below the desired resonant frequency, and increased
radiation losses [Vaughan et al., 1994]. To address these problems, Vaughan et al. proposed a
new method to design RF coils using transmission line and cavity elements based on transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) theory. Figure 2.3.4 shows that the basic series (a) and parallel (b)
lumped element circuits can be replaced by the open (c) and short (d) circuited quarter wave
transmission line segments.
The input impedance (Zin) and admittance (Yin) of lumped element circuits are,

𝑍𝑖𝑛 = 𝑅 + 𝑗(𝜔𝐿 −
𝑌𝑖𝑛 = 𝑗𝜔𝐶 +

1
𝜔𝐶

)

1
𝑅+𝑗𝜔𝐿

(2.3.6)

(2.3.7)

The resonance frequency (f) for the circuit is,

𝑓=

1
2𝜋 𝐿𝐶

(2.3.8)

For the TEM circuits (Fig. 2.3.4 (c) and (d)), the input impedance is,

𝑍𝑖𝑛 =

𝑉
𝐼

𝛾 = 𝛼 + 𝑗𝛽 =

=

𝑉1 𝑒 −𝛾𝑧 + 𝑉2 𝑒 +𝛾𝑧
𝐼1 𝑒 −𝛾𝑧 + 𝐼2 𝑒 +𝛾𝑧

𝑅 + 𝑗𝜔𝐿 (𝐺 + 𝑗𝜔𝐶)

(2.3.9)

(2.3.10)

where V is an input voltage, I is a input current, G is conductance, γ is the propagation constant,
α is the attenuation constant (nepers/m) , and β is the phase constant (rad/m). The phasors V1 and
I1 propagate in the +z direction, whereas V2 and I2 are reflected in the -z direction.
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If the circuit is perfectly tuned to the resonant frequency, the reflected signal is absent. When the
frequency is high enough, low loss, and resonant lines, then ωL » R and ωC » G, and the
reactance component of the input impedance is almost zero.
When α = 0, the lossless approximation for the input impedance to the open line (Fig. 2.3.4
(c)) is,

𝑍𝑖𝑛 = −𝑗𝑍0 cot 𝛽𝑙

(2.3.11)

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the circuit.
The input impedance of the shorted line (Fig. 2.3.4 (d)) is,

𝑍𝑖𝑛 = 𝑗𝑍0 tan 𝛽𝑙

(2.3.12)

The resonance frequency for the shorted (or open) lines is,

𝑓𝑟 =

𝜔𝑟
2𝜋

=

𝑛
4𝑙 𝐿𝐶

,

n = integer

(2.3.13)

If G = 0 at the shorted (or open) lines (Fig. 2.3.4 (c) and (d)), the series resonant quality factor
(Qr) can be shown as,

Qr =

𝜔𝑟 𝐿
𝑅

(2.3.14)
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Figure 2.3.4 Comparison of lumped element series (a) and parallel (b) circuits to equivalent
transmission lines of open (c) and short (d) quarter wave transmission line segments. So the
distributed transmission line element (l) can be used as lumped element inductor(L) and
capacitor(C) at high frequency [Vaughan et al., 1994].
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2.3.4 Transmit and Receive Arrays
2.3.4.1 RF Magnetic (B1) Field Inhomogeneity
To get a high SNR and optimal images in high frequency MRI, many components including
RF coils, pulse sequences, and reconstruction methods should be optimized because the
wavelength effect becomes critical at high frequencies. B1 fields are essential in MRI systems for
the excitation of nuclear spins and the detection of the resulting nuclear spin precession. The
operating frequency of the B1 field increases with the strength of the main magnetic field (B0).
This increased frequency causes increased tissue conductivity (ζ) and decreased permittivity (ε).
These effects dramatically increase the complexity of interactions between the B1 field and the
human subject, causing the B1 field inhomogeneity in transmission as well as in reception.

“Image inhomogeneity related to high radiofrequencies is one of the major challenges for high
field imaging” [Collins et al., 2005, p.1327].

Both specific absorption rate (SAR) related to patient safety and B1 field distortion within the
human body will be increased due to increasing B1 field frequency. This increased frequency
will make it difficult to design RF coils and pulse sequences for high field MRI.

“In high field MRI systems, a major challenge is the design of RF coils that exhibit a good signal
to noise ratio, transverse magnetic (B1) field uniformity, and low specific absorption rate (SAR)
in the biological tissues” [Ibrahim et al., 2001, p.1339].
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Specialized techniques have been developed to reduce field inhomogeneity artifacts, such as
novel RF coils design [Vaughan et al., 1994, Zhang et al., 2003, Meadowcroft et al., 2007], RF
shimming [Hoult, 2000; Collins et al., 2005; Mao et al., 2006], and specialized pulse sequence
design such as composite pulses [Collins et al., 2007], transmit SENSE [Katscher et al., 2003]
and multi-spoke method [Sung and Nayak, 2008; Saekho et al., 2006].

2.3.4.2 RF Shimming
Making a uniform B1 field in high field MRI systems is one of the major challenges as the
operational wavelength decreases. Additionally, the wavelength inside the human body will be
shorter because the relative permittivity (  r ) is much higher than 1. For example, in a 7T system
(300MHz), the wavelength inside the brain having an average relative permittivity value of 52
and conductivity of 0.55, is approximately 13.9 cm, whereas in free space it is 100 cm. Because
the human body is extremely asymmetric and contains highly inhomogeneous and lossy
materials, very strong electromagnetic interactions between the RF coil and the human body are
expected. These interactions can lead to non-uniform, asymmetric, and complex current
distributions on the RF coils as well as the inside of the human body. To improve these problems,
the field distribution within the RF coils should be optimized. One of the most commonly used
methods is RF shimming [Hoult, 2000 a, b; Collins et al., 2005, 2007; Katscher and Bornert
2006]. RF shimming refers to either optimization of current magnitudes and phases of coils in a
transmit array [Ledden, 2003; Mao et al., 2006; Metzger et al., 2008] or the impedance
adjustment of elements in a volume coil such as a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) coil
[Vaughan et al., 1994].
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2.3.4.3 A K-space Analysis of Small-tip-angle Approximation
The transverse magnetization (Mxy) at the small tip angle excitation in which the longitudinal
magnetization, Mz, is approximately equal to its equilibrium value M0 ( M 0  M z ) is,

t
2nt
K x (t )  A(1  ) cos
T
T

(2.3.15)

t
2nt
K y (t )  A(1  ) sin
T
T

(2.3.16)

G (t ) 

1 dk (t )

 dt

(2.3.17)

B1 (t )  W (k (t )) G (t )
T

M xy ( x)  iM 0 0 B1 (t )e

(2.3.18)
T

t

ix G ( s ) ds

dt

(2.3.19)

where, γ, k, n and T are the gyromagnetic ratio, spatial frequency, number of cycles, and the time.
Whereas G, B1, and W are the amplitude of the linear gradient, applied RF field and spatial
weighting function. A circularly symmetric Gaussian function was used for the desired spatial
frequency weighting as

W (k )  e

  2 ( k x 2  k y 2 ) / A2

(2.3.20)

Figure 2.3.6 shows the implementation of the previous work [Pauly et al., 1989] using above
equations.
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Figure 2.3.5 Duplicated result of a. (a) k-space trajectory of a spiral two-dimensional
selective excitation. (b) Gradient waveforms corresponding to the k-space trajectory.
(c) (B1). Surface plots of the transverse magnetization, (d) Mxy, (e) Mx and (f) My
[Pauly et al., 1989].
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2.3.4.4 SENSE (Sensitivity Encoding)
In MRI, the scanning time can be considerably reduced by specialized imaging methods such
as simultaneous acquisition of spatial harmonics [SMASH: Sodickson and Manning, 1997],
sensitivity encoding [SENSE: Pruessmann et al., 1999] and generalized auto-calibrating partially
parallel acquisitions [GRAPPA: Griswold et al., 2002] using multiple receiver coils in parallel.
Fundamental theory to signal separation of these parallel receive imaging techniques states that
signal superposition in each single coil occurs with different weights due to local coil
sensitivities.
Understanding basic concepts of these receive parallel techniques is valuable for
development of transmit array methods because they are related to each other.
The resulting unfolding image vector and g-factor map can be calculated as,



v U a

U  ( S H  1 S ) 1 S H  1
g   [( S H 1 S ) 1 ]  ,  ( S H 1 S )  , 

(2.3.21)
(2.3.22)
(2.3.23)

 
Where v , a and U are the resulting unfolding vector, the folded complex image vector, and the
unfolding matrix. S and  are the sensitivity matrix and the receiver noise matrix related to the
coil coupling.
Figure 2.3.7 shows the example of the SENSE reconstruction method using human head
images acquired by 8 channel phased array coils [Pruessmann et al., 1999, MGH Martinos
Center].
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Figure 2.3.6

Implemented SENSE imaging of a human head using eight channel arrays based on

previous research (Pruessmann et al., 1999, http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/~fhlin/tool_sense.htm).
(a) A reference full FOV image, (b) A sensitivity map, (c) A folded image of a ch.1 with a reduction
factor (R) of 2, (d) Alias matrix, (e) A G-factor map, (f) A SENSE reconstructed image.
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2.4 Interaction between RF Electromagnetic Fields and Biological Materials
The electromagnetic properties of tissue, such as magnetic relative permeability (μr),
electrical relative permittivity (εr), and electrical conductivity (ζ), are the function of frequency
in the radiofrequency to microwave range. These property changes result from interactions
between electromagnetic fields and tissue matter. The purpose of this section is to briefly explain
mechanisms of the interactions with respect to εr and ζ values measured in tissue at the
frequency range from 12.774MHz to 600MHz. Some mechanisms, such as dielectrophoresis
[Mahaworasilpa et al., 1994), NMR and several mechanisms currently topics of debate [Pickard
1995, Adair 1995], are not considered for these measured properties because of minor effect on
the electromagnetic properties of tissue.
Before describing specific mechanisms of electromagnetic fields and tissue interaction, basic
principles of dielectric relaxation will be explained for better understanding.

2.4.1 Basic Principles of Dielectric Relaxation
Complex electrical permittivity (𝜀 ) can be derived from the Maxwell's equation ,

∇×𝐻 = 𝐽+

𝜕𝐷
𝜕𝑡

𝜀 =𝜖−𝑗

= 𝑗𝜔 𝜖 − 𝑗
𝜍
𝜔

𝐹

,

𝑚

𝜍
𝜔

𝐸

(2.4.1)

(2.4.2)

where ω is radian frequency and j is the imaginary unit.
The angle δd is called the dissipation angle and its tangent is called loss tangent or dissipation
factor of the material, defined by

tan 𝛿𝑑 =

𝜍
𝜔𝜀

(2.4.3)
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The importance of the loss tangent is that it's related to the attenuation constant (α) and phase
constant (β) for uniform plane waves in an unbounded conductive region defined as,

𝛼=

𝜔 𝜇𝜖

𝛽=

𝜔 𝜇𝜖

2

2

[ 1+
[ 1+

𝜍

2

𝜔𝜖
𝜍

2

𝜔𝜖

1

− 1]2 ,
1

+ 1]2 ,

Np/m

(2.4.4)

rad/m

(2.4.5)

The dimension of α and β is 1/m, and neper (Np) and rad are dimensionless.
The electrical permittivity (ε) can be separated into relative permittivity (εr) and the permittivity
of free space (𝜀0 ) (8.854×10-12 F/m),

𝜀 = 𝜖𝑜 𝜖𝑟

(2.4.6)

Assume that relative permittivity (εr) starts at one value (εf) and moves towards another (εt) as
frequency increases. The dipolar relaxation of polarization corresponds to an exponential decay
with a time constant (η). Then electrical conductivity (ζ) and permittivity (ε) can be described as,

𝜀𝑟 = 𝜖𝑓 +

(𝜖 𝑡 −𝜖 𝑓 )
1+(𝜔𝜏 )2

𝜍 = 𝜍𝑡 + (𝜔𝜏)2

(𝜍 𝑓 −𝜍𝑡 )
1+(𝜔𝜏 )2

Figure 2.4.1 shows the frequency response of these entities.

(2.4.7)

(2.4.8)
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Figure 2.4.1 Frequency response of relative electrical permittivity (εr) (Left) and
conductivity (ζ) (Right). It is assumed that a simple system having only one ideal
DeBye dielectric relaxation mechanism (Eq. 2.4.7 and 2.4.8) and εf = 0, εt = 1, ζf =
1, and ζt = 0.

Usually, biological materials have several different dielectric mechanisms and regions, such
as α-, β-, and γ-dispersion regions [Schwan and Foster, 1980; Foster and Schwan 1989; Dissado
1990] and the complicated frequency dependence of εr and ζ is mainly caused by the
combination of all of the mechanisms. Figure 2.4.2 shows the frequency dependence of ε r and ζ
for a muscle tissue [Gabriel, 1996]. The α dispersion is believed to be associated mainly with
counterion polarization whereas β and γ-dispersions are related to the interfacial polarization and
dipolar relaxation of water respectively.
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Figure 2.4.2 Frequency response of relative electrical permittivity (εr) (Left) and
conductivity (ζ) (Right) for (transverse) muscle tissue [Gabriel, 1996].

2.4.2 Counterion Polarization
When a cell or molecule having a net charge is located in the electrical field (E), the ions will
move to the surface without leaving the vicinity of the body results making a dipole [Counterion
polarization, Figure 2.4.3]. It is generally understood today that the counterion polarization may
be responsible in part for the α-dispersion.
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Figure 2.4.3 Illustration of counterion polarization. Motion of ions makes a large
charged body and counterions results as a dipole within an external electric field (E).

2.4.3 Interfacial Polarization
When two materials having different electrical properties (conductivity(ζ) and relative
permittivity(εr)) are placed side by side, capacitive charging can be occurred at the boundary
region due to movement of charged particles (Interfacial polarization, Figure 2.4.4). Since tissues
have several layers of different materials, such as intracellular-, extracellular-substance and cell
membranes, each layer can make an interfacial polarization. It is generally understood today that
an interfacial polarization is the main reason for the β-dispersion.
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Figure 2.4.4 Interfacial Polarization. When an external electric field (E) is applied to
the adjacent materials having different electrical properties (relative permittivity and
conductivity), capacitive charging can be occurred at the boundary region due to the
movement of charged particles results in internal current flows (I1 and I2).

2.4.4 Dipolar Relaxation
When electric dipoles are placed in the external electric field, a torque caused by the electric
field on a dipole results in reorientation of dipoles, called dipolar relaxation, following Lorenz
Force Law (Eq. 2.2.2) (Figure 2.4.5). It is generally believed that the γ dispersion is mainly
caused by the dipolar relaxation of free water molecules, and dipolar relaxation of other small
molecules and bound water may be contribute to δ dispersion which is observed between β and γ
dispersions.
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Figure 2.4.5 Illustration of dipolar relaxation. Reorientation of dipoles without (a)
and with (b) the external electric field (E).

2.4.5 Tissue Dielectric Properties
Table 2.4.1through Table 2.4.9 present tissue dielectric properties, relative permittivity (ε r)
and conductivity(ζ), depending on frequency change following Eq. 2.4.7 and Eq. 2.4.8. At the
time of this research these information was available on the internet by accessing the website
"http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh" using a standard web browser (currently not available for
access).
As frequency is increased from 12.774 MHz to 600 MHz, it is clear that conductivity is
increased whereas relative permittivity is decreased (Table 2.4.1 through Table 2.4.9).
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2.5 RF Safety in MRI (aside from issues with implants and devices)
To reduce the risks of thermoregulatory imbalance and local hyperthermic tissue damage
caused by RF pulses during MR scanning, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration Center for
Devices and Radiological Health (FDA CDRH) and the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) have devised limits on SAR and temperature (T) increases in the human body.
For example, the limitation of the specific absorption rates (SAR) in a whole body is 2 (W/kg)
during any 6 minutes (IEC: 2002) (Table 2.5.1 and 2.5.2). It is possible to estimate the absorbed
power in the body by assuming that the input power is totally absorbed by the body and dividing
it by the mass of the exposed tissue [Collins et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005; Mao et al., 2007].
When frequencies exceed 100MHz, it is necessary to consider the wavelength effect because the
electrical wavelength at that frequency is similar to or smaller than the dimensions of the human
body, so full Maxwell’s equation should be used to properly model the RF field behavior.
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Table 2.4.1 Electrical permittivity (εr) and conductivity(ζ) of tissues at 12.774 MHz
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh)
Tissue
Bladder
Blood
Cancellous Bone
Cortical Bone
Bone Marrow (Infiltrated)
Bone Marrow (Not Infiltrated)
Breast
Cartilage
Cerebellum
Cerebro-Spinal-Fluid (CSF)
Colon (Large Intestine)
Cornea
Dura
Eye-tissue (Sclera)
Fat
Fat (Mean)
Gallbladder
Gall_Blad_Bile
Grey Matter
Heart
Kidney
Cortex (in Lens)
Nucleus (in Lens)
Liver
Lung (Inflated)
Lung (Deflated)
Muscle (Parallel Fiber)
Muscle (Transverse Fiber)
Nerve (Spinal Cord)
Ovary
Skin (Dry)
Skin (Wet)
Small Intestine
Spleen
Stomach Esop Duodenum
Tendon
Testis Prostate
Thyroid Thymus
Tongue
Trachea
Uterus
Vitreous Humor
White Matter
Average Brain
Average Skull
Average Muscle

Relative Permittivity
(εr)
44.523117
222.150574
61.333614
31.651758
44.992855
16.662121
7.299873
147.313599
393.844604
108.343758
226.466537
212.204224
179.042435
169.828751
12.191671
26.163553
98.514053
119.192162
273.921143
248.629120
310.099457
141.384155
90.904633
188.577377
100.218887
154.176682
129.833405
143.898346
130.432373
258.999146
299.067139
184.823761
383.706757
351.641724
198.811188
97.731781
199.775620
137.405869
169.828781
123.164780
259.993347
69.748413
157.484848
215.703003
46.492687
136.865875

Conductivity
(σ) (S/m)
0.267830
1.113258
0.127332
0.044995
0.128463
0.012507
0.028266
0.380065
0.422742
2.003635
0.508228
0.889526
0.560767
0.809983
0.030115
0.054755
0.903964
1.404508
0.320171
0.521209
0.535300
0.531858
0.227897
0.331845
0.233983
0.448833
0.680849
0.625957
0.233544
0.481181
0.230034
0.380620
1.377783
0.540256
0.799066
0.413904
0.797483
0.727410
0.579449
0.468436
0.780230
1.502068
0.171991
0.246081
0.086164
0.653403
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Table 2.4.2 Electrical permittivity (εr) and conductivity(ζ) of tissues at 21.29 MHz
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh)
Tissue
Bladder
Blood
Cancellous Bone
Cortical Bone
Bone Marrow (Infiltrated)
Bone Marrow (Not Infiltrated)
Breast
Cartilage
Cerebellum
Cerebro-Spinal-Fluid (CSF)
Colon (Large Intestine)
Cornea
Dura
Eye-tissue (Sclera)
Fat
Fat (Mean)
Gallbladder
Gall_Blad_Bile
Grey Matter
Heart
Kidney
Cortex (in Lens)
Nucleus (in Lens)
Liver
Lung (Inflated)
Lung (Deflated)
Muscle (Parallel Fiber)
Muscle (Transverse Fiber)
Nerve (Spinal Cord)
Ovary
Skin (Dry)
Skin (Wet)
Small Intestine
Spleen
Stomach Esop Duodenum
Tendon
Testis Prostate
Thyroid Thymus
Tongue
Trachea
Uterus
Vitreous Humor
White Matter
Average Brain
Average Skull
Average Muscle

Relative Permittivity
(εr)
34.637440
147.931000
46.854885
24.193733
31.117722
12.070968
6.502610
103.608673
266.820129
107.242889
161.473389
148.375443
140.175003
119.481461
9.424845
20.078041
97.364929
117.823227
193.101501
181.469818
218.710571
96.732407
75.141151
137.046280
67.730835
115.991882
101.023209
107.158257
94.036003
195.243576
199.137390
131.742691
244.377365
226.864822
136.990417
84.693321
138.189484
103.915276
119.481468
90.746704
171.170319
69.411232
121.607483
157.354492
35.524307
104.090729

Conductivity
(σ) (S/m)
0.273553
1.144402
0.137103
0.049459
0.138470
0.015793
0.028657
0.402617
0.522375
2.009812
0.547132
0.922453
0.605595
0.833065
0.032087
0.059142
0.910138
1.412176
0.383006
0.565524
0.594795
0.550726
0.244302
0.365227
0.251356
0.472576
0.698551
0.645014
0.256527
0.538495
0.297700
0.412149
1.444805
0.607411
0.826026
0.430157
0.825380
0.743288
0.602531
0.486778
0.827935
1.502260
0.206866
0.294936
0.093281
0.671782
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Table 2.4.3 Electrical permittivity (εr) and conductivity(ζ) of tissues at 42.58 MHz
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh)
Tissue
Bladder
Blood
Cancellous Bone
Cortical Bone
Bone Marrow (Infiltrated)
Bone Marrow (Not Infiltrated)
Breast
Cartilage
Cerebellum
Cerebro-Spinal-Fluid (CSF)
Colon (Large Intestine)
Cornea
Dura
Eye-tissue (Sclera)
Fat
Fat (Mean)
Gallbladder
Gall_Blad_Bile
Grey Matter
Heart
Kidney
Cortex (in Lens)
Nucleus (in Lens)
Liver
Lung (Inflated)
Lung (Deflated)
Muscle (Parallel Fiber)
Muscle (Transverse Fiber)
Nerve (Spinal Cord)
Ovary
Skin (Dry)
Skin (Wet)
Small Intestine
Spleen
Stomach Esop Duodenum
Tendon
Testis Prostate
Thyroid Thymus
Tongue
Trachea
Uterus
Vitreous Humor
White Matter
Average Brain
Average Skull
Average Muscle

Relative Permittivity
(εr)
27.183147
100.585266
35.107388
18.582291
19.835390
8.343375
5.969405
72.885262
154.604279
102.816887
111.879105
102.724075
92.027199
85.832054
7.185407
15.133654
92.906746
112.307556
121.957039
126.737625
145.241989
68.677666
57.505432
95.612404
44.654976
86.007034
79.093925
80.903893
65.321495
131.936859
119.145538
91.030472
148.927200
138.722321
97.509247
67.135353
97.264824
81.175011
85.832054
66.929276
110.266541
69.192833
82.964722
102.460876
26.844839
79.998909

Conductivity
(σ) (S/m)
0.281913
1.183697
0.151447
0.055624
0.149339
0.019407
0.029168
0.433176
0.650499
2.034759
0.602765
0.969988
0.673014
0.863740
0.034258
0.063925
0.934971
1.443131
0.465459
0.633422
0.683573
0.573091
0.270268
0.415310
0.274647
0.507922
0.722283
0.671666
0.290326
0.628100
0.385496
0.458395
1.535676
0.693284
0.858799
0.458315
0.862354
0.764848
0.633306
0.512286
0.881630
1.502668
0.260740
0.363100
0.103535
0.696974
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Table 2.4.4 Electrical permittivity (εr) and conductivity(ζ) of tissues at 64 MHz
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh)
Tissue
Bladder
Blood
Cancellous Bone
Cortical Bone
Bone Marrow (Infiltrated)
Bone Marrow (Not Infiltrated)
Breast
Cartilage
Cerebellum
Cerebro-Spinal-Fluid (CSF)
Colon (Large Intestine)
Cornea
Dura
Eye-tissue (Sclera)
Fat
Fat (Mean)
Gallbladder
Gall_Blad_Bile
Grey Matter
Heart
Kidney
Cortex (in Lens)
Nucleus (in Lens)
Liver
Lung (Inflated)
Lung (Deflated)
Muscle (Parallel Fiber)
Muscle (Transverse Fiber)
Nerve (Spinal Cord)
Ovary
Skin (Dry)
Skin (Wet)
Small Intestine
Spleen
Stomach Esop Duodenum
Tendon
Testis Prostate
Thyroid Thymus
Tongue
Trachea
Uterus
Vitreous Humor
White Matter
Average Brain
Average Skull
Average Muscle

Relative Permittivity
(εr)
24.592829
86.450081
30.867998
16.680996
16.433481
7.209655
5.805086
62.912689
116.330582
97.312386
94.653976
87.368446
73.263161
75.293930
6.505981
13.642735
87.397873
105.443054
97.418617
106.514565
118.563362
60.532711
50.339096
80.558441
37.099873
75.273132
71.729515
72.234077
55.057266
106.791222
92.169510
76.723297
118.345673
110.558678
85.818710
59.489307
84.520126
73.943146
75.293930
58.886219
92.116753
69.126373
67.836266
82.627441
23.774498
71.981796

Conductivity
(σ) (S/m)
0.287332
1.206772
0.160841
0.059524
0.154322
0.021084
0.029502
0.452074
0.718910
2.065967
0.638064
1.000424
0.706669
0.882578
0.035273
0.066148
0.965954
1.481791
0.510816
0.678418
0.741373
0.585807
0.285880
0.447964
0.288953
0.530948
0.736681
0.688201
0.312115
0.685116
0.435760
0.488039
1.591185
0.743916
0.877815
0.474331
0.884749
0.778235
0.652044
0.528379
0.910577
1.503151
0.291507
0.401162
0.110182
0.712441
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Table 2.4.5 Electrical permittivity (εr) and conductivity(ζ) of tissues at 125 MHz
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh)
Tissue
Bladder
Blood
Cancellous Bone
Cortical Bone
Bone Marrow (Infiltrated)
Bone Marrow (Not Infiltrated)
Breast
Cartilage
Cerebellum
Cerebro-Spinal-Fluid (CSF)
Colon (Large Intestine)
Cornea
Dura
Eye-tissue (Sclera)
Fat
Fat (Mean)
Gallbladder
Gall_Blad_Bile
Grey Matter
Heart
Kidney
Cortex (in Lens)
Nucleus (in Lens)
Liver
Lung (Inflated)
Lung (Deflated)
Muscle (Parallel Fiber)
Muscle (Transverse Fiber)
Nerve (Spinal Cord)
Ovary
Skin (Dry)
Skin (Wet)
Small Intestine
Spleen
Stomach Esop Duodenum
Tendon
Testis Prostate
Thyroid Thymus
Tongue
Trachea
Uterus
Vitreous Humor
White Matter
Average Brain
Average Skull
Average Muscle

Relative Permittivity
(εr)
21.928989
73.474380
26.401566
14.766319
13.599342
6.254364
5.649086
53.168274
80.581268
84.492165
77.022064
71.849876
56.340580
65.244530
5.934097
12.398324
74.593819
89.461777
74.080696
84.833870
90.363121
53.238743
42.974876
64.667694
29.654427
64.033508
64.479599
63.708408
44.342308
79.870644
66.081329
61.967091
88.703133
83.559914
75.150650
52.030102
72.422371
66.956184
65.244530
50.777328
75.817703
69.063499
52.898956
63.489826
20.583942
64.094002

Conductivity
(σ) (S/m)
0.297582
1.247194
0.179125
0.067042
0.161733
0.023535
0.030261
0.486963
0.825511
2.140301
0.702622
1.056404
0.750317
0.916261
0.036810
0.069589
1.039168
1.573116
0.584013
0.762823
0.848263
0.607999
0.311734
0.508530
0.314609
0.573960
0.762901
0.718068
0.352192
0.786401
0.519657
0.542128
1.688890
0.831891
0.911474
0.497900
0.924737
0.803101
0.685727
0.558140
0.959140
1.505228
0.340396
0.462205
0.123084
0.740484
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Table 2.4.6 Electrical permittivity (εr) and conductivity(ζ) of tissues at 300 MHz
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh)
Tissue
Bladder
Blood
Cancellous Bone
Cortical Bone
Bone Marrow (Infiltrated)
Bone Marrow (Not Infiltrated)
Breast
Cartilage
Cerebellum
Cerebro-Spinal-Fluid (CSF)
Colon (Large Intestine)
Cornea
Dura
Eye-tissue (Sclera)
Fat
Fat (Mean)
Gallbladder
Gall_Blad_Bile
Grey Matter
Heart
Kidney
Cortex (in Lens)
Nucleus (in Lens)
Liver
Lung (Inflated)
Lung (Deflated)
Muscle (Parallel Fiber)
Muscle (Transverse Fiber)
Nerve (Spinal Cord)
Ovary
Skin (Dry)
Skin (Wet)
Small Intestine
Spleen
Stomach Esop Duodenum
Tendon
Testis Prostate
Thyroid Thymus
Tongue
Trachea
Uterus
Vitreous Humor
White Matter
Average Brain
Average Skull
Average Muscle

Relative Permittivity
(εr)
20.092785
65.651459
23.162727
13.438949
12.131972
5.758446
5.541821
46.773956
59.716129
72.733978
65.008499
61.373558
47.955727
58.900471
5.633927
11.744920
62.917671
74.885712
60.019821
69.307854
70.486855
48.951069
38.357269
53.511841
24.772005
56.187481
59.758045
58.200912
36.910629
61.295673
49.821499
51.904320
69.763336
66.490837
68.710838
47.982502
64.835297
62.447472
58.900471
45.305710
66.240273
69.016571
43.776123
51.897972
18.300838
58.979477

Conductivity
(σ) (S/m)
0.316818
1.316255
0.215550
0.082660
0.174834
0.027363
0.032713
0.552475
0.973083
2.224507
0.810376
1.150651
0.803579
0.975317
0.039565
0.076465
1.117014
1.669632
0.692327
0.904209
1.022531
0.647806
0.353020
0.609842
0.356343
0.648833
0.812130
0.770517
0.418305
0.945968
0.641438
0.630770
1.840314
0.969080
0.972011
0.537026
0.993642
0.851162
0.744783
0.610907
1.038528
1.517700
0.413369
0.552848
0.149105
0.791323
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Table 2.4.7 Electrical permittivity (εr) and conductivity(ζ) of tissues at 340 MHz
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh)
Tissue
Bladder
Blood
Cancellous Bone
Cortical Bone
Bone Marrow (Infiltrated)
Bone Marrow (Not Infiltrated)
Breast
Cartilage
Cerebellum
Cerebro-Spinal-Fluid (CSF)
Colon (Large Intestine)
Cornea
Dura
Eye-tissue (Sclera)
Fat
Fat (Mean)
Gallbladder
Gall_Blad_Bile
Grey Matter
Heart
Kidney
Cortex (in Lens)
Nucleus (in Lens)
Liver
Lung (Inflated)
Lung (Deflated)
Muscle (Parallel Fiber)
Muscle (Transverse Fiber)
Nerve (Spinal Cord)
Ovary
Skin (Dry)
Skin (Wet)
Small Intestine
Spleen
Stomach Esop Duodenum
Tendon
Testis Prostate
Thyroid Thymus
Tongue
Trachea
Uterus
Vitreous Humor
White Matter
Average Brain
Average Skull
Average Muscle

Relative Permittivity
(εr)
19.918709
64.968765
22.835672
13.306604
12.009575
5.718446
5.529992
46.174339
57.970764
71.883392
63.890499
60.402618
47.343582
58.331245
5.608871
11.688842
62.087399
73.850105
58.812248
67.826683
68.609138
48.579185
37.956425
52.459595
24.327208
55.446606
59.323364
57.703766
36.215042
59.573284
48.403847
50.973839
68.075775
64.970787
68.142815
47.659515
64.158440
62.032825
58.331245
44.795315
65.413712
69.009987
42.982723
50.897484
18.071138
58.513565

Conductivity
(σ) (S/m)
0.320738
1.329735
0.223163
0.086089
0.177710
0.028123
0.033409
0.566007
0.997069
2.235527
0.829861
1.167860
0.813132
0.986944
0.040173
0.078094
1.126010
1.680633
0.710999
0.929265
1.052603
0.656007
0.360975
0.628005
0.363760
0.662919
0.822437
0.780878
0.430024
0.973458
0.661131
0.646540
1.866072
0.992714
0.984365
0.545832
1.007010
0.861426
0.756410
0.621127
1.053480
1.521943
0.426261
0.568630
0.154626
0.801657
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Table 2.4.8 Electrical permittivity (εr) and conductivity(ζ) of tissues at 600 MHz
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/dielec.sh)
Tissue
Bladder
Blood
Cancellous Bone
Cortical Bone
Bone Marrow (Infiltrated)
Bone Marrow (Not Infiltrated)
Breast
Cartilage
Cerebellum
Cerebro-Spinal-Fluid (CSF)
Colon (Large Intestine)
Cornea
Dura
Eye-tissue (Sclera)
Fat
Fat (Mean)
Gallbladder
Gall_Blad_Bile
Grey Matter
Heart
Kidney
Cortex (in Lens)
Nucleus (in Lens)
Liver
Lung (Inflated)
Lung (Deflated)
Muscle (Parallel Fiber)
Muscle (Transverse Fiber)
Nerve (Spinal Cord)
Ovary
Skin (Dry)
Skin (Wet)
Small Intestine
Spleen
Stomach Esop Duodenum
Tendon
Testis Prostate
Thyroid Thymus
Tongue
Trachea
Uterus
Vitreous Humor
White Matter
Average Brain
Average Skull
Average Muscle

Relative Permittivity
(εr)
19.288525
62.603390
21.575499
12.790672
11.559993
5.580380
5.475067
43.965221
52.168758
69.537560
59.958221
56.990738
45.383869
56.333866
5.517947
11.476365
59.877869
71.098625
54.722740
62.580269
62.004482
47.279430
36.571930
48.743923
22.780245
52.812130
57.759724
55.959404
33.771992
53.537342
43.634930
47.724873
62.303284
59.750996
66.146416
46.522743
61.795761
60.536617
56.333866
42.978767
62.571301
68.966797
40.256622
47.489681
17.183086
56.859566

Conductivity
(σ) (S/m)
0.347171
1.418761
0.274056
0.110194
0.198539
0.033260
0.039302
0.658014
1.127719
2.306389
0.945628
1.271485
0.876052
1.063832
0.044613
0.090524
1.179283
1.745047
0.819315
1.072940
1.219479
0.712959
0.413731
0.734401
0.407191
0.750337
0.894224
0.849822
0.497887
1.127704
0.765229
0.739007
2.010344
1.126788
1.069010
0.613513
1.094261
0.934148
0.833298
0.686749
1.148472
1.562248
0.502592
0.660954
0.192125
0.872023
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Table 2.5.1 MRI safety regulation assigned by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration Center for Devices and Radiological Health (FDA CDRH 2003).

Site

Dose

Whole body
Head

Averaged over
Averaged over
Per gram of
tissue (1g)
Per gram of
tissue (1g)

Head or Torso
Extremities

15
10

SAR
(W/kg)
4
3

5

8

5

12

Time (min)
Equal to or greater than

Table 2.5.2 MRI safety regulation assigned by the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC 601-2-33:2002. pp29-31).

Site
Whole body
(Normal)
Whole body
(First Level
Controlled)
Head
Head
Extremities

Equal to or greater than

SAR
(W/kg)

Averaged over

6

2

Averaged over

6

4

Averaged over
Maximum
(10g)
Maximum
(10g)

6

3.2

6

10

6

20

Dose

Time (min)
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2.6 The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) Method
To increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), higher static magnetic field (B0) magnets and
specially designed RF coils have been developed [Sodickson et al., 1997; Pruessmann et al.,
1999; Griswold et al., 2002]. Because higher B0 field strengths and specially designed RF coils
require higher and more complex RF magnetic fields (B1), perturbations of electromagnetic
fields including B0, B1, electric field (E), and power loss by the human body are becoming
important. This has led to an increase in the use of field simulation techniques such as the finite
difference time domain (FDTD) method [Yee, 1966] to analyze field distributions in the
presence of the human body [Alecci et al., 2001; Collins et al., 2002; Park et al., 2007 b]. All
simulation work was performed using commercially available software (xFDTD; Remcom, Inc;
State College, PA) based on FDTD method.

2.6.1 Discretizing Maxwell Equation
The FDTD method solves the Maxwell's curl equations (Eq. 2.2.15 (b) and Eq. 2.2.16 (b)) as
the finite difference approximation throughout time and space so the equations can be solved for
arbitrary shaped objects having specific electromagnetic properties (such as relative
permittivity(εr), conductivity(ζ) and relative permeability(μr)) using a computer.
In isotropic and linear system, Maxwell's curl equations can be written as,
∇ × 𝐸 = −𝜇

𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑡

∇ × 𝐻 = 𝜍𝐸 + 𝜖

(2.6.1)
𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑡

(2.6.2)

where 𝜀 is the permittivity (F/m), 𝜇 is the permeability (H/m), 𝐸 is the electric field
intensity(V/m), and 𝐵 is the magnetic flux density (T).
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Eq.2.6.1 can be rewritten as,
𝑎𝑥
∇×𝐸 =

=

𝑎𝑦

𝑎𝑧

𝜕

𝜕

𝜕

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑧

𝐸𝑥

𝐸𝑦

𝐸𝑧

𝜕𝐸𝑧 𝜕𝐸𝑦
𝜕𝐸𝑥 𝜕𝐸𝑧
−
𝑎𝑥 +
−
𝑎 +
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥 𝑦
= −𝜇(

𝜕𝐸𝑦 𝜕𝐸𝑥
−
𝑎𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦

(2.6.3)

𝜕𝐻𝑦
𝜕𝐻𝑥
𝜕𝐻𝑧
𝑎𝑥 +
𝑎𝑦 +
𝑎 )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑡 𝑧

The equation (2.6.2) can be separated as three different equations in each coordinate.
𝜕𝐻𝑥
1 𝜕𝐸𝑧 𝜕𝐸𝑦
=−
−
𝜕𝑡
𝜇 𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

(2.6.4 a)

𝜕𝐻𝑦
1 𝜕𝐸𝑥 𝜕𝐸𝑧
=−
−
𝜕𝑡
𝜇 𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥

(2.6.4 b)

𝜕𝐻𝑧
1 𝜕𝐸𝑦 𝜕𝐸𝑥
=−
−
𝜕𝑡
𝜇 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦

(2.6.4 c)

As same way, Eq.2.6.2 can be rewritten as,
𝑎𝑥
𝜕
∇×𝐻 =
𝜕𝑥
𝐻𝑥
=

𝑎𝑦
𝜕
𝜕𝑦
𝐻𝑦

𝑎𝑧
𝜕
𝜕𝑧
𝐻𝑧

𝜕𝐻𝑧 𝜕𝐻𝑦
𝜕𝐻𝑥 𝜕𝐻𝑧
−
𝑎𝑥 +
−
𝑎𝑦 +
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝐸

= 𝜍 𝐸𝑥 𝑎𝑥 + 𝐸𝑦 𝑎𝑦 + 𝐸𝑧 𝑎𝑧 + 𝜀( 𝜕𝑡𝑥 𝑎𝑥 +

𝜕𝐻𝑦 𝜕𝐻𝑥
−
𝑎𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝐸𝑦
𝜕𝑡

𝑎𝑦 +

𝜕𝐸𝑧
𝜕𝑡

(2.6.5)

𝑎𝑧 )

As same way, it can be separated as three different equations in each coordinate,
𝜕𝐻𝑧 𝜕𝐻𝑦
−
− 𝜍𝐸𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

(2.6.6 a)

𝜕𝐸𝑦
1 𝜕𝐻𝑥 𝜕𝐻𝑧
= {
−
− 𝜍𝐸𝑦 }
𝜕𝑡
𝜀 𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥

(2.6.6 b)

𝜕𝐸𝑥
1
=
𝜕𝑡
𝜀
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𝜕𝐸𝑧
1
=
𝜕𝑡
𝜀

𝜕𝐻𝑦 𝜕𝐻𝑥
−
− 𝜍𝐸𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦

(2.6.6 c)

Using finite difference approximation, any function of time can be written as,
𝜕𝑓
𝑓 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+1) − 𝑓 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−1)
=
𝜕𝑡
2∆𝑡

(2.6.7)

Any function of space can be written as,
𝜕𝑓
𝑓 (𝑖+1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝑓 (𝑖−1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛)
=
𝜕𝑥
2∆𝑥

(2.6.8 𝑎)

𝜕𝑓
𝑓 (𝑖,𝑗 +1,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝑓 (𝑖,𝑗 −1,𝑘,𝑛)
=
𝜕𝑦
2∆𝑦

(2.6.8 b)

𝜕𝑓
𝑓 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+1,𝑛) − 𝑓 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−1,𝑛)
=
𝜕𝑧
2∆𝑧

(2.6.8 c)

Where f can be any component of H and E, ∆𝑡 is the time step, i, j, and k indicate positions on
the 3-dimensional (3D) grid in the x, y, and z directions, ∆𝑥 , ∆𝑦 , and ∆𝑧 are the spatial grid cell
size in the x, y, and z directions, and n is the number of time step respectively.

Using Eq. 2.6.4, 2.6.6 and 2.6.8, Maxwell's curl equations can be written as,
𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+1) − 𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−1)
1 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 +1,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 −1,𝑘,𝑛) 𝐸𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+1,𝑛) − 𝐸𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−1,𝑛)
=−
−
2∆𝑡
𝜇
2∆𝑦
2∆𝑧
(2.6.9 a)
𝐻𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+1) − 𝐻𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−1)
1 𝐸𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+1,𝑛) − 𝐸𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−1,𝑛) 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖+1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖−1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛)
=−
−
2∆𝑡
𝜇
2∆𝑧
2∆𝑥
(2.6.9 b)
𝐻𝑧

𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+1

− 𝐻𝑧
2∆𝑡

𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−1

=−

1 𝐸𝑦
𝜇

𝑖+1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛

− 𝐸𝑦
2∆𝑥

𝑖−1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛

−

𝐸𝑥

𝑖,𝑗 +1,𝑘,𝑛

− 𝐸𝑥
2∆𝑦

𝑖,𝑗 −1,𝑘,𝑛

(2.6.9 c)
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𝐸𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+1) − 𝐸𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−1)
2∆𝑡
1
=
𝜀

𝐻𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 +1,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝐻𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 −1,𝑘,𝑛) 𝐻𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+1,𝑛) − 𝐻𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−1,𝑛)
−
− 𝜍𝐸𝑥
2∆𝑦
2∆𝑧
(2.6.10 a)

𝐸𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+1) − 𝐸𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−1)
2∆𝑡
1
=
𝜀

𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+1,𝑛) − 𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−1,𝑛) 𝐻𝑧
−
2∆𝑧

𝑖+1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛

− 𝐻𝑧
2∆𝑥

𝑖−1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛

− 𝜍𝐸𝑦
(2.6.10 b)

𝐸𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+1) − 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−1)
2∆𝑡
1
=
𝜀

𝐻𝑦

𝑖+1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛

− 𝐻𝑦
2∆𝑥

𝑖−1,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛

𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 +1,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 −1,𝑘,𝑛)
−
− 𝜍𝐸𝑧
2∆𝑦
(2.6.10 c)
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2.6.2 Yee Cells
Previous equations (Eq. 2.6.9 and 2.6.10) are the basic form of the FDTD method, however
the modified algorithm having half cell size (∆𝑥 , ∆𝑦 , and ∆𝑧 ) in space and half time step (∆𝑡 ) in
time, called Yee algorithm, is more popular in numerical calculations because of reduced
calculation time [Yee, 1966].
1

1

𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+2) − 𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−2)
1
=−
∆𝑡
𝜇

1

1

𝐸𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 +2,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 −2,𝑘,𝑛) 𝐸𝑦
−
∆𝑦

1
(𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+ ,𝑛)
2

1

− 𝐸𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−2,𝑛)
∆𝑧
(2.6.11 a)

1

1

𝐻𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+2) − 𝐻𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−2)
1
=−
∆𝑡
𝜇

1

1

1

1

𝐸𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+2,𝑛) − 𝐸𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−2,𝑛) 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖+2,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖−2,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛)
−
∆𝑧
∆𝑥
(2.6.11 b)

𝐻𝑧

1
𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+
2

− 𝐻𝑧
∆𝑡

1
𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−
2

1
=−
𝜇

𝐸𝑦

1
𝑖+ ,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛
2

− 𝐸𝑦
∆𝑥

1
𝑖− ,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛
2

−

𝐸𝑥

1
𝑖,𝑗 + ,𝑘,𝑛
2

− 𝐸𝑥
∆𝑦

1
𝑖,𝑗 − ,𝑘,𝑛
2

(2.6.11 c)
1

1

𝐸𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+2) − 𝐸𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−2)
∆𝑡
1
=
𝜀

1

1

𝐻𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 +2,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝐻𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 −2,𝑘,𝑛) 𝐻𝑦
−
∆𝑦

1
(𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+ ,𝑛)
2

1

− 𝐻𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−2,𝑛)
− 𝜍𝐸𝑥
∆𝑧
(2.6.12 a)

1

1

𝐸𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+2) − 𝐸𝑦 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−2)
∆𝑡
1
=
𝜀

1

1

𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘+2,𝑛) − 𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘−2,𝑛) 𝐻𝑧
−
∆𝑧

1
𝑖+ ,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛
2

− 𝐻𝑧
∆𝑥

1
𝑖− ,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛
2

− 𝜍𝐸𝑦
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(2.6.12 b)
1

1

𝐸𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛+2) − 𝐸𝑧 (𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛−2)
∆𝑡
1
=
𝜀

𝐻𝑦

1
𝑖+ ,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛
2

− 𝐻𝑦
∆𝑥

1
𝑖− ,𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑛
2

1

1

𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 +2,𝑘,𝑛) − 𝐻𝑥 (𝑖,𝑗 −2,𝑘,𝑛)
−
− 𝜍𝐸𝑧
∆𝑦
(2.6.12 c)

where ε and μ used above equations are those at location (i, j, k) in the 3D mesh.
If the electromagnetic fields (E and H) are known in all space at time steps n and n-1/2, the E
and H at time steps of n+1/2 can be easily calculated for the entire region of interest (ROI) using
above equations. In theory, the fields in the ROI can be calculated for any future time, if the grid
spacing (∆𝑥 , ∆𝑦 , and ∆𝑧 ) and time step (∆𝑡 ) used in the numerical calculations are small enough
to ensure stability and accuracy, and the number of period is big enough to reach the steady state
of the results. Figure 2.6.1 shows a 3D representation of the relative positions of E and H
components in a Yee cell cube.

2.6.3 Boundary Condition
The formulations (Eq. 2.6.11 a through Eq.2.6.12 c) are derived based on the assumption of
infinite space, however numerical calculations of electromagnetic fields can be solved only in a
finite region of interest (ROI) because of a limited memory space in a computer. To address this
problem, several different boundary conditions such as radiation boundary condition (RBCs) and
absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) are used. In this study, the Liao boundary condition, a
kind of ABCs developed by Lia et al., 1984 is used.
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Figure 2.6.1 Electromagnetic components (E and H) in a Yee cell cube.
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2.6.4 Stability and Accuracy
For stability of 1D, 2D and 3D numerical calculations of FDTD method, it is required that
[Chew, 1995; Taflove and Brodwin, 1975],
∆𝑥 ≥ 𝑐∆𝑡
1

(2.6.13 a)
≥ 𝑐∆𝑡

(2.6.13 b)

1
1
+
(∆𝑥 )2 (∆𝑦 )2
1

≥ 𝑐∆𝑡

(2.6.13 𝑐)

1
1
1
+
+
(∆𝑥 )2 (∆𝑦 )2 (∆𝑧 )2
where ∆𝑥 , ∆𝑦 , and ∆𝑧 are the spatial grid cell size in the x, y, and z directions, ∆𝑡 is the time step
related to the size of Yee cell, and c is the light velocity within the ROI.
For accurate calculations of FDTD method, the central difference approximations, called
"second order accurate", in space and time is used. It means that the error of approximation is on
the order of (∆𝑡)2 or (∆𝑥 )2 . So the accuracy of FDTD calculations is mainly controlled by
decreasing the grid cell size. Usually, the Yee cell dimensions (∆𝑥 , ∆𝑦 , and ∆𝑧 ) are selected to be
equal or less than 10% of one wavelength of an input signal for the accurate calculations.
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Chapter 3
RF Coil Design for MRI of Histological Tissue Samples at 7.0T
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3.1 SYNOPSIS
In this chapter, we will present several differnt projects related to the development of RF
coils and pulsing methods for NMR/MRI based on the previous background information.
Chapter 3,4,5 and 6 are related to the high field microimaging whereas chapter 7,8 and 9 are
related to the human imaging.
Here we describe the design of a radiofrequency (RF) coil for imaging of histological slices
of tissue using a 7.0 T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system, based on a previously
designed coil and compared to a previous parallel-plate design utilizing the magnetic field
formed between the two copper plates. To evaluate the coil design, numerical calculations using
the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method and experimental imaging are used. T2weighted spin echo (SE) images of an agar phantom and a 60 m thick slice of mouse brain
demonstrate sufficient SNR and resolution for high frequency imaging of histological tissue
samples.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
To confirm the appearance of microscopic pathology in MRI, it is important to be able to
register MR images exactly with histological slices to obtain more information. Our approach to
accomplish this has included novel coil designs to image a thin slice of tissue before histological
processing [Meadowcroft et al., 2007]. Ideally, for microimaging, the radiofrequency (RF) coil
should be small and thin enough to only encompass the tissue, in order to maximize the signal
intensity and filling factor. Maximum magnetic coupling corresponds directly to an optimal
sensitivity for signal reception [Webb 1997].
Here we describe the design of an RF coil for imaging of histological tissue samples, “Histocoil”, designed to maximize the filling factor when imaging histological slides on a 7.0T MRI
system. The coil was designed using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) numerical
method of field calculation, and constructed using conventional methods. Finally, we present
MRI images of a histological slice of mouse brain and thin agar phantom.
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3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
We constructed our “Histo-coil” and performed several experiments at 7.0T. For comparison
to a previous parallel-plate design we also performed numerical simulations.
The main structural features of the designed coil are shown in [Fig. 3.3.1 a]. The initial coil
design was based on a parallel-plate coil designed by Bobroff, et al. [Bobroff and McCarthy,
1999], consisting of two parallel conductive sheets of a finite width connected by a capacitor at
each of the four corners [Fig. 3.3.1 b]. These capacitors result in concentration of current at the
corners and decreased field homogeneity at the edges of the coil. Our Histo-coil design [Fig.
3.3.1 a] avoids this with the use of a continuous copper plate to both better distribute the current
and contain B1 flux.

3.3.1 Experimental Procedures
As constructed for our 7.0T MRI system, the Histo-coil has a width of 1 inch (25.4 mm), a
length of 1.3 inch (33mm), a height of 0.0145 inch (~ 0.37 mm), and is made of 0.002 inch
(0.05mm) thick copper tape (3M Electrical Tape) formed into U-shaped cavity. The open end of
the U-shaped coil is connected with a chip capacitor (American Technical Ceramics, Huntington
Station, New York, USA), two non-magnetic trimmer capacitors (Voltronics Co., Denville, New
Jersey, USA) having maximum 15 pF capacitances for coil tuning and matching, and a balanced
and unbalanced circuit (Balun) to reduce coupling between the coil and other components
[Zhang et al., 2005].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3.1 Schematic diagram for (a) The designed Histo-coil (referred to mostly on p. 3, 4)
and (b) The parallel-plate coil geometry. In each coil the sample is placed where the magnetic
field is most homogeneous. All other conditions for the parallel-plate coil were the same as for
the Histo-coil.
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We created a coil former by cutting a delrin sheet using a 100-W computer-guided laser
(Universal Laser System, Scottsdale, Arizona, USA). A small square slab of teflon (25.4 × 3
mm), having a relative permittivity (εr) of 2.2, was placed at the open end of the coil between the
two copper plates, to maintain the gap (0.37 mm). Glass cover slips having a dimension of 23.7 ×
30 × 0.15 mm were used to hold the samples (either slice of mouse brain or thin agar phantom).
The differences between our previous 3.0T histological coil [Meadowcroft et al., 2007] and
this 7.0T coil include decreased coil length from 48 mm to 33 mm to increase the sensitivity and
decrease the inductance and use of a Balun.
The Q-value and reflection coefficient (S11) of the Histo-coil were measured using a network
analyzer (HP 4195A Network-Spectrum Analyzer). The Q-value for the coil loaded with a
uniform agar phantom was approximately 300 and the S11 value at resonance was around -25 dB.
The agar phantom, 12.5μl of Type A 0.9% agar (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was made with
0.045g agar powder in 5 ml distilled water, and was placed between two cover slips as same as
our previous study [Meadowcroft et al., 2007] [Fig. 3.3.2]. The size of the agar phantom was
23.7 × 30 × 0.06 mm and the mouse brain tissue sample was approximately 10 × 10 × 0.06 mm.
The mouse brain tissues were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, sectioned at 60 μm using a
Leica cryostat, rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to leach out the paraformaldehyde
and then the tissue was placed between two glass cover slips [Meadowcroft et al., 2007].
Figure 3.3.3 shows the coil assembly. The sample is inserted into a slot in the delrin block
which contains the coil.
All imaging at 7.0T was performed on a Biospec (Bruker GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany) MRI
system, and all imaging at 3.0T was performed on a Biospin system made by the same company.
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Figure 3.3.2 The Histo-coil geometry for the experiment. Balun and balanced matching circuits
were used. The agar and mouse brain tissue samples had 0.06 mm thickness and the glass cover
slips each had a 0.15 mm thickness.
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Figure 3.3.3 Photograph of the designed Histo-coil. An opening with a 370 μm gap, for the agar
and mouse brain tissue sample, is located on the side*. Balanced matching with a variable
capacitor and a balun to reduce the coupling between the RF coil cable and other components
were used.
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To obtain a B1 map, a gradient echo (GE) method using two different flip angles (60 and 30)
was used (Insko and Bolinger 1993).

SI ( )  Asin( ),    * B1 *

[3.3.1]

SI (2 )  A sin( 2 )  2 A sin( ) cos( )

[3.3.2]

k

SI ( )
A sin( )
1


SI ( 2 ) 2 A sin( ) cos( ) 2 cos( )

[3.3.3]

1
1
cos 1 ( )
 *
2k

[3.3.4]

B1 

where SI means signal intensity, A is a system constant, θ is the flip angle, γ is the gyromagnetic
ratio, η is the pulse duration and B1 is the RF magnetic field magnitude.
For the experimental B1 mapping, GE Sequence parameters were, TR = 100 ms, TE = 5.2 ms,
NEX = 64, Slice Thickness = 60 µm, FOV = 40×40 mm, Matrix = 256 × 256 and Total Scan
Time = 27 min. 18 sec [Meadowcroft et al., 2009].
Multi spin-echo agar phantom images for the SNR measurement were acquired with TR =
1315 ms, TE = 10 ms, 12 Echoes, NEX = 64, FOV = 40×40 mm, Matrix = 128 × 128,
Bandwidth = 40 kHz and Total Scan Time = 2hr 59min. 32 sec. SNR was calculated using signal
average divided by noise standard deviation.
The T2 map was generated using these acquired images and qMRI2.0 software developed at
the Center for NMR Research (CNMRR) Pennsylvania State University, USA.
A multi-slice and multi-echo spin-echo (MSME) sequence was used to acquire mouse brain
tissue images with the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 11.2 ~ 165.8 ms, Number of
echoes = 12, NEX (Number of average) = 16, Slice thickness = 60 µm, FOV = 23 × 23mm,
Matrix = 256 × 256, and Total scan time = 1 hr. 42 min. 24 sec.
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3.3.2 Numerical Simulations
The numerical field calculations were carried out with commercially-available software
(xFDTD; REMCOM, Inc., State College, PA), a 3D Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)
software program that solves Maxwell’s equations. The software was run on Dell Precision 530
Workstations with two Intel[R] Xeon 2.4 GHz CPU’s and 2 GB RAM each. Results were
analyzed using MATLAB software (The Math Works, Natick, MA). The schematics of the
optimized histological coil design for the numerical calculation are shown in [Fig. 3.3.1 a]. All
calculations were performed at 300MHz, corresponding approximately to B0 field strength of 7.0
Tesla. The coils were driven with a voltage source in series with a 50 Ω resistor to ensure
convergence.
The designed Histo-coil is composed of three copper plates: top, bottom and left. The top and
the bottom plates have the same size with a length of 33 mm and width of 25.4 mm placed at the
YZ plane. The left plate has a width of 25.4 mm and height of 0.37 mm placed at the XY-plane.
A sample with a variable relative permittivity (εr) value was modeled at the center region of the
coil having Δx = 23.7, Δy = 30, Δz = 0.36 mm, and with conductivity (ζ) = 0 S/m.
The parallel-plate coil model differed from that of the Histo-coil in that the left plate was
removed and the top and bottom plates were connected by a capacitor at each corner [Fig. 3.3.1
b]. We used a 150 pF capacitor at each of the four corners to tune the coil at 300 MHz. The
sample was placed at the center region of the coil, where the magnetic field is most
homogeneous. All other conditions for the parallel-plate coil were the same as for the Histo-coil.
All simulation results of electromagnetic fields were normalized so that By = 4 μT at the coil
center.
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3.4 RESULTS
Field calculation results show that the designed Histo-coil had better uniformity and field
strength than a two-plate coil with the previous parallel-plate design [Bobroff and McCarthy,
1999] at 7T (300MHz) [Fig. 3.4.1] and 14T (600MHz) [Fig. 3.4.2]. A B1 map shows the field
uniformity of the designed coil [Fig. 3.4.3].
Figure 3.4.4 shows the T2 map and histogram of the mouse brain tissue image having
dominant T2 value of 77.6332 msec. The SNR using the agar phantom was 71 for the 3T image
and 204 for the 7T Image, where SNR = signal average/noise standard deviation. The mouse
brain tissue image obtained by our designed RF coil has a high SNR and resolution sufficient for
comparison to histological studies [Fig. 3.4.5].
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Figure 3.4.1 Simulation results at 300MHz for the Histo-coil and the parallel-plate design. ||J|| =
normalized current density; ||B|| = normalized magnetic field; ||E|| = normalized electric field
intensity. Note that our designed Histo-coil has better uniformity, lower electric field intensity
and more magnetic flux density than a parallel-plate coil within the region of interest (ROI).
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Figure 3.4.2 Simulation results for the Histo-coil and the parallel-plate Coil at 14T (600MHz).
Other conditions are as in Figure 3.4.1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4.3 B1 map within the Agar phantom: TR = 100 ms, TE = 5.2 ms, NEX = 64, Slice
Thickness = 60 µm, FOV = 40×40 mm, Matrix = 256 × 256, Agar phantom Size  22 × 22 ×
0.06 mm, and Total Scan Time = 27 min. 18 sec. RF pulses for 60° and 30° flip angle were used
for imaging. Outside of the ROI (black rectangular box (a)) was cropped to set the 85% of the
sample size. Dashed white lines (a) indicate the location of the coil.
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Figure 3.4.4 T2-map and histogram of the agar phantom image using TR = 1315 ms, TE = 10 ms,
12 Echoes, NEX = 64, FOV = 40×40 mm, Matrix = 128 × 128, Total Scan Time = 2hr 59min. 32
sec. Agar phantom Size  22 × 30 × 0.06 mm. The most prevalent T2 value was 77.6332 msec.
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Figure 3.4.5 T2-weighted mouse brain tissue multi-echo combined image: TR = 2000 ms, TE =
13.8 ~ 165.8 ms, Number of echoes = 12, Number of Averages = 16, Number of Slices = 1, Slice
thickness = 60 µm, FOV = 23 × 23mm, Matrix = 256 × 256, Total scan time = 1 hr. 42 min. 24
sec. The tissue size is approximately 10 × 10 × 0.06 mm.
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3.5 DISCUSSION
Compared to a previous parallel-plate design for imaging a thin, flat region of interest
[Bobroff and McCarthy, 1999], our Histo-coil design provides more homogeneous B1 fields and
lower E fields in the sample. Using analytical calculations, J.W. Carlson, et al. [Carson, 1986]
showed that the current density corresponding to a time-varying electromagnetic field is much
higher on the edges of a flat rectangular conductor than in the center. This fringe effect is
especially strong when the conductor is connected to capacitors between two parallel plates, but
in our designed Histo-coil, it is dramatically reduced because of continuous connection without
capacitors. Our designed Histo-coil also makes a highly concentrated magnetic flux between the
copper plates.
In Figure 3.4.2, 85% of the agar sample corresponding to 18.7 × 18.7 mm and having
relatively uniform magnetic field was selected to acquire the B1 map because the size is big
enough to cover our mouse brain tissue sample having approximately 10 × 10 mm.
Additional studies varying the relative permittivity within the imaging region from 1 (free
space) to 2.2 (teflon) and 5.5 (glass) showed less than 5% change in the electric and magnetic
field strength and uniformity.
In summary, we have presented a novel coil design for high frequency micro-imaging for
histological studies. We verified that our designed Histo-coil has a better electro-magnetic
performance compared to the previous parallel-plate design in terms of field uniformity and
strength using numerical calculations. Using our designed Histo-coil, we acquired a high
resolution mouse brain tissue image on our 7.0T MRI system. We believe that the Histo-coil and
the design concept are very useful for high-field microimaging.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Model of a Cylindrical Dielectric Resonator
for High Field MRI

90
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents new method to design an RF resonator for high frequency MRI/NMR
using a high dielectric material, called "dielectric resonator". Dielectric resonators have been
used for integrated microwave filters and oscillators because of their very high Q values (which
is proportional to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [Schoenberg et al., 2007] of up to several thousand,
lower conductor losses, and smaller size than metallic resonant cavities. Capitalizing on these
properties, some researchers have used high dielectric materials in MRI and EPR [Wen et al.,
1996; Lassmann et al., 2005]. Based on previous research [Wang et al., 2007 c], we have
designed a dielectric resonator for high field microimaging in MRI and performed full Maxwell
numerical calculations of the electromagnetic fields to evaluate the resonator. Here the effect of
sample diameter on field uniformity is explored.

4.2 METHOD
A dielectric resonator composed of two discs of barium strontium titanate (having a
dielectric constant of 323) each of outer diameter 28 mm, inner diameter 10 mm, and thickness
12 mm, placed coaxially and 2 mm apart, was modeled for microimaging at 600 MHz/14.1 T
(Figure 4.2.1). A copper loop was placed between the discs to drive the system and a saline
sample having dielectric constant of 78, conductivity of 0.2 S/m and a diameter of 9 mm was
placed between the two discs. All simulation work was performed using commercially available
software (xFDTD; Remcom, Inc; State College, PA). The conductivity of the resonator was set
to 0.1 S/m to allow for convergence. Analysis of the results was performed in Matlab (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). All simulation results of electromagnetic fields were normalized
so that the magnitude of the magnetic flux density (||B||) was 4μT at the coil center.
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Figure 4.2.1 Geometry of the resonator (yellow), sample (blue) and copper loop (orange) for
the simulation.
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study the model was based on an existing resonator that has been used to image
small samples between the two discs at 600 MHz [Wang et al., 2007 c]. As shown in Figure
4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the electric field is smallest near the central axis of the resonator where the
magnetic field is strongest. Thus, the cylindrical dielectric resonator having TE01δ mode (Figure
4.3.1) [Pozar 2005] has a region of low loss and high sensitivity along its central axis, and should
provide superior SNR to (for example) a solenoid design, which is found to produce a significant
electric field in the sample due to the electrical potential on the wires [Park et al., 2007 b],
resulting in a significant contribution of the sample noise in high field microimaging [Minard
and Wind, 2001]. Of course, the dielectric resonator also has much lower coil loss than a
conductive coil, which should also significantly improve SNR for small samples. Results show
that the magnetic field uniformity is increased when the sample diameter (and inner diameter of
the resonator) is increased (Figure 4.3.3). This is not surprising, since the currents induced in the
conductive sample should result in a skin depth effect which dampens the B1 intensity at the
center of the sample.
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Figure 4.3.1 Each component of the RF electric (top) and magnetic fields (bottom) through the
resonator. ||MagE|| and ||MagB|| represent total magnitude of electric and magnetic field. Note
that the dielectric resonator supports a TE01δ mode at this frequency.
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Figure 4.3.2 Total magnitude of electric field (||E||, top) and magnetic field (||B||, bottom) for the
central axial (first column), sagittal (second column) and coronal (third column) slices through
the modified dielectric resonator (DR) having 0.5 mm gap between the DR and the sample
(Figure 8.2.1). White rectangular lines at left indicate the region of the sample.
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Figure 4.3.3 Total magnetic field profile for dielectric resonators with inner diameters of 0 mm
(black), 6 mm (red) and 10 mm (blue). In each case the sample fills the inner cavity of the
resonator. Solid lines indicate the sample region. Note that as the sample diameter increased, the
uniformity was increased.
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Chapter 5

A Method to Separate Conservative and Magnetically-Induced
Electric Fields in Calculations for MR Microscopy

97

5.1 SYNOPSIS


This section presents a new method to separately analyze the conservative electric fields ( E c ,
primarily originating with the scalar electric potential in the coil winding), and the magnetically-



induced electric fields ( E i , caused by the time-varying magnetic field). The method consists of



first using a Full-Maxwell numerical simulation method to calculate the total electric field ( ET )







and conduction currents ( J ) in the problem region, then calculating E i based on J , and finally







calculating E c by subtracting E i from ET . The method was applied to calculate electric fields for
a small cylindrical sample in a solenoid at 600 MHz. When a non-conductive sample was





modeled, calculated values of E i and E c were at least in rough agreement with very simple
analytical approximations. When the sample was given dielectric and/or conductive properties,



E c was seen to decrease, but still remained much larger than E i .
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5.2 INTRODUCTION
In high field MR imaging and spectroscopy of small samples, RF energy adsorption in the
sample can result in significant sample heating [Chen and Hoult, 1993] and the conservative



electric field ( E c ), mainly caused by the scalar electric potential in the coil winding, can be a



significant component in the total electric field ( ET ) [Minard and Wind, 2001]. Some works also



indicate that E c within the sample can have significant effects on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
[Minard and Wind, 2001; Hoult and Richards, 1976]. Because the total E-field is sometimes
intense and localized, it can cause significant local heating [Chen and Hoult, 1993]. To be able to
reduce heating, it is necessary to understand its sources. The magnetically-induced component of





the E-field ( E i ) cannot be changed without changing the RF magnetic fields while the other ( E c )
potentially can. A method to separately calculate these two components could be used to gain
insight and evaluate designs related to reducing electric fields with minimal effect on magnetic
fields.

5.3 MODELS AND METHODS







The method we present for calculating E c and E i consists of first calculating ET and



conduction currents ( J ) in the problem region using a Full-Maxwell calculation method, then











calculating E i based on J , and finally calculating E c by subtraction of E i from ET . Simple





analytical approximations of E c , E i and related power losses are performed for comparison to the
numerical calculation results.
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5.3.1 Calculation of Total Electric Field ( ET ) and Conduction Current ( J )
A solenoidal coil and a sample for high frequency microimaging were modeled at 600 MHz
(14T). The solenoidal coil was based on a published design having 8 turns of 0.15 mm-diameter
round copper wire (d), wound into a solenoid with a diameter (dcoil) of 1.0 mm, length (lcoil) of 2
mm, and distance per turn (s) of 0.231 mm (Fig. 5.3.1).
Samples with different electrical properties (relative permittivity (εr) and electrical
conductivity (ζ)) with the same diameter (dsample = 0.75 mm) and length (lsample = 2.5 mm) were
modeled to mimic air (  r  1,   0 S/m), conductive (  r  1,   0.2 S/m), dielectric
(  r  78,   0 S/m), and weak saline (  r  78,   0.2 S/m).



The calculation of ET could be performed with any Full-Maxwell simulation method. Due to
availability of software, we chose to use the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method
[Yee, 1966]. All simulations were performed using commercially available software (xFDTD;
Remcom, Inc; State College, PA). In all cases the coil was driven with a constant voltage source





(1V) in series with a 50Ω resistor connecting the lead wires. Steady-state values of ET , J and the



total magnetic field ( B ) throughout the problem region were recorded. The mesh resolution for
the calculations was 0.03×0.03×0.03 mm.
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Figure 5.3.1 Geometry of the solenoidal coil (blue) and the sample (red). dcoil is the
coil diameter (1.0 mm), s is the distance per turn (s) (0.231 mm), d is the diameter of
the round wire (0.15 mm), lcoil is the coil length (2 mm), dsample is the sample diameter
(0.75 mm), lsample is the sample length (2.5 mm), and the number of turns is 8.
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5.3.2 Derivation of Conservative ( E c ) and Magnetically-Induced Electric Fields ( E i )





Using values for J throughout the coil from the Full-Maxwell calculation, E i was calculated as


E i  j A

(5.3.1)

where


A(r )  0
4


r'


J (r ' )
dv
r  r'

(5.3.2)



and A is the magnetic vector potential, ω is the radial frequency, µ0 is the permeability of free



space, r indicates the location for which A is currently being calculated, and r ' indicates the
location of source current within the solenoid. The integration is performed over the volume of
the solenoid wire.







Once both ET and E i are known, E c is calculated as




E c  ET  E i

(5.3.3)

In this work, the coil diameter (1 mm) is small enough compared to one wavelength (500 mm in
air at 600 MHz) that no significant wavelength effects are expected. Thus the displacement
current term is negligible [Mao et al., 2006 b].
Power dissipation can be calculated as [Collins and Smith, 2001 b]

Pabs 

1
2
2
2
( xn E xn   yn E yn   zn E zn )xyz

2 N

(5.3.4)

where ζ is the conductivity (S/m), x, y, and z are the dimensions of the FDTD grid in the x,
y, and z-directions (3×10-5 m), E is the total electric field intensity (V/m) and Jzn is the zcomponent of the current density (A/m2) of the material. Subscripts xn, yn, and zn indicate Efield components or conductivity in the x, y, or z directions and in the nth element of the FDTD
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grid. The summation was performed over the volumes of the sample and the coil separately.
After all fields were calculated, they were normalized so that Bx = 4 μT at the center of the coil
(corresponding to a 1.5ms 90 pulse).

5.3.3Analytical Approximations





To ensure our numerical method for calculating E c , E i and dissipated power is reasonable,
simple analytical approximations of electric fields and power dissipation were performed.



5.3.3.1 Analytical Approximation of E c
Using previously-published methods [Webb, 1997], we estimate the inductance of the
solenoidal coil to be approximately 24 nH. Thus, the impedance at 600 MHz was approximately
j90 Ω. This calculated value was in good agreement with the FDTD numerical simulation result
with which had an impedance of 0.05 + j 89.38 Ω. In the numerical calculation, the input was a
voltage source with a magnitude of 1V in series with a 50 Ω resistor.



Based on above information, E c can be estimated roughly as


Ec 

Vsolenoid
Coil Length

(5.3.5)

where Vsolenoid is the voltage drop across the solenoidal coil.

Vsolenoid  Vsource 

Z solenoid
Z total

(5.3.6)

where Vsource is the voltage of the input source (1V), Z solenoid is the impedance of a solenoidal coil
(j90 Ω) and Z total is the total impedance of the solenoidal coil and the 50 Ω resistor connected to
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the input source (50+ j90 Ω). When assuming 1V is applied at the source (as in the numerical



simulations), calculated values are Vsolenoid  0.874 V, and Ec  351 V/m. When the same
normalization factor is used as in the numerical simulation to bring Bx to 4 T at the center of the



sample, E c becomes 30.0 V/m.



5.3.3.2 Analytical Approximation of E i
Using Faraday’s law and assuming a homogeneous B1 field in the sample near the center of the



solenoid, E i within the sample can be calculated as

 r 
Ei 
B
2

(5.3.7)



If B is 4 µT (as assumed average Bx at the center plane (x = 0) of the sample after



normalization), the calculated maximum E i within the sample on that plane is about 2.8 V/m.

5.3.3.3 Analytical Approximation of the Sample Power Loss



For a simple analytical estimation of the sample power loss, it was assumed that B was
uniform throughout the entire sample. Based on Eq.5.3.3-5.3.7 and previous research [Bottomley
et al., 1985; Bottomley and Edelstein, 1981],

Psample





1 L 2 R
     ( Ec  Ei ) 2 rdrddz
20 00



(5.3.8-a)

Because E c is generally in the axial direction and E i is generally in the circumferential direction,
we can expect them to be fairly perpendicular within the sample, so that
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Psample

1 L 2 R
2
2
     ( Ec  Ei ) 2 rdrddz
20 00

(5.3.8-b)

where R is the sample radius (0.375 mm) and L is the sample length (2.5 mm).
Using Eq. (5.3.7], we can find

Ec R 2  2 R 4 B 2
 L(

)
2
16
2

Psample

(5.3.8-c)

where ζ is 0.2 S/m, Ec is 30.0 V/m, and B is 4 μT.
With this approximation, the calculated sample power loss is 0.100 μW.

5.4 RESULTS





In all simulation conditions, E c was much stronger than E i (by more than an order of
magnitude) within and surrounding the sample (Fig. 5.5.1 and 5.5.2). This result is consistent



with analytical approximations (Table 5.4.1 and 5.4.2). The E c within the sample was reduced
when the sample had conductive and/or dielectric properties, but still remained significantly





larger than E i (Fig. 5.5.2). Values for E i are near zero along the axis of the sample and coil, and
are seen to increase with distance from the center. This meets expectations from Faraday’s Law,



which, in this geometry, indicates that E i is directly proportional to r (Eq. 5.3.7).
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Table 5.4.1 Comparison of rough analytical approximations and numerical calculation
results. The maximum conservative (Max (||Ec||)) and the magnetically-induced electric field
(Max (||Ei||)) were calculated within the sample.

Analytical Results

Numerical Results

30.0

42.6

2.8

2.9

0.100

0.073

Max (||Ec||)
(V/m)
Max (||Ei||)
(V/m)
Sample Power Loss
(μW)

Table 5.4.2 Numerical calculation results of the normalized sample power loss (Psample)
caused by the conservative (Ec), and magnetically-induced (Ei) electric field. As the relative
permittivity (εr) of the sample is increased from 1 to 78, the power loss of the sample is
decreased by an order of magnitude.

ζsample
(S/m)
0.2
0.2

εr,sample
1
78

Psample from Ec
(nW)
74.728
8.971

Psample from Ei
(nW)
0.254
0.253
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5.5. DISCUSSION




5.5.1 Analyzing E i and E c



Both the scalar potential along the coil wire and A produced by the coil current, can create





electric fields [Mao et al., 2006 b]. In the empty coil, E c was much bigger than E i (Fig. 5.5.1 and



5.5.2). E c is primarily oriented in the x direction because the scalar potential changes along the



length of the wire, which is wound along the x-axis (Fig. 5.3.1). Whereas for E i , the zcomponent (circumferential direction; perpendicular to plane shown in Fig. 5.5.1 and 5.5.2) is



dominant because (following Faraday’s Law) E i is perpendicular to the magnetic flux density



( B ), which is oriented in the x-direction.
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Figure 5.5.1 Magnitudes of X, Y, and Z-oriented components of Conservative E-field ( E c , top)
and Magnetically-induced E-field ( E i , bottom) in the empty solenoid microcoil driven at 600
MHz to produce 4 T at the coil center. On the plane shown, X is axial (up-down on page), Y is
radial (left-right on page), and Z is circumferential (in-out of page). Linear color scale is from 0
to 3 V/m for E i and from 0 to 50 V/m for E c . E c is primarily x-oriented whereas E i is primarily
z-oriented, and E c is much stronger than E i within and surrounding the sample.
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Figure 5.5.2 Approximate total magnitude of conservative E-field ( E c , top),

magnetically-

induced E-field ( E i , middle) and magnetic flux density (B, bottom) after normalization when
loaded with a cylindrical sample containing various materials. Linear color scale from 0 to 3
(V/m) for E i , from 0 to 50 (V/m) for E c , and from 0 to 6 (μT) for B. The dashed black lines
indicate the region of the sample.
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5.5.2 Effects of Sample Dielectric Properties on E c
When electric fields are applied to a conductive and dielectric sample, multi-polar molecules
are re-oriented and charged particles are displaced to boundaries, resulting in a polarization field
that opposes the applied field (Fig. 5.5.3). This is the reason that the total consevative electric
field within the sample was decreased with addition of a conductive and dielectric sample.



The E c distribution presented here is in agreement with the total electric field pattern
presented in a previous work [Doty et al., 2006]. This is further evidence in agreenment with
Table 5.4.2 that the contribution of conservative electric fields can be dominant in solenoidal
micro-coils.



5.5.3 Effects of Sample Dielectric Properties on E i





Based on Faraday’s Law, E i in the sample is induced by a time-varying magnetic field B ,
which is caused by the conduction current in the coil. In the case of a solenoidal coil that is very
small compared to the electrical wavelength, the presence of a dielectric or a conductive sample





has little effect on the distribution of coil currents or B field distribution. As a result, E i appears
to be relatively independent of sample properties.





5.5.4 Power Loss due to E i and E c within the Sample
As presented in Fig. 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, the dominant factor of the sample power loss (P = ζE2) is



E c , not E i . These results are in good agreement with previous work indicating that
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magnetically-induced losses are negligible in high frequency microcoils filled with conducting
samples [Minard and Wind, 2001; Webb, 1997].

5.5.5 Numerical Calculations of the Sample Power Loss
The total absorbed power (Pabs) in the sample was calculated based on Eq. [5.3.4]. Table 5.4.2
shows the numerical calculation results of sample power loss. As the relative permittivity (εr) of
the sample is increased from 1 to 78, the power loss of the sample is changed by an order of



magnitude. This is mainly caused by the decrease of E c within the sample due to the
polarization field as discussed previously (Fig. 5.4.2).

5.5.6 Agreement Between Numerical and Analytical Results
The agreement between numerically-calculated values and analytical approximations (Table
5.4.1) indicates that our numerical approach yields at least reasonable results. Comparison to
more exact analytical approximations for MR-relevant geometries is, to our knowledge, not
feasible at this time. Some differences between numerical and analytical results (Table 5.4.1) of



the Max ( E c ) and sample power loss are likely caused by assumptions such as no displacement


D 
current (
, D is electric flux density (C/m2)), and homogeneous B1 field within the sample in
t

the analytical approximations. Also, our approach of approximating the E c based on only

potential drop across the solenoid length is clearly a major simplification.
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Figure 5.5.3 The conceptual diagram of electrical potential between two charaged plates with
only air (a) and with a conductive or dielectric sample (b) between. Note that the potential

difference variation, (  V  Ec ), decreases as a dielectric sample is added. This is probably the

main reason that the conservative E-field ( E c ) becomes small as a high dielectric sample is
added within the FOV.
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5.5.7 Application
Our designed field calculation method applied for the previous research [Krahn et al., 2008],
referred to as “Loop-Gap Cylinder (LGC)”, designed to decrease the sample power loss by
partially shielding the sample from the conservative electric fields of the coil. The coil ID (3 mm)
and length (3.47 mm) were modified to match the previous method. The conservative electric
fields were significantly decreased by adding the LGC having 2.4 mm ID and 10.86 mm length
(Fig. 5.5.4).

5.6 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented a new method to calculate conservative E-fields ( E c ) and



magnetically induced E-fields ( E i ), during high frequency micro-imaging, for both loaded and
unloaded cases. To the degree they could be compared, these simulation results were in
reasonable agreement with the total electric field pattern presented in a previous work and



analytical approximations. In all cases, the maximum E c was much bigger than the maximum



E i by more than a factor of ten. In dielectric and conductive samples, E c within the sample had a




dramatic decrease (but was still bigger than E i ) whereas E i was almost constant.
The method of analysis utilized here could be useful as long as no significant wavelength



effects are present, and as long as J in the coil is much greater than that in the sample. Thus,
this method may be useful not only for the evaluation of high field microimaging but also as an
alternative method of evaluating fields within loaded gradient coils or very low-frequency RF
coils.
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Figure 5.5.4 Approximate total magnitude of conservative E-field ( E c , top), magneticallyinduced E-field ( E i , middle) and magnetic flux density (B, bottom) after normalization when
loaded with (right column) and without (left column) loop-gap cylinder (LGC). Coil ID (3
mm) and length (3.47 mm) were modified to follow the previous research [Krahn et al.,
2008].
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Chapter 6

A Simple Method to Decrease Power Loss in Conductive
Samples in High Field Microimaging

116

6.1 SYNOPSIS
Using the previous electric field seperation algorithm (Chapter 5), a method is presented to
decrease power loss and related heating in conducting samples using strategically-positioned
copper wires within a solenoidal coil to decrease the total electric field within the sample with
minimal impact on the magnitude of the RF magnetic field. Full-Maxwell finite difference time
domain numerical calculations are performed to evaluate the effect of the thin copper wires by
calculating conservative and magnetically-induced electric fields, and the B1 distribution. Based
on the results of numerical calculations, experimental measurement of temperature increase was
conducted using a solenoidal coil (diameter 3 mm), a weak saline sample (10 mM NaCl) and
copper wires (50 m diameter). Temperature increase was about 60% lower for copper wires
(compared to without copper wires) with 10 mM saline for several different input powers.
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6.2 INTRODUCTION
For high field microimaging in MRI, it is apparent that sample power loss can be a
significant factor in temperature increase (ΔT) and SNR [Minard and Wind, 2001], and the

conservative electric field ( E c ), mainly caused by the scalar electric potential in the coil winding,

can be a significant component in the total sample electric field (E-field) [Park et al., 2007 b].

Since the total E-field, including E c , is sometimes intense and localized, it can cause significant

local heating [Chen and Hoult, 1993]. So, if the total E-field of a sample is reduced without
changing radio frequency (RF) magnetic field (B1), ΔT within the sample will be decreased.
Based on previous research [Park et al., 2007 b; Chapter 4 at this dissertation], a simple method
is introduced to decrease sample power loss and related ΔT using strategically-positioned copper

wires to partially shield the sample from the E c of the coil. In this paper we propose conductor

placed between the coil and the sample to shield conservative E-fields while allowing B1 to
penetrate the sample, referred to as “Ec shield”. Full-Maxwell numerical calculations of the
electromagnetic fields are performed to evaluate several different kinds of copper strips and to
compare to a previously proposed method, referred to as “Loop-Gap Cylinder (LGC)” [Krahn et
al., 2008]. Following the numerical calculations, experiments measuring ΔT using the solenoidal
coil, the sample and copper wires are performed. The weak saline sample (10 mM NaCl) is used
inside a solenoidal coil to measure the temperature increase due to different input powers.
The power loss (P) can be calculated as [Krahn et al., 2008]:

P 

1
2
Etotal dv

2 vol

(6.2.1)


where ζ is the conductivity (S/m) and Etotal is the amplitude of the total electric field ( E total )

(V/m), defined as:
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A
Etotal  
   Ei  E c
t

(6.2.2)



where A is the vector magnetic potential (Wb/m),  the scalar electric potential (V), E c the

conservative and E i the magnetically induced electric fields, respectively. In order to reduce the


absorbed power loss E total should be minimized [Park et al., 2007 b].

The power loss is related to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), specific absorption rate (SAR)
and temperature change (T) by the following equations [Collins and Smith, 2001b; Collins et
al., 2004],
SNR 

SI
P



SI

E total  E coil
2

Etotal
SAR 
2

c

2

(6.2.3)

2

dT
   (kT )  SAR  
dt

(6.2.4)

(6.2.5)

where SI is the image signal intensity, Ecoil is magnitude of the total electric field within RF coil,
ρ is the local material density (kg/m3), c is the specific heat capacity (J/kg/°C), and k is the
thermal conductivity (W/m/°C).


To decrease power loss, E total mainly composed of E c in our case, should be decreased with

minimum effect on the B1. For this purpose, copper wires oriented along the axis of the solenoid

are added between the solenoidal coil and the sample to partially shield the sample from the E c of

the coil. In this configuration, the wires will not significantly alter magnetic field penetration
because of the orthogonality of currents in the solenoid to possible currents in the wires
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(following Faraday’s law), but can partially shield the E c due to electrical potential in the wires

along the length of the solenoid.

6.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

6.3.1 Numerical Calculations
All simulation work was performed using commercially available finite-difference timedomain software (xFDTD; Remcom, Inc; State College, PA), with the coil driven by a constant
voltage source in series with a 50 Ω resistor. Analysis of the results was performed in Matlab
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). All simulation results of electromagnetic fields were
normalized so that Bx = 4 mT (to match the experimental result) at the coil center.
A solenoidal coil and enclosed sample were designed for high frequency microimaging at 600
MHz (14.1T). The solenoid had 4 turns of 0.35 mm-diameter round wire (d), with a coil diameter
(dcoil) of 3.0 mm, and coil length (lcoil) of 3.47 mm. Five copper strips of 50 m width and 10.86
mm length were then placed between the solenoid coil and the sample to decrease the sample
power loss. Strips were oriented parallel to the axis of the coil. The setup is shown in Figure
6.3.1. The weak saline sample (10 mM NaCl: ζ = 0.2 S/m, εr= 78 ) with the same 1.6 mmdiameter (dsample) and 10.8mm-length (lsample) was modeled.
Four different kinds of copper strips were modeled, each with length 10.8 mm, and diameters
200 m (4 strips) and 600 m (4, 6, and 8 strips). In addition, the case without copper wires
served as a control and, for comparison with a previous publication [Krahn et al., 2008], a loopgap cylinder with diameter 2.4 mm and length 10.8 mm was also modeled. For comparison with
the experimental setup, a further setup of 5 copper wires (diameter 50 m) was run.
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Figure 6.3.1 Geometry of solenoidal coil (blue), sample (green) and copper strips
(white) between coil and sample (10 mM NaCl: ζ = 0.2 S/m, εr = 78) (a). Six different
geometries for the numerical calculations (b). Ec Shields, each with length 10.8 mm,
and diameters 200 μm (4 wires) and 600 μm (4, 6, and 8 strips) were modeled. In
addition, the case without copper wires served as a control (No Ec Shield), and for
comparison with a recently-published alternative, a loop-gap cylinder (LGC) with
diameter 2.4 mm and length 10.8 mm was also modeled.
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In the first step the value of E total was calculated using a full Maxwell field simulation, and then


E i was calculated from [Park et al., 2007 b; Mao et al., 2006 b]:



E i  j A  j 0
4


r'


J (r ' )
dv
r  r'

(6.3.1)





where J is the current density, A is the magnetic vector potential, ω is the Larmor frequency, µ0
is the permeability of free space, and r  is the location of a point source of current. Finally, the


E c was calculated from:



E c  Etotal  Ei

(6.3.2)

Since the coil diameter (3 mm) is small compared to one wavelength, the displacement current




D
term (
) can be ignored for the calculation of E i . A second assumption for the E i calculation
t


was that the current density ( J ) in the coil was much greater than that in the sample, and so the
latter could be ignored.

6.3.2 Experimental Setup
All MRI experiments were performed on a 14.1 tesla (600 MHz) Direct Drive spectrometer
(Varian, Palo Alto, CA) with a custom-made solenoidal coil, with dimensions identical to those
in the simulations. The sample (10 mM NaCl in a 1.67 mm outer and 1.2 mm inner diameter
glass tube) was inserted into a polyamide tube (outer diameter: 2.24 mm, length 10.8 mm) which
was placed into the solenoidal coil. Five copper wires of 50 m diameter (California Fine Wire)
oriented parallel to the axis of the coil were glued onto the outside of the polyamide tube. The
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RF coil was surrounded by a perfluorinated liquid (FC43, 3M, Minnesota) for magnetic
susceptibility matching and thermal isolation (Fig. 6.3.2).
Estimation of thermal effects was made using interlaced periods of proton decoupling and
MRI temperature measurements using the proton reference frequency (PRF) method.
Five different input powers (0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.2 Watts) were used for the decoupling periods.
First, a baseline image was acquired using a single slice gradient echo (GE) sequence (TR =
100 ms, TE = 10 ms, field-of-view = 20 × 20 mm, matrix size = 256 × 96, slice thickness = 1
mm, scanning time = 9.6 sec). RF heating used a WALTZ-4 decoupling sequence which was
applied for 20.28 sec. Imaging and heating procedures were repeated sixteen times for each input
power. Phase difference images were generated using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
MA), and phase unwrapping performed based on the previously-published method [Jenkinson,
2003]. Temperature increases (ΔT) with respect to the baseline image were calculated from
[Shapiro et al., 2002]:

T  
where Δ is the phase difference.


0.01B0TE

(6.3.3)
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Figure 6.3.2 The geometry of the solenoidal coil and copper wires for the experiment
(a). Photograph of the designed copper wires (b) and assemble (c). Five copper wires
were glued onto the outside of the polyamide tube, and FC43 (Perfluorotributylamine)
was used for cooling of the solenoidal coil.
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6.4 RESULTS




Figure 6.3.3 shows the magnitude of the E c , E i , and B1 in the coil and sample region for six
different simulation conditions including no Ec shield (without copper strips) and the LGC.
Table 6.3.1 gives information regarding the B1, Ec, Ei, and power loss in the sample for each



simulation condition. The E c and power loss within the sample were decreased significantly
with the addition of the Ec shield (Fig. 6.3.3, 6.3.4 and Table 6.3.1). The scalar potential along
the length of the solenoid induces a charge distribution along the wire that partially shields the
sample from the conservative E-fields, whereas almost no effect on the RF magnetic field (B1) of
the solenoid was seen because of the orthogonality of currents in the solenoid to possible
currents in the strips. A similar effect was reported for a solenoid containing a second RF coil
[Doty et al., 2006; Stringer et al., 2005], or a loop-gap resonator [Gor’kov et al., 2007 a, b]. A
specially designed coil, called Z coil, to minimize heating also reported [Dillmann et al., 2007].
When the number or width of the copper strips was increased, the sample power loss was
decreased, but the power loss of coil and copper strips was increased. As a result, the case having
6 copper strips of 0.6 mm width was the best with respect to the total power loss, even though
the LGC had best performance in B1 uniformity. However, the disadvantage of the LGC is that



the induced currents in the LGC affect a lot on the coil current and E i of the solenoid (following
Faraday’s law) because the currents do not have orthogonality property. As a result, additional
significant power loss occurred in the solenoidal coil and the LGC, so the total power loss was
increased compared to that of the no Ec shield (Fig.6.3.3 and Table 6.4.1). During the heating
and imaging procedures, the temperature change (ΔT) was rapidly increased at first and then
became slower (Fig. 6.3.5). The temperature increase (ΔT) was decreased approximately 60% in
10 mM NaCl (Fig. 6.5.1 and 6.5.2) with addition to copper wires.
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6.5 DISCUSSION
In this case, the sample power loss was decreased about 57% with copper wires in numerical
calculations (Table 6.5.1), which was well matched to the experimental result having 60%
decrease in ΔT at the weak saline sample (10mM NaCl) without any susceptibility artifact (Fig.
6.5.1 and 6.5.2, Table 6.5.2). Five different input powers (0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.2 [W]) were
used for the experiment. The temperature increase (ΔT) was largest at the coil center where the
electric field was strongest (Fig. 6.5.1).
Even though the result is not applicable for our case due to the susceptibility artifact, the
numerical calculations of Fig. 6.3.3 are valuable at the case having enough distance between the
sample and copper wires to ignore the susceptibility artifact.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS
The presence of copper wires resulted in decreased conservative E-fields and power losses
within a sample, whereas almost no effect on the magnetic field distributions due to the
orthogonality of possible induced currents to the original currents of a solenoidal coil. Reduced
power losses resulted in a lower temperature increase (ΔT) of about 60 % in the weak saline (10
mM NaCl). The proposed method can be applied for the high power MRI/NMR experiments to
decrease a sample heating without changing the magnetic field distribution.
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Table 6.4.1 Calculated electromagnetic field properties within a sample. Std. means standard
deviation, PL means power loss and CS means copper strips. All values were normalized so
that Bx = 4 mT at the coil center.

Ec Shield
No
Ec Shield
4 Wires
4 Strips
6 Strips
8 Strips
LGC

Sample
Mean
||Ec||
[kV/m]

Sample
Mean
||Ei||
[kV/m]

Sample
Mean
||B1+||
[mT]

Sample
Std.
||B1+||
[mT]

Sample
Power
Loss
[mW]

12.64

4.59

1.82

0.7327

107.97

8.84
7.30
6.26
6.20
6.94

4.60
4.69
4.77
4.84
5.62

1.82
1.82
1.83
1.83
1.87

0.7321
0.7317
0.7352
0.7327
0.7447

44.48
24.59
13.72
12.81
14.52

Table 6.4.2 Numerical calculation results of electromagnetic field properties including sample power
loss (PL) within the sample (10 mM NaCl) with and without the 5-wire Ec shield.

No Ec
Shield
Ec
Shield

Sample
Mean
||Ec||
[kV/m]

Sample
Mean
||Ei||
[kV/m]

Sample
Mean
||B1+||
[mT]

Sample
Std.
||B1+||
[mT]

Sample
PL
[mW]

12.76

4.47

1.83

0.74

110.94

8.53

4.46

1.83

0.74

48.05
(57% ↓)
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Table 6.4.3 Experimental results of temperature change ΔT (in oC) after 20.28 seconds of
irradiation at different time-average input powers with and without the 5-wire Ec shield.

No Ec
Shield
Ec
Shield

Input Power
0W

Input Power
0.15 W

Input Power
0.3 W

Input Power
0.6 W

Input Power
1.2 W

Mean ΔT

Mean ΔT

Mean ΔT

Mean ΔT

Mean ΔT

0.009

1.251

2.083

4.245

7.516

0.063

0.468

1.015

1.723

2.991
(60% ↓)
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Figure 6.3.3 Approximate total magnitude of conservative electric field (Ec, first row),
magnetically induced electric field (Ei, second row), and total RF magnetic field (B1,
third row) for six different conditions. All values were normalized so that Bx = 4 mT
at the coil center.
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Figure 6.3.4 Calculated total magnitude of conservative electric field (||Ec||),
magnetically induced electric field (||Ei||), and total magnetic field (||B1||) when loaded
without (top) and with (bottom) the Ec shield. The dashed lines indicate the region of a
sample. A weak saline phantom (10 mM NaCl: ζ = 0.2, εr = 78) and the 5-wire Ec
shield having 0.05 (Diameter) × 10.8 (Length) [mm] of each wire were used for the
calculation.
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Figure 6.3.5 Phase plot at the center of the image for different heating times. A weak
saline phantom (10 mM NaCl) without Ec shield and an input power of 1.2 W were
used for this plot. The first two images would be used to make phase difference map
because of more linear phase variation property.
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Figure 6.5.1 Experimentally-measured temperature increase (ΔT) map within the
saline sample (10 mM NaCl: ζ = 0.2, εr = 78) for different input power driving heating
with (bottom) and without (top) copper wires. The first two phase images were used to
make phase difference map, which is necessary for the calculation of the ΔT image.
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Figure 6.5.2 Average temperature increase (ΔT) at the region of interest (ROI) of the
sample for different input powers without (solid) and with (dashed) copper wires. The
temperature increase (ΔT) was reduced significantly with the addition of the copper
wires.
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Chapter 7

A Numerical Analysis of
Conservative and Magnetically-induced Electric Field
for Low-frequency Human Imaging

134

7.1 SYNOPSIS
This chapter presents another application of the previous electric field seperation algorithm
(Chapter 5) to low frequency human head imaging.
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) mainly depends on the
signal intensity (SI) and absorbed power which is function of conductivity and total electric


fields (E-fields) composed of conservative ( E c ) and magnetically induced E-fields ( E i ).


This chapter presents numerical calculations of the electromagnetic fields, E c , E i , and

related power loss within two different birdcage coils (BC), low-pass (LP) and high-pass (HP)
BC, using a human head model for the low frequency MR imaging. Three different frequencies,
4.258, 12.774, and 64 MHz, were used to calculate the field variations due to the frequency



change. The electric fields including E i and E c were increased linearly with frequency, and E c

was larger than E i for the simulation conditions. Applies previously described method for



separating E i and E c that relies on quasi-static approximations to human head imaging at low

frequencies.
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7.2 INTRODUCTION
In MRI, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and specific absorption rate (SAR) are depend upon
the absorbed power which is proportional to the conductivity (ζ) and the square of a total electric



field within a sample. The total electric field ( ET ) is composed of conservative and
magnetically-induced components and a distinction is often made between the two. Conservative

E-fields ( E c ) are created by the scalar electrical potential on conductors, and give rise to a

portion of sample loss sometimes called “dielectric loss” [Hoult and Richards, 1979].

Magnetically-induced E-fields ( E i ) are created by the time-varying magnetic fields, and give rise

to a portion of sample loss sometimes called “inductive loss” [Hoult and Richards, 1979]. In
some cases it seems possible to reduce the losses due to conservative E-fields without changing
the current distribution or magnetic field distribution, and thus maintain the desired sensitivity
and field-of view (FOV) while reducing heating of the sample and/or noise received from the
sample. Regarding the birdcage coil (BC) for human use at frequencies used in MRI today,
although it is generally believed that almost all of the sample loss is magnetically-induced, there
have been some suggestions that conservative E-fields may play a significant role, including
suggestions that low-pass (LP) and high-pass (HP) BCs have significantly different E-field
distributions [Foo et al., 1991] (and may couple to the human subject very differently) due to
their differing capacitor placement. We have recently developed a method to separate
numerically-calculated E-field distributions into conservative and magnetically-induced portions
[Park et al., 2007; Chapter 5 at this dissertation]. Here we perform Full-Maxwell numerical
calculations of the electromagnetic fields and the related power loss within a LP and a HP BC
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using a human head model, and analyze the results to evaluate the contribution of the E c and E i

to the total power loss.

7.3 METHOD

7.3.1 Birdcage Coil and Head Model
We modeled a LP and a HP BC each having 12 rungs, a coil inner diameter of 290 mm, a
coil length of 300 mm, an RF shield inner diameter of 330 mm, an RF shield length of 300 mm,
and a human head model (Fig. 7.3.1). The human head model for use with the finite difference
time domain (FDTD) simulation method was created by segmenting the digital photographic
data of the National Library of Medicine’s Visible Human Project [Collins and Smith, 2001a;
Collins and Smith, 2001b], and then transforming these segmented images into a 3D grid of Yee
cell cubes [Yee 1966]. The head model has a 5 mm resolution in each dimension and contains as
many as 20 different tissues having different conductivity (ζ) and relative permittivity (ε r) values
for the electromagnetic field simulation. The BC was driven with a constant voltage source (1V)
in series with a 50 Ω resistor for all cases.
All simulations were performed using commercially available software (xFDTD; Remcom,
Inc; State College, PA). Analysis of results was performed in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, MA).
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Figure 7.3.1 Geometry of the high-pass (HP) (a) and the low-pass (LP) (b) birdcage coil (BC)
with head model and RF shield (yellow). Small green round elements bridging gaps in
conductors indicate locations of capacitors.
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7.3.2 Calculation Procedure for E c and E i



The calculation procedure to obtain E c and E i consists of [Park et al., 2007]:





1) Calculating the total E-field ( ET ) and the current density ( J ) using the full-Maxwell
simulation method. Due to availability of software, the FDTD method was chosen [Yee 1966].





2) Calculating the magnetic vector potential ( A ) using the current density ( J ) in the coil and
shield.


A(r )  0
4


r'


J (r ' )
dv
r  r'

[7.3.1]

Where µ0 is the permeability of free space, r is the general point in space, r ' indicates the point
of source current, and r  r ' means the scalar distance between the source current and the field
point. The integration is performed over the volume of the coil and RF shield.



3) Calculating E i using A .


E i  j A

[7.3.2]

Where ω is the radial frequency.



4) Calculating E c using the ET and E i .



E c =   = ET – E i

[7.3.3]

Where  is the scalar electrical potential [V].
5) Normalizing all fields so that average |B1+| = 4 μT within the brain region (corresponding to a
1.5 ms 90° pulse).
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This calculation method has two assumptions: no significant wavelength effects (for the




accurate calculation of A from J ) and much greater J in the coil than in the human head model.

7.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this case, the electric field distributions and power loss of the LP and the HP BC were
practically identical (less than 4% difference for the total electric field) (Table 7.4.1, Fig. 7.4.1,



7.4.2 and 7.4.3). In the 4.258 MHz corresponding to 0.1T MRI, the LP and the HP BC had E i of



a dominant z-component (perpendicular to plane shown in Fig. 7.4.1) because E i is perpendicular



to the magnetic flux density ( B ) following Faraday’s induction law, which is oriented in the XY-



plane. And the reason that E c had the same dominant z-component is that the scalar electrical



potential (  ) making E c (Eq. [7.3.3]) is directed in the rung-aligned direction (along the z-axis:
Fig. 7.3.1).
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Table 7.4.1 Normalized electromagnetic field properties of a low pass (LP) and high
pass (HP) birdcage coil (BC) at several different frequencies when loaded with a
human head model. All fields were normalized so that average B1+ = 4μT within the
brain volume (corresponding to a 1.5ms 90 pulse).

Coil

Freq.
[MHz]

Head
Mean
||Ec||
[V/m]

Head
Mean
||Ei||
[V/m]

Head
Mean
||ET||
[V/m]

Head
Power
Loss
[W]

LP BC

4.258

7.302

5.526

4.415

0.018

HP BC

4.258

7.043

5.277

4.431

0.018

LP BC

12.774

21.602

16.291

13.127

0.215

HP BC

12.774

20.550

15.364

13.219

0.215

LP BC

64

-

-

66.348

7.691

HP BC

64

-

-

67.048

7.514
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4.1 Magnitude of X, Y, and Z-component of the magnetically-induced E-field ( E i ,

(a)) and conservative E-field ( E c , (b)) at 4.258 MHz within a head model. All values are

normalized so that average B1+ = 4 μT within the brain region.
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Figure 7.4.2 Magnitude of the normalized magnetically-induced E-field ( E i , left) and

conservative E-field ( E c , right) at 12.774 MHz within a head model.
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Figure 7.4.3 Magnitude of the normalized total electric field to LP and HP BC at 64 MHz
within a head model.
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The reason that the value for the z-component of E i at the center of the head model is
almost zero for both the LP and the HP BC (Fig. 7.4.1) can be explained in two ways: one is





using the magnetic vector potential ( A ) which is proportional to the current density ( J ) (Eq.
[7.3.1]), and the other is using Faraday’s induction law.


A at the center of the head model becomes almost zero because the BC has an equal amount






of J flowing through it in the opposite direction and making an opposing A (- A ) in the XY-



plane. So the two magnetic vector potentials will be canceled out at the center point, and E i will
be zero following Eq. [7.3.2].



The second way to explain is that E i is the function of distance (following Faraday's law)
from the center.

Ei 


2

rB

[7.4.1]


Since r is 0 at the center, so the amplitude of E i is 0.



The z-component of E i is mainly caused by the currents flowing at the rungs whereas the xand y-component are mainly caused by the end-ring currents. Since rungs are closer to the head



model than end rings, they make strong magnetic flux density ( B1 ). So the amplitude of the z-



component of E i is much bigger than that of the x- and y-component (Eq. [7.3.4]).



The z-component of E c at the center is almost zero because of the  of rungs aligned to z-





direction and having similar effect of J making E i to almost zero at the center (Eq. [7.3.3] and
Fig. 7.4.1).
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Both E c and E i are seen to increase linearly with the frequency because both of them are a




function of frequency (Eq. [7.4.1]). E c was larger than we expected. E c and E i appear to


oppose each other on average throughout the head, leading to a ET smaller than either. This also
makes sense from electromagnetic theory (Eq. [7.3.3] and [7.4.1]).

Here we focused on relatively low frequencies because our method for calculating E i and


E c from the full-Maxwell numerical solution relies on quasi-static assumptions. Our work with

these methods has recently led to successful insights and demonstration of a method to reduce



sample loss in microimaging without affecting B1 , and we are hopeful that similar insights and
successes may be achieved for human imaging in the future.
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Chapter 8

Safety Evaluation of a 3T Neonate Head Coil
using Numerical Calculations

147

8.1 SYNOPSIS
Here we present numerical calculation results for the B1 field and SAR evaluation in a 3T
neonate head coil containing a head model using the finite difference time domain (FDTD)
method. The FDTD model of the coil was created directly from CAD models of the actual coil,
and features an end cap, four-port drive, asymmetric end ring, and slightly larger spacing of
anterior-most elements to allow for ventilation/monitoring equipment. Maximum time-average
dissipated power to avoid exceeding limits on local and average SAR are presented.

8.2 INTRODUCTION
In MR imaging, it is important to limit radiofrequency (RF) energy to safe levels. For this
reason, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has devised limits on specific
absorption rate (SAR) given as average and maximum SAR over any 10g region of tissue in the
human body [IEC 2002]. This has led to the numerical evaluation of SAR from data calculated for
parts of the human body, such as an adult head [Collins et al., 2004] and knee [Wang et al.,
2008]. In this work, we perform a safety evaluation of a new 3T neonate head coil with a neonate
head model using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. We calculate the maximum
time-average input power for neonate head imaging without exceeding IEC limits on SAR.
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8.3 METHOD
The 3T neonate head coil having an 18.57 cm inner diameter (ID) and 15.06 cm length is an
integration of 12 rung high pass birdcage resonating at the 1H frequency of 127.753MHz (3T)
with a passive end cap (design by Advanced Imaging Research, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio). The
superior and inferior end rings each contain twelve 27 pF tuning capacitors. The coil model was
assembled and driven with four port quadrature feed, legs #2, 5, 8, and 11, having voltage
sources of 1V in the superior end ring. The value of end ring capacitors (27 pF) was determined
by iteratively tuning so that mode 1 resonated at the desired frequency. The neonate head model
having 54 different tissue types, 1.5 mm resolution and matrix size of 187×190×202 was
generated by scaling the head and shoulders of the 2mm-resolution 6-y.o. boy of the virtual
family model [Christ et al. 2007] to 75% original size. The overall coil geometry and neonate
head model is shown in Figure 8.3.1. All simulation work was performed using commercially
available software (xFDTD; Remcom, Inc; State College, PA) and analysis of the results was
performed in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). All simulation results of
electromagnetic fields were normalized initially so that |B1+| = 4μT at the coil center.
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Figure 8.3.1 Geometry of head coil and head model. (Green blind to maintain anonymity).
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8.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR A NEONATE HEAD MODEL
Based on SAR limits of IEC, the calculated maximum dissipated power to avoid exceeding
the IEC limits on local SAR in a head (≤ 10 W/kg in any 10g region) (maximum dissipated
power for limits of local SAR in Table 8.4.1) was 6.27 W. And the maximum dissipated power
to avoid exceeding the IEC limits of the head average SAR (≤ 3.2 W/kg), (maximum dissipated
power for limits of average SAR in Table 8.4.1) was 4.46 W. So the maximum time-average
dissipated power considering both local and average SAR and a safety factor of 2 is
approximately 2.23 W. At this simulation condition, the dissipated power was mainly determined
by the head average SAR, not local SAR. And the other pulse parameters such as RF pulse
excitation time, RF pulse shape, time of repetition (TR), echo time (TE), and numer of slices
were not considered.
Figure 8.4.1 shows the calculated distributions of the B1+ field, the unaveraged SAR, and the
10g-SAR within the neonate head model. Individual B1+ field profiles are presented throughout
Figure 8.4.2 to 8.4.4. The end-cap was used to improve B1+ field uniformity [Hayes 1986; Alecci
et al., 2003]. At the outside of the end-cap, the |B1+| was dropped rapidly because of the induced
current following the Faraday's induction law.
The methods and results presented here can provide useful information for designing various
experiments with a neonate head imaging coil without exceeding the IEC suggested limits for
local or average SAR levels.
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Table 8.4.1 Calculated average and maximum SAR after normalization and the maximum
allowed input power for local and average SAR within the neonate head model.

Mean |B1+| in transverse slice (4T at
center)

3.60 μT

Averaged-SAR (4T at center)

1.42 W/kg

Max-SAR-10g (4T at center)

3.27 W/kg

Maximum dissipated power under
limits of 10g SAR

6.27 W

Maximum dissipated power under
limits of head average SAR

4.46 W
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Figure 8.4.1 Distributions of B1+ (top row), unaveraged SAR (middle row), and 10g SAR
(bottom row) after normalization on the central transverse (first column), sagittal (second
column) and coronal (third column) slices of the neonate head model.
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Figure 8.4.2 Magnitude of B1+ after normalization on the central transverse plane throughout
the entire space (first row) and the sample (second row).
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Figure 8.4.3 Magnitude of B1+ after normalization on the sagittal plane throughout the entire
space (first row) and the sample (second row).
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Figure 8.4.4 Magnitude of B1+ after normalization on the coronal plane throughout the entire
space (first row) and the sample (second row).
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Chapter 9

Slice-Selective Array-Optimized Composite Pulse for
Simultaneous Improvement in Excitation Uniformity and
Reduction of SAR

157
9.1 SYNOPSIS
To overcome challenges of inhomogeneous transmit B1 distribution and high specific
absorption rate (SAR) at high field MRI, we present slice-selective array-optimized composite
pulse and RF shimming designed to both improve B1 uniformity and reduce SAR using an 8channel transmit head array loaded with a head model at different RF pulse excitation times, and
compare our result with the conventional quadrature driving method at 3T (128MHz) and 7T
(300MHz). A minimum RF excitation time having better excitation uniformity and less SAR is
presented at the frequencies. The excitation uniformity was estimated on the 3D brain region
whereas SAR was calculated on the whole head. Using the optimization results, the sequence
was implemented on a 3D MRI simulator currently under development in our lab, and showed
improvement in excitation uniformity compared to a conventional quadrature driving method.
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9.2 INTRODUCTION
High field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems are widely used in clinical diagnosis
and scientific research because of high and versatile soft tissue contrast. However, higher main
magnetic field (B0) strengths require a higher radio frequency (RF) magnetic (B1) field causing
increased perturbations of the B1 field and absorbed power by the human body or a sample.
Additionally, the wavelength inside the human body will be shorter because the relative
permittivity (  r ) is much higher than 1. For example, in a 7T system (300MHz), the wavelength
inside the brain having an average  r of 52 and conductivity (ζ) of 0.55, is approximately 13.9
cm, whereas in free space it is around 100 cm. Because the human body is extremely asymmetric
and contains highly inhomogeneous and lossy materials, very strong electromagnetic interactions
between the RF coil and the human body are expected. These interactions can lead to nonuniform, asymmetric, and complex current distributions on the RF coils as well as the inside of
the human body. The distortions of the B1 field and increased absorbed power present significant
challenges to the further advancement of MR.
A number of groups have introduced a variety of methods using transmit arrays to
simultaneously improve excitation homogeneity and reduce SAR [Van den Berg et al., 2006; Wu
et al., 2007 a; Wu et al., 2007 b; Graesslin et al., 2007; Ibrahim and Tang 2007; Wang et al.,
2007 a; Wang et al., 2007 b; McKinnon, 2007; Zelinski et al., 2007 a; Zelinski et al., 2007 b; Oh
et al., 2008]. Some methods are limited to low flip angles and/or long pulse durations, some
present challenges for slice-selective implementation, and some (those relying only on RF
shimming) are limited by what can be accomplished within the bounds of the Maxwell equations
for excitation uniformity. In this work, a slice-selective two-pulse array-optimized composite
pulse considering both B1 uniformity and SAR with a simple cost function is designed and
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compared with the conventional quadrature driving method. To implement our simulation result,
MR images are acquired using a 3D MRI simulator (implementing the Bloch equations in 3D
with no small-tip approximations) currently under development.

9.3 METHOD
The overview of the design and implementation of a transmit array pulsing method is given
in Figure 9.3.1. Four main modules provide methods for finite difference time domain (FDTD)
calculations using a transmit array and head model, optimization of the transmit array pulsing
method, calculation of k-space data performed in the MR simulator currently under development,
and result module which performs image reconstruction and evaluation. Each main module,
especially the MR simulator, performs several calculations and therefore needs several
subroutines and input files. The electromagnetic fields of each coil element, B1+, B1- and electric
field intensity (E), were calculated with the FDTD method. Using these calculated values, a
transmit array pulsing method (RF shimming and optimized composite pulse) was developed
using an optimization routine considering the excitation uniformity and SAR simultaneously.
The optimized current amplitude and phase of each channel were used in the MR simulator with
other input files (including sequence parameters and subject geometry) to calculate the k-space
data using the Bloch equation.
Finally, the k-space data was converted to image data using a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm. Then the reconstructed image was evaluated with respect to excitation uniformity by
comparing it to an image acquired by the quadrature driving method.
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Transmit Array and Head Model Geometry

FDTD Calculation of Each Channel :
B1+, B1-, E
Sequence Parameters (Gradient
Echo(GE), TR, TE, Slice
Thickness, FOV, Flip Angle,
Matrix Size,...)

Optimization of the Transmit Array Pulsing
Method (RF Shimming, Composite Pulse,..)
B1+ of Each Channel,
Head Model Geometry

Simulation Parameters

MR Simulator GUI

RF and Gradients Waveforms
(Sinc, Rectangular,
Triangular, ... )
Tissue MR Properties
(T1, T2, Proton Density, ..)

MR Simulator Engine
(Solve the Bloch Equation using Rotation
Matrixes to Calculate K-space Data)

K-space Data (Real, Imaginary)

Result Module :
Image Reconstruction and Evaluation
(FFT : Fast Fourier Transform,..)

Figure 9.3.1 Overview of the design and implementation of a transmit array pulsing method.
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9.3.1 FDTD calculation using transmit array and head model
An 8 channel transmit array (MR Instruments Inc, Minneapolis, Minnesota) having an inner
diameter (ID) of 246 mm, a length (L) of 214 mm, and loaded with a human head was simulated
at 128 MHz (3T) and 300 MHz (7T) (Fig. 9.3.2). A conventional quadrature driving method
using the same transmit array and head model was simulated for comparison. A human head
model having 47 different tissue types with a 5 mm resolution was used for optimization to save
calculation time, whereas a 2 mm resolution head model was used for the MR simulator. The
model was acquired from the IT’IS foundation [A Christ, et al., IT’IS foundation, Zurich,
Switzerland], and then transformed these segmented images into a 3D grid of Yee cell cubes for
use with the FDTD simulation method to calculate the B1 and electric field (E-field) produced by
each element driven individually. The element was excited with identical voltage source
magnitudes (1V) and different phases following the positions of each radially oriented element in
series with a 50Ω resistor. All FDTD calculations were performed using commercially available
software (xFDTD; Remcom, Inc; State College, PA).
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Figure 9.3.2 Geometry of 8 channel transmit array (MR Instruments Inc, MN, U.S.A.) and
head model.
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9.3.2 Optimization of the transmit array pulsing method
Using the simple 2-pulse composite pulses [Levitt and Freeman, 1979], the current
magnitudes and phases of each element in both component pulses were optimized to produce the
most homogeneous transverse magnetization (Mt) at the end of the second component pulse and
the lowest SAR throughout the pulse (referred as "optimized composite"). During optimization, a
simple cost function [McKinnon, 2007; Zelinski et al., 2007 a], η×inhomogeneity + (1-η)×SAR,
0 ≤ η ≤ 1, was minimized. The value for η was varied from 0 to 1 for evaluation of its effect on
both excitation uniformity and SAR (Fig. 9.3.3).
Optimization of RF shimming is very similar to that of composite pulses, except that it uses
single pulse instead of composite pulses (Fig. 9.3.3). The transverse magnetization (Mt) and
degree of spin excitation, ignoring spin-lattice relaxation time (T1), and spin-spin relaxation time
(T2) effect, was calculated by the following Bloch equation [Collins et al., 2007].



dM

 M   B1n
dt
n

(9.3.1)



where M represents the net spin magnetization vector, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (42.58MHz/T


for the water proton), n is the number of coils, and B1n is the complex circularly polarized
component of the radiofrequency magnetic (B1) field rotating in the same directions of
precession.
The SAR related to safety concerns was calculated as,

SAR 

y
x

2
2
2
Ex 
E y  z Ez
2 x
2 y
2 z

where  is the mass density (kg/m3) and  is the conductivity (S/m) of the local material.

(9.3.2)
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Mean SAR for the RF shimming and quadrature driving considering the pulse excitation time is,

𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

𝑆𝐴𝑅∙𝜏
𝑇𝑅

(9.3.3)

where η is the RF pulse excitation time, SAR is the average SAR within a head model at the
certain time, and TR is the repetition time.
Mean SAR for the composite pulse is,

𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

𝑆𝐴𝑅 1 ∙𝜏 1 + 𝑆𝐴𝑅 2 ∙𝜏 2
𝑇𝑅

(9.3.4)

Subscript 1 and 2 stand for the first and second RF pulses. Maximum SAR was calculated using
the similar equation.
The Mt was calculated within a 3D brain region whereas a whole head region was used for
the SAR calculations. Optimization was performed using home-built code in Matlab (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).
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Figure 9.3.3 Sequence parameters for each optimization. Normalization was performed to
produce approximately 90 flip of spins using the average |B1+| (2 or 4 μT) within the brain
region. TR is the repetition time.
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9.3.3 Calculation of the k-space data using an MR Simulator
We implement our optimization results using an MR simulator currently under development
in our laboratory. The simulator is intended to aid design and evaluation of the basic MR
routines such as RF excitation, T1, T2, slice selection, spatial encoding, refocusing, readout of kspace data and image reconstruction with realistic electromagnetic field distributions. T 1, T2 and
proton density images were acquired in the MR simulator using a head model, tissue properties
(T1, T2 and proton density), and optimized B1+, which is the circularly-polarized component of
the B1 field.
The transverse magnetization (Mt) was calculated using the Bloch equation considering T1,
T2, gradients and B0 inhomogeneity effect. The equation describing an interaction between tissue
spin magnetization and applied fields during MRI scanning can be written as [Haacke et al.,
1999]:



 
M xi  M y j M z  M 0 
dM
  ( M  B)  (

k)
dt
T2
T1

(9.3.5)


where M is the spin magnetization vector (having components of Mx, My and Mz), t is time, γ is

the gyromagnetic ratio (42.58MHz/T for the water proton), (T1, T2) are the relaxation constants,
and M0 is the tissue spin magnetization at equilibrium without any applied fields except the main
magnetic field (B0) determined by the proton density (ρ).

The local magnetic field, B , can be written as follows [Benoit-Cattin et al., 2005]:
  
 

 

B (r , t )  B1 (t )  B0 z  B (r ) z  (G (t )r ) z

(9.3.6)


where B0 is the main magnetic field, B(r ) is the local field variation caused by the tissue


susceptibility and B0 inhomogeneity within the object, G (t ) is the applied gradient fields (having
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components of Gx, Gy and Gz) at a certain time, B1 (t ) is the radio frequency (RF) magnetic field,


and r is the spatial coordinate.
A discrete time solution of the Bloch equation can be expressed as the rotation matrix form as
follows [Benoit-Cattin et al., 2005; Chapter 2 at this dissertation]:
 
  
M (r , t  t )  Rot z (G ) Rot z (B) Rrelax (T1 , T2 ) Rot RF ( B1e ) M (r , t )

(9.3.7)


where Rot z (G) is a rotation matrix about the z-axis associated to the applied gradient , G (t ) , by
sin 
cos 

Rot z (G )   sin  cos
0
 0

0 
0 ,
1 


where   t (G x ( x, t )  G y ( y, t )  G z ( z , t ))r

(9.3.8)

Rot z (B) is a rotation matrix about the z-axis associated to the difference between the applied
main magnetic field (B0) and the actual local field strength caused by the susceptibility of the
local tissue.
sin 
cos 

Rot z ( B )   sin  cos
 0
0

0 
0 ,
1 


where   tB (r )

(9.3.9)

Rrelax (T1 , T2 ) describes the relaxation effect of T1 and T2,

 T- (tr)
e 2


Rrelax (T1 , T2 )   0

 0


0

0

- t


e T2 (r)
0

0
1- e

- t

T1 ( r )










(9.3.10)


Rot RF ( B1e ) represents the rotating effect of the applied effective B1 (B1e) field having phase angle

of  leading to an effective flip angle   in a time  t .

Rot RF ( B1e )  Rot z ( ) Rot y (  ) Rot x ( ) Rot y (   ) Rot z (  )

(9.3.11)
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where   is given by:
 
   t ( )   
 

2

2

(9.3.12)

and

  tan 1 (


)
 / t

(9.3.13)

where   is the difference between the B0 and the local value of the RF frequency.
The excitation uniformity was estimated using a proton density-weighted image (having
parameters of TR = 2000 ms, TE = 20 ms) and a gradient echo sequence. T1- and T2-weighted
images were acquired using the parameters of TR/TE = 100/10 and TR/TE = 2000/100 [ms],
respectively, where TE is the echo time.

9.4 RESULTS
Figures 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 show the distribution of SAR and Mt for the transmit array with
quadrature driving (first column), RF shimming (second column) and optimized composite (third
column) throughout the region of interest (ROI), a 3D brain for Mt and a whole head for SAR, at
128 MHz (Fig. 9.4.1) and 300 MHz (Fig. 9.4.2). The optimization without considering SAR
(when η = 1) was presented in Figures 9.4.3 and 9.4.4 corresponding to 3T (128 MHz) and 7T
(300 MHz).
The optimized composite pulse had better performance both in excitation uniformity and
SAR compared to a quadrature driving. When η was increased from 0 to 1, the standard
deviation of Mt related to the excitation uniformity was decreased whereas mean and maximum
value of SAR was increased. A good compromise was seen when η was 0.2675 for 3T (Fig. 9.4.1
and Table 9.4.1) and 0.5 for 7T (Fig. 9.4.2 and Table 9.4.2) for the optimized composite.
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When η was 1.0 for the optimized composite with η of 1.5 ms, compared to the quadrature
driving (Table 9.4.1 and 9.4.2), the standard deviation of Mt was decreased about 86% (3T) and
44% (7T) whereas the mean SAR was increased about 244% (3T) and 162% (7T).
Figure 9.4.5 shows the designed pulse sequence for the optimized composite pulse and the
acquired proton density weighted images with and without the slice selection gradient.
T1, T2 and proton density images using the optimized composite pulse and conventional
quadrature driving are shown in Figure 9.4.6. To evaluate the excitation uniformity of the single
slice image acquired by the optimized composite pulse and conventional quadrature driving, we
acquired proton density images at 7T. The resulting signal intensity distribution on a 2D axial
plane using this head model are shown in Figure 9.4.5. Results show that the array-optimized
composite pulse has better excitation uniformity than the quadrature driving method. Figure
9.4.8 shows the implemented variable-rate selective excitation (VERSE) to minimize slew rate
limitation.

9.5 DISCUSSION
It has previously been shown that a simple 2-pulse array-optimized composite pulse can
provide homogeneous excitation over the entire brain at up to 600 MHz [Collins et al., 2007],
and perform much better than RF shimming in improving homogeneity [Collins et al., 2007] or
in simultaneously improving homogeneity and reducing SAR [Oh et al., 2008]. Based on the
previous research, we showed RF pulse excitation time (η) dependent optimization of RF
shimming and composite pulses at 128 MHz (3T) and 300 MHz (7T) using 8-channel transmit
array and head model. When η was decreased, the mean and maximum SAR were increased,
whereas the transverse magnetization (Mt) related to the excitation uniformity was constant. It is
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because when η was decreased, RF pulse amplitude was increased to make the same flip angle.
So the Mt was constant [Eq. 9.3.1], however SAR was changed due to the modification of the RF
pulse amplitude (Table 9.4.1 and 9.4.2). For example, when η was decreased from 3 to 1.5 ms at
the optimized composite with η of 1.0, the mean SAR was increased approximately 200 % at 3T
(Table 9.4.1) and 7T (Table 9.4.2).
Here we have demonstrated slice selection with a similar pulse and implemented it on a 3D
MRI simulator using the coil geometries and a frequency that will facilitate experimental
implementation as well. While the simulator has no limitation in slew rate so the slice-selective
pulse with rectangular gradient waveforms could be as short as desired, in experimental
implementation triangular gradient waveforms and the VERSE technique could be used to
minimize pulse duration (Fig. 9.4.8) [Sung and Nayak, 2008]. As shown here, the image
acquired using the optimized composite pulse has a better excitation uniformity (Fig. 9.4.7) than
the quadrature driving. Thus, pulse duration can be very short, slice selection is possible, there is
no limitation to low flip angles, and both SAR and excitation uniformity can be improved with
the array-optimized composite pulse in the head at 3T and 7T, currently a clinically-relevant
setting.
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Cao, Suk-hoon Oh, Mark Watson, Scott Schillak, L. Petropolous and Christopher M. Collins
with Funding provided in part by NIH through R01 EB000454, R01 EB006563, R01 EB000895,
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Table 9.4.1 Numerical calculation results of excitation uniformity (second column) and Mean
(third column) and Maximum SAR (fourth column) throughout the 3D slices of an entire head at
128MHz (3T) for transmit array with quadrature driving (second row), RF shimming (third and
fourth rows) and the composite pulse before (Quadrature Composite, fifth row) and after (from
sixth to tenth row) optimization. Std. means standard deviation, η is the RF pulse excitation time,
Opt. is the abbreviation of optimization, and η is a variable for the cost function,
η*inhomogeneity + (1-η)*SAR.

1 − 𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑁
[10-3]
Quadrature Driving
(η = 3 ms)
RF Shimming
(η = 3 ms, η = 0.75)
RF Shimming
(η = 3 ms, η = 1.0)
Quadrature Composite
(Before Opt., η = 1.5 + 1.5 ms)
Optimized Composite
(η = 3 + 3 ms, η = 0.2675)
Optimized Composite
(η = 3 + 3 ms, η = 1.0)
Optimized Composite
(η = 1.5 + 1.5 ms, η = 0.2675)
Optimized Composite
(η = 1.5 + 1.5 ms, η = 1.0)
Optimized Composite
(η = 1.6 + 1.6 ms, η = 0.2675)

2

Mean SAR
[mW/kg]

Maximum Local
SAR
[mW/kg]

14.90

10.23

368.29

12.12

10.20

313.47

12.10

10.33

332.32

1.10

40.90

1473.20

14.31

5.01

195.02

0.59

19.76

696.18

14.31

10.02

390.05

0.59

39.52

1392.40

14.31

9.40

365.67
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Table 9.4.2 Numerical calculation results of excitation uniformity (second column), Mean (third
column) and Maximum SAR (fourth column) at 300MHz (7T).

1 − 𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑁
[10-3]
Quadrature Driving
(η = 3 ms)
RF Shimming
(η = 3 ms, η = 0.51)
RF Shimming
(η = 3 ms, η = 1.0)
Quadrature Composite
(Before Opt., η = 1.5 + 1.5 ms)
Optimized Composite
(η = 3 + 3 ms, η = 0.5)
Optimized Composite
(η = 3 + 3 ms, η = 1.0)
Optimized Composite
(η = 1.5 + 1.5 ms, η = 0.5)
Optimized Composite
(η = 1.5 + 1.5 ms, η = 1.0)

2

Mean SAR
[mW/kg]

Maximum Local
SAR
[mW/kg]

94.42

78.88

787.30

90.55

42.53

389.22

75.62

63.22

670.75

39.79

315.50

3149.20

88.60

21.53

224.21

19.44

122.57

1177.70

88.60

43.07

448.41

19.44

245.14

2355.30
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Figure 9.4.1 Distribution of SAR and Mt predicted during optimization throughout selected slices
of a head at 128MHz (3T) for quadrature driving (first column), and transmit array with RF
shimming (second column) and optimized composite (third column) optimization. η is the pulse
excitation time.
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Figure 9.4.2 Numerical calculation results of SAR and Mt throughout the selected slices of a
head at 300MHz (7T). Other parameters for the optimization are same as Fig. 6.4.1.
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Figure 9.4.3 Distribution of SAR and Mt throughout the selected slice of a head at 128MHz (3T)
when η = 1 (considering only excitation uniformity).
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Figure 9.4.4 Distribution of SAR and Mt throughout the selected slice of a head at 300MHz (7T)
when η = 1 (considering only excitation uniformity).
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Figure 9.4.5 Pulse sequence for the optimized composite (top) and proton density weighted
images acquired with and without a slice selection gradient (bottom). Slice thickness is 2mm.
(Image without slice selection shows signal from an entire head model).
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Figure 9.4.6 Acquired T1-weighted (first column), T2-weighted (second column), and proton
density (third column) images using optimization results of the composite pulse on an MRI
simulator currently under development at our laboratory.
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Figure 9.4.7 Acquired proton density images of quadrature driving (left) and optimized
composite pulse (right) in a 3D MRI simulator at 7T.
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All FDTD simulation works were performed using commercially available software (xFDTD;
Remcom, Inc; State College, PA). Analysis of all results except the calculation of the k-space
data was performed using Matlab software (The MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA).

Figure 9.4.8 Acquired proton density images with triangular slice selection gradient (top) using
variable rate selelctive excitaiton (VERSE) method and normal rectangular slice selection
gradient (bottom).
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Chapter 10
Summary
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High field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems are widely used in clinical diagnosis
and scientific research because of high and versatile soft tissue contrast. However, higher main
magnetic field (B0) strengths require higher radio frequency (RF) magnetic field (B1) causing
increased perturbations of the B1 and absorbed power by the human body or sample. The
distortions of the B1 and increased absorbed power present significant challenges to the further
advancement of MR.
To address these problems, we present numerical calculations and related experiments of
designed RF coils, pulsing method, and other novel techniques to improve excitation uniformity
and SAR. Specifically, we have presented the following studies 1) A novel coil design, called
Histo-coil, for high frequency micro-imaging for histological studies was reported. A high
resolution mouse brain tissue image acquired by our designed Histo-coil on 7.0T MRI system
shows enough SNR and resolution for histological studies. 2) Full Maxwell numerical
calculations of the electromagnetic fields to evaluate a designed dielectric resonator for high
field microimaging was conducted. The dielectric resonator has a region of low loss and high
sensitivity along its central axis, and should provide superior SNR to (for example) a solenoid


design. 3) A new method to calculate E c and E i for both loaded and unloaded cases in high

frequency micro-imaging was introduced. In all simulation cases (air, dielectric, conductive and





weak saline), the maximum E c was much bigger than the maximum E i by more than a factor of

ten. 4) A new method was presented to decrease E c and power losses using copper wires within a

weak saline sample (10 mM NaCl), whereas almost no effect on the magnetic field distributions
due to the orthogonality of possible induced currents to the original currents of a solenoidal coil.
Reduced power losses resulted in decreased temperature change (ΔT) of about 60 % in the
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sample. 5) Numerical calculations of the E c and E i within two different birdcage coils (BC),

low-pass (LP) and high-pass (HP) BC, for the low frequency (4.258, 12.774 and 64 MHz) MR



imaging were conducted. The E i and E c were increased linearly with frequency, and E c was

larger than E i for the simulation conditions. 6) Numerical calculations were performed for the B1,

SAR, and dissipated power including maximum dissipated power to avoid exceeding the IEC
limits on local SAR (≤ 10 W/kg in any 10g region) and average SAR (≤ 3.2 W/kg) for a 3T
neonate head MR imaging. 7) Finally, a simple 2-pulse array-optimized composite pulse method
was studied that could provide homogeneous excitation over the entire brain at 3T (125MHz)
using a designed 3D MRI simulator.
The methods and results presented here can provide useful information for designing various
experiments for high frequency MR/NMR imaging with uniform excitation and less SAR levels
following the IEC suggested limits for local or average SAR. Future numerical calculations and
related experiments should be performed to develop more sophisticated RF systems considering
excitation uniformity and SAR for high field MRI with increasing accuracy.
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Appendix A
Selected Computer Codes for Each Project
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A.1 A Method to Separate Conservative and Magnetically-Induced Electric Fields in
Calculations for MR Microscopy
All Matlab files (".m" files) listed in Figure A are required for the calculation of conservative
and magnetically-induced electric fields, however only two files written in a red color are
presented in this dissertation.

Figure A 1 Overall calculation procedures and related program code files for Ec and Ei
calculations.
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : Solenoid_FLD_PlotEi1.m
%%%% FUNCTION : LOAD 3D CURRENT DENSITY (J) DATA USING .FLD FILE
%%%%
CALCULATE VECTOR POTENTIAL(A)
%%%%
For Ei(Magnetically Induced E-Field) Caused by Conduction Current
%%%%
Change Cell Size : 3e-4 -> 3e-5
%%%% DATE : 05/17/2008
%%%% AUTHOR : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;clear all;clc;
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Variables Initialize
%%% Assumption : RF Coil lies at x-axis
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
OperFreq = 600e+6;
%% Operating frequency = 600MHz
CellSize=1.18486e-4;
%% Cell Size : 2e-4 [m] =0.2mm, Assume: Size_X=Size_Y=Size_Z
VolumeCellS = 1.663e-12;
%% Volume Cell Size (dx*dy*dz, Assume, dx=dy=dz):8e-12
dx=1.18486e-4;dy=1.18486e-4;dz=1.18486e-4;
InitFileNum = 11;
EndFileNum = 46;
NumOfFile = EndFileNum - InitFileNum +1;
CoilStartY = 40;
CoilEndY = 47;

%% Don't forget -1
%% matrix Y_value, when z=-0.1

OriginX = 78;
OriginY = 28;
OriginZ = 28;

%% Reference matrix value for (0,0,0),but real value is (-0.1,0,-0.1)

CenterZ=29;
%% ROI (Region Of Interest), 10% Margin, Including a Solenoid Coil
XS=9;XE=147;YS=9;YE=48;ZS=10;ZE=47;
Nx=156;Ny=56;Nz=92;

%%% Don't forget +1

starttime=clock
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Variables Initialize for MagETotal
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NumOfLine = zeros(1,NumOfFile);
Jx=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
Jy=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
Jz=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
MagJ=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
JxImag=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
JyImag=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
JzImag=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
MagJImag=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
CoorOfCoil = zeros(Nx*Ny*Nz,3);
CoorOfCoilImag = zeros(Nx*Ny*Nz,3);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Make a File Name and Open the File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
TNumOfL = 0;
%% Count Number Of Line when MagJ ~= 0
for L=1:NumOfFile;
%%% For Real Data
FileNameF =
'D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2006\Solenoid_Coil\VS\CopperStrip_Add\Experiment\Air_With_LGC\Sole
noid.xy';
NumOfF = L+InitFileNum-1;
FileNameS = num2str(NumOfF);
FileNameT = '.t68000.fld';
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FileName = [FileNameF FileNameS FileNameT];
JTotalRe = dlmread(FileName, '', 7, 0);
%%% Skip the head : E, H, J
%%% For Imaginary Data
FileNameT = '.t69826.fld';
FileName = [FileNameF FileNameS FileNameT];
JTotalIm = dlmread(FileName, '', 7, 0);
%%% Skip the head
%%% Assume : 1) XY_plane,
for J=YS:YE,
for I=XS:XE,
NumOfN = (J-1)*Nx+I;
NumOfLine = 1+(NumOfN-1)*3;
Jx(I,J,NumOfF) = JTotalRe(NumOfLine,1);
Jy(I,J,NumOfF) = JTotalRe(NumOfLine,2);
Jz(I,J,NumOfF) = JTotalRe(NumOfLine,3);
JxImag(I,J,NumOfF) = JTotalIm(NumOfLine,1);
JyImag(I,J,NumOfF) = JTotalIm(NumOfLine,2);
JzImag(I,J,NumOfF) = JTotalIm(NumOfLine,3);
MagJ(I,J,NumOfF) = sqrt(Jx(I,J,NumOfF)^2+Jy(I,J,NumOfF)^2+Jz(I,J,NumOfF)^2);
MagJImag(I,J,NumOfF) =
sqrt(JxImag(I,J,NumOfF)^2+JyImag(I,J,NumOfF)^2+JzImag(I,J,NumOfF)^2);
if MagJ(I,J,NumOfF)>0,
CoorOfCoil(TNumOfL+1,1) = I;
CoorOfCoil(TNumOfL+1,2) = J;
CoorOfCoil(TNumOfL+1,3) = NumOfF;
TNumOfL = TNumOfL + 1;
end
if MagJImag(I,J,NumOfF)>0,
CoorOfCoilImag(TNumOfL+1,1) = I;
CoorOfCoilImag(TNumOfL+1,2) = J;
CoorOfCoilImag(TNumOfL+1,3) = NumOfF;
TNumOfL = TNumOfL + 1;
end
end
end
end
% figure(1);pcolor(abs(Jx(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
% title('\bf abs(Jx(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC' ,'fontsize',10);
% figure(2);pcolor(abs(Jy(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
% title('\bf abs(Jy(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC' ,'fontsize',10);
% figure(3);pcolor(abs(Jz(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
% title('\bf abs(Jz(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC' ,'fontsize',10);
figure(4);pcolor(MagJ(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
title('\bf MagJ(:,:,CenterZ),Air, With LGC','fontsize',10);
clear FName_First FName_Last FileNameF FileNameS FileNameT Num
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Plot Modified Coil Geometry (Ignore Sample region and outside of ROI)
%%% Calculate real coordinate value
%%% Assumption : A solenoid coil lies at the x-axis
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% For Real Data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MCoorOfCoil = zeros(TNumOfL,3); %% Modified Coil Coordinate
ModJ = zeros(TNumOfL,4);
%% Modified Current Density
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DistOfCoil = 0;
NumbOfCal = 0;

%% Distance between current point and x-axis

FromD = abs(CoilStartY - OriginY)*dy;
ToD = abs(CoilEndY - OriginY)*dy;

%% Start Point of Coil, when X,Z=0
%% End Point of Coil, when X,Z=0

for K=1:TNumOfL,
ValueOfX =(CoorOfCoil(K,1)-OriginX)*dx;
ValueOfY =(CoorOfCoil(K,2)-OriginY)*dy;
ValueOfZ =(CoorOfCoil(K,3)-OriginZ)*dz;
DistOfCoil = sqrt(ValueOfY^2 + ValueOfZ^2);
if DistOfCoil > FromD && DistOfCoil < ToD,
NumbOfCal = NumbOfCal + 1;
MCoorOfCoil(NumbOfCal,1) = ValueOfX;
MCoorOfCoil(NumbOfCal,2) = ValueOfY;
MCoorOfCoil(NumbOfCal,3) = ValueOfZ;
ModJ(NumbOfCal,1)
ModJ(NumbOfCal,2)
ModJ(NumbOfCal,3)
ModJ(NumbOfCal,4)

=
=
=
=

Jx(CoorOfCoil(K,1),CoorOfCoil(K,2),CoorOfCoil(K,3));
Jy(CoorOfCoil(K,1),CoorOfCoil(K,2),CoorOfCoil(K,3));
Jz(CoorOfCoil(K,1),CoorOfCoil(K,2),CoorOfCoil(K,3));
MagJ(CoorOfCoil(K,1),CoorOfCoil(K,2),CoorOfCoil(K,3));

end
end
%% For Checking
NumbOfCal_JC = NumbOfCal;
%% Save Final data
FCoorOfCoil = zeros(NumbOfCal,3);
FinalJAmp = zeros(NumbOfCal,4);

%% Final J(Current Density) Amplitude

FCoorOfCoil(:,:) = MCoorOfCoil(1:NumbOfCal,:);
FinalJAmp(:,:) = ModJ(1:NumbOfCal,:);
figure(10);
plot3(FCoorOfCoil(:,1),FCoorOfCoil(:,2),FCoorOfCoil(:,3),'.');
title('Modified Geometry : Real Part (Ignore sample and outside of ROI)','fontsize',10);
%%% For Confirmation of the current distribution
JxTemp=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
JyTemp=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
JzTemp=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
MagJTemp=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
[NumberOfCoilC NOAxis] = size(FCoorOfCoil);
for k=1:NumberOfCoilC,
FCoorOfCoilTX= round(abs(FCoorOfCoil(k,1)/dx + OriginX));
FCoorOfCoilTY= round(abs(FCoorOfCoil(k,2)/dy + OriginY));
FCoorOfCoilTZ= round(abs(FCoorOfCoil(k,3)/dz + OriginZ));
JxTemp(FCoorOfCoilTX,FCoorOfCoilTY,FCoorOfCoilTZ) =
Jx(FCoorOfCoilTX,FCoorOfCoilTY,FCoorOfCoilTZ);
JyTemp(FCoorOfCoilTX,FCoorOfCoilTY,FCoorOfCoilTZ) =
Jy(FCoorOfCoilTX,FCoorOfCoilTY,FCoorOfCoilTZ);
JzTemp(FCoorOfCoilTX,FCoorOfCoilTY,FCoorOfCoilTZ) =
Jz(FCoorOfCoilTX,FCoorOfCoilTY,FCoorOfCoilTZ);
MagJTemp(FCoorOfCoilTX,FCoorOfCoilTY,FCoorOfCoilTZ) =
MagJ(FCoorOfCoilTX,FCoorOfCoilTY,FCoorOfCoilTZ);
end
% figure(11);pcolor(abs(JxTemp(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
% title('\bf abs(JxTemp(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC' ,'fontsize',10);
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% figure(12);pcolor(abs(JyTemp(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
% title('\bf abs(JyTemp(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC' ,'fontsize',10);
% figure(13);pcolor(abs(JzTemp(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
% title('\bf abs(JzTemp(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC' ,'fontsize',10);
figure(14);pcolor(MagJTemp(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
title('\bf MagJTemp(:,:,CenterZ),Air, With LGC','fontsize',10);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% For Imaginary Data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MCoorOfCoilImag = zeros(TNumOfL,3); %% Modified Coil Coordinate
ModJImag = zeros(TNumOfL,4);
%% Modified Current Density
NumbOfCalImag = 0;
for K=1:TNumOfL,
ValueOfXImag =(CoorOfCoilImag(K,1)-OriginX)*dx;
ValueOfYImag =(CoorOfCoilImag(K,2)-OriginY)*dy;
ValueOfZImag =(CoorOfCoilImag(K,3)-OriginZ)*dz;
DistOfCoil = sqrt(ValueOfYImag^2 + ValueOfZImag^2);
if DistOfCoil > FromD && DistOfCoil < ToD,
NumbOfCalImag = NumbOfCalImag + 1;
MCoorOfCoilImag(NumbOfCalImag ,1) = ValueOfXImag;
MCoorOfCoilImag(NumbOfCalImag ,2) = ValueOfYImag;
MCoorOfCoilImag(NumbOfCalImag ,3) = ValueOfZImag;
ModJImag(NumbOfCalImag ,1) =
JxImag(CoorOfCoilImag(K,1),CoorOfCoilImag(K,2),CoorOfCoilImag(K,3));
ModJImag(NumbOfCalImag ,2) =
JyImag(CoorOfCoilImag(K,1),CoorOfCoilImag(K,2),CoorOfCoilImag(K,3));
ModJImag(NumbOfCalImag ,3) =
JzImag(CoorOfCoilImag(K,1),CoorOfCoilImag(K,2),CoorOfCoilImag(K,3));
ModJImag(NumbOfCalImag ,4) =
MagJImag(CoorOfCoilImag(K,1),CoorOfCoilImag(K,2),CoorOfCoilImag(K,3));
end
end
if NumbOfCalImag ~= NumbOfCal,
disp('NumbOfCalImag ~= NumbOfCal');
end
% Save Final data
FCoorOfCoilImag = zeros(NumbOfCalImag ,3);
FinalJAmpImag = zeros(NumbOfCalImag ,4);

%% Final J(Current Density) Amplitude

FCoorOfCoilImag(:,:) = MCoorOfCoilImag(1:NumbOfCalImag ,:);
FinalJAmpImag(:,:) = ModJImag(1:NumbOfCalImag ,:);
figure(20);
plot3(FCoorOfCoilImag(:,1),FCoorOfCoilImag(:,2),FCoorOfCoilImag(:,3),'.');
title('Modified Geometry : Imaginary Part (Ignore sample and outside of ROI)','fontsize',10);
clear JxImag JyImag JzImag MagJImag
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Calculate Exi1,Eyi1,Ezi1 and MagEi1
%% Exi1 : Magnetically Induced Ex-field caused by First Conduction
%% Current(Coil Current, not Sample Current)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Exi1=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
Eyi1=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
Ezi1=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
MagEi1=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
ComplexJ = complex(FinalJAmp,FinalJAmpImag);
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size(ComplexJ)
for K=ZS:ZE,
for J=YS:YE,
for I=XS:XE,
OneovrR = 0;
SumX=0;
SumY=0;
SumZ=0;
Xa = (I-OriginX)*dx;
Ya = (J-OriginY)*dy;
Za = (K-OriginZ)*dz;
for L=1:NumbOfCal,
Xj = FCoorOfCoil(L,1);
Yj = FCoorOfCoil(L,2);
Zj = FCoorOfCoil(L,3);
Dist = sqrt((Xj-Xa)^2+(Yj-Ya)^2+(Zj-Za)^2);
if Dist > 0,
OneovrR = 1/Dist;
SumX = SumX + ComplexJ(L,1)*OneovrR;
SumY = SumY + ComplexJ(L,2)*OneovrR;
SumZ = SumZ + ComplexJ(L,3)*OneovrR;
end
end
%% 1e-7 = Mu/(4*pi),0.3e-3 = Cell Size(0.3mm),Complex number
%% 2*pi*Freq * A = Ei1
Exi1(I,J,K)=OperFreq*2*pi*1e-7*VolumeCellS*SumX;
Eyi1(I,J,K)=OperFreq*2*pi*1e-7*VolumeCellS*SumY;
Ezi1(I,J,K)=OperFreq*2*pi*1e-7*VolumeCellS*SumZ;
MagEi1(I,J,K) = sqrt(abs(Exi1(I,J,K))^2+abs(Eyi1(I,J,K))^2+abs(Ezi1(I,J,K))^2);
end
end
end
clear Jx Jy Jz MagJ K J I
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Plot Magnetically Induced E-field caused by Coil Current
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure;pcolor(abs(Exi1(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
title('\bf abs(Exi1(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC','fontsize',10);
figure;pcolor(abs(Eyi1(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
title('\bf abs(Eyi1(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC','fontsize',10);
figure;pcolor(abs(Ezi1(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
title('\bf abs(Ezi1(:,:,CenterZ)),Air, With LGC','fontsize',10);
figure;pcolor(MagEi1(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
title('\bf MagEi1(:,:,CenterZ),Air, With LGC','fontsize',10);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Save the Result to File & Display Time
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
save Ei1_Air_WithLGC.mat Exi1 Eyi1 Ezi1 MagEi1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% End time display
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Endtime = clock
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : Solenoid_Cal_Ec_Ei_PL.m
%%%% FUNCTION : LOAD 3D ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY(E) DATA USING .FLD FILE
%%%%
AND CALCULATE Ec & Ei & POWER LOSS USING E_Total DATA
%%%%
B1 FIELD NORMALIZATION, LINE FOR SAMPLE AT Ei12 (11/08/06)
%%%% ASSUMPTIONS: 1)Ignore displacement current.(dD/dt)
%%%%
2)Conductance of a sample is not very high.
%%%%
3)Sample current doesn't make magnetically-induced E-field.
%%%%
4) Div(A) =0 : Coulomb's gauge
%%%% DATE : 07/17/2008
%%%% AUTHOR : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Difference between Solenoid_Cal_Ec_Ei_PL.m and Solenoid_Load_TotalE.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;clear all;clc;
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Variables Initialize
%%% Assumption : RF Coil lies at x-axis
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
OperFreq = 600e+6;
%% Operating frequency = 600MHz
% SampleSX=33;SampleEX=118;SampleSY=50;SampleEY=73;SampleSZ=43;SampleEZ=66;
%
% Diff_X=abs(SampleEX-SampleSX);
% Diff_Y=abs(SampleEY-SampleSY);
CenterX=77;CenterY=63;CenterZ=56;
%%% ROI (Region Of Interest),
XS=33;XE=118;YS=39;YE=83;ZS=35;ZE=74;
Nx=151;Ny=131;Nz=141;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Caution : Check all values before the calculation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Sigma_Sample = 0.2;
Sigma_Coil = 5.8e7;
M_Coil=4;
M_Sample=6;
M_CStrips=7;
CellSize=3e-5;

%% Material Number
%% Copper Strips
%% Cell Size : 2e-4 [m] =0.2mm, Assume: Size_X=Size_Y=Size_Z

% InitFile_Z = 11;EndFile_Z = 94;
InitFile_Z = 35; EndFile_Z = 73;

%% 35~113

starttime=clock
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Load the A(Magnetic Vector Potential) Data for Ei Calculation
%%% Ei : Magnetically Induced E-field, Ec : Conservative E-field.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Ei1_Si_02_Er_78_1111.mat Exi1 Eyi1 Ezi1 MagEi1
load Ei1_Si_02_Er_78_Without-Strip_1111
%% for Ei caused by Jc
%% EFieldTotal_Si_0_Er_78_1111.mat : ExTotal EyTotal EzTotal MagETotal;
load ETotal_Si_02_Er_78_Without-Strip_1111
%% BTotal_Si_0_Er_78_0115.mat : BxTotal ByTotal BzTotal MagBTotal;
load BTotal_Si_02_Er_78_Without-Strip_1111
%%% B1 Field Normalization : 4 uT/Bx(center)
B1Nor = 4e-6/abs(BxTotal(CenterX,CenterY,CenterZ));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Load the .id file
%%% Caution : When we calculate a coil power loss, we should ignore the
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%%% copper strip loss even though it is made by a copper.-> use the .id file
%%% having no copper strips
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
File_ID =
'D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2006\Solenoid_Coil\VS\Ec_Ei\Sol_VS_Si_02_Er_78_3D_FLD_SS\Solenoid.
id';
idData=textread(File_ID,'%s','delimiter','\n','whitespace','');
%ID data RSD any other information
dataPoint=find(strncmp(idData,'Array format: material',22)==1)+2;
NumberOfElement=str2num(cell2mat(idData(dataPoint,1)));
%% don't change to double
ID_File=zeros(NumberOfElement,6);
cnt=0;
for t=1:NumberOfElement,
point=dataPoint+1+cnt;
ID_File(t,:)=str2num(cell2mat(idData(point,1)));
cnt=cnt+1;
end

%% don't change to double

[NumberOfElement,n] = size(ID_File);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Display Ei1 & ETotal
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(1);pcolor(B1Nor*MagETotal(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;caxis([0
50]);colorbar
title('\bf B1Nor*MagETotal,Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW' ,'fontsize',10);
% hold;
% rectangle('Position',[SampleSY SampleSX Diff_Y Diff_X],'LineStyle','--')
figure(2);pcolor(B1Nor*abs(MagEi1(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;caxis([0
3]);colorbar
title('\bf B1Nor*MagEi1,Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW' ,'fontsize',10);
% hold;
% rectangle('Position',[SampleSY SampleSX Diff_Y Diff_X],'LineStyle','--')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculate Ec using E_Total and Ei1 (Ec = E_Total - Ei1)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Exc=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
%% Conservative E-field X-component
Eyc=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
Ezc=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
MagEc=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
% read data
for K=ZS:ZE,
for J=YS:YE,
for I=XS:XE,
Exc(I,J,K) = ExTotal(I,J,K) - Exi1(I,J,K);
Eyc(I,J,K) = EyTotal(I,J,K) - Eyi1(I,J,K);
Ezc(I,J,K) = EzTotal(I,J,K) - Ezi1(I,J,K);
MagEc(I,J,K) = sqrt(abs(Exc(I,J,K))^2 + abs(Eyc(I,J,K))^2 + abs(Ezc(I,J,K))^2);
end
end
end
figure(10);pcolor(B1Nor*MagEc(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;caxis([0
50]);colorbar
title('\bf B1Nor*MagEc,Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW' ,'fontsize',10);
% hold;
% rectangle('Position',[SampleSY SampleSX Diff_Y Diff_X],'LineStyle','--')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Display B (Magnetic Flux Density)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% figure(20);pcolor(B1Nor*abs(BzTotal(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap
jet2;caxis([0 1.6e-6]);colorbar
% title('\bf B1Nor*abs(Bz),Si=0.2, Er=78,CopperWire-High' ,'fontsize',10);
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% hold;
% rectangle('Position',[SampleSY SampleSX Diff_Y Diff_X],'LineStyle','--')
figure(21);pcolor(B1Nor*abs(MagBTotal(:,:,CenterZ)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap
jet2;caxis([0 6e-6]);colorbar
title('\bf B1Nor*abs(MagB),Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW' ,'fontsize',10);
% hold;
% rectangle('Position',[SampleSY SampleSX Diff_Y Diff_X],'LineStyle','--')
% figure(22);pcolor(B1Nor*abs(MagBTotal(:,:,CenterZ-10)));shading flat;axis equal;colormap
jet2;caxis([0 6e-6]);colorbar
% title('\bf B1Nor*abs(MagB(:,:,46)),Si=0.2, Er=78,CopperWire-High' ,'fontsize',10);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculate Power Loss
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MagE_Coil=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
MagEi_Sample=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
MagEc_Sample=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
%% For conservative E-Field
MagEt_Sample=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
%% For Total E-Field
MagB1Plus_Sample=zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
PowerLoss_Coil = 0;
PowerLoss_CStrips = 0;
PowerLoss_Sample_Ec = 0;
PowerLoss_Sample_Ei = 0;
PowerLoss_Sample = 0;
for K=1:NumberOfElement,
%% Calculate coil power loss
if ID_File(K,4)== M_Coil || ID_File(K,5)== M_Coil || ID_File(K,6)== M_Coil,
X_Coor = ID_File(K,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(K,2);
Z_Coor = ID_File(K,3);
Ex_Coil=0;
Ey_Coil=0;
Ez_Coil=0;
if Z_Coor > InitFile_Z-1 && Z_Coor < EndFile_Z+1,
if ID_File(K,4)== M_Coil,
Ex_Coil= abs(ExTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
end
if ID_File(K,5)== M_Coil,
Ey_Coil= abs(EyTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
end
if ID_File(K,6)== M_Coil,
Ez_Coil= abs(EzTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
end
MagE_Coil(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)= sqrt(Ex_Coil^2+Ey_Coil^2+Ez_Coil^2);
PowerLoss_Coil =
PowerLoss_Coil+Sigma_Coil*B1Nor*B1Nor*MagE_Coil(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)^2;
end
end
%% Calculate copper strips power loss
if ID_File(K,4)== M_CStrips || ID_File(K,5)== M_CStrips || ID_File(K,6)== M_CStrips,
X_Coor = ID_File(K,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(K,2);
Z_Coor = ID_File(K,3);
Ex_CS=0;
Ey_CS=0;
Ez_CS=0;
if ID_File(K,4)== M_CStrips,
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Ex_CS= abs(ExTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
end
if ID_File(K,5)== M_CStrips,
Ey_CS= abs(EyTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
end
if ID_File(K,6)== M_CStrips,
Ez_CS= abs(EzTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
end
PowerLoss_CStrips = PowerLoss_CStrips+Sigma_Coil*B1Nor*B1Nor*(Ex_CS^2+Ey_CS^2+Ez_CS^2);
end
%% Calculate sample power loss
if ID_File(K,4)== M_Sample || ID_File(K,5)== M_Sample || ID_File(K,6)== M_Sample,
X_Coor = ID_File(K,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(K,2);
Z_Coor = ID_File(K,3);
Exc_Sample=0;Eyc_Sample=0;Ezc_Sample=0;
Exi_Sample=0;Eyi_Sample=0;Ezi_Sample=0;
ExT_Sample=0;EyT_Sample=0;EzT_Sample=0;

%% For conservative E-Field
%% For magnetically induced E-Field
%% For Total Sample E-Field

%% For B-Field
Bx_Sample=0;By_Sample=0;Bz_Sample=0;
if ID_File(K,4)== M_Sample,
Exc_Sample= abs(Exc(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
Exi_Sample= abs(Exi1(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
ExT_Sample= abs(ExTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
Bx_Sample= BxTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor);
end
if ID_File(K,5)== M_Sample,
Eyc_Sample= abs(Eyc(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
Eyi_Sample= abs(Eyi1(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
EyT_Sample= abs(EyTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
By_Sample= ByTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor);
end
if ID_File(K,6)== M_Sample,
Ezc_Sample= abs(Ezc(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
Ezi_Sample= abs(Ezi1(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
EzT_Sample= abs(EzTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor));
Bz_Sample= BzTotal(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor);
end
MagEc_Sample(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)= sqrt(Exc_Sample^2+Eyc_Sample^2+Ezc_Sample^2);
MagEi_Sample(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)= sqrt(Exi_Sample^2+Eyi_Sample^2+Ezi_Sample^2);
MagEt_Sample(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)= sqrt(ExT_Sample^2+EyT_Sample^2+EzT_Sample^2);
MagB1Plus_Sample(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)= abs((Bx_Sample+j*By_Sample)/2);
PowerLoss_Sample_Ec = PowerLoss_Sample_Ec +
Sigma_Sample*B1Nor*B1Nor*MagEc_Sample(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)^2;
PowerLoss_Sample_Ei = PowerLoss_Sample_Ei +
Sigma_Sample*B1Nor*B1Nor*MagEi_Sample(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)^2;
PowerLoss_Sample = PowerLoss_Sample +
Sigma_Sample*B1Nor*B1Nor*MagEt_Sample(X_Coor,Y_Coor,Z_Coor)^2;
end
end
Center_Bx = B1Nor*abs(BxTotal(CenterX,CenterY,CenterZ));
Mean_MagEc_Nor = sum(sum(sum(B1Nor*MagEc_Sample)))/(length(find(MagEc_Sample~=0)));
Mean_MagEi_Nor = sum(sum(sum(B1Nor*MagEi_Sample)))/(length(find(MagEi_Sample~=0)));
Mean_MagE_Total_Nor = sum(sum(sum(B1Nor*MagEt_Sample)))/(length(find(MagEt_Sample~=0)));
Total_PL_Coil_Nor = 0.5*PowerLoss_Coil*CellSize*CellSize*CellSize;
Total_PL_Sample_Nor = 0.5*PowerLoss_Sample*CellSize*CellSize*CellSize;
Total_PL_Sample_Ec_Nor = 0.5*PowerLoss_Sample_Ec*CellSize*CellSize*CellSize;
Total_PL_Sample_Ei_Nor = 0.5*PowerLoss_Sample_Ei*CellSize*CellSize*CellSize;
Total_PL_CStrips_Nor = 0.5*PowerLoss_CStrips*CellSize*CellSize*CellSize;
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Total_PL_Coil_Sample_CS_Nor = Total_PL_Coil_Nor + Total_PL_Sample_Nor + Total_PL_CStrips_Nor;
Max_MagEc_Nor = max(max(max(B1Nor*MagEc_Sample)));
Max_MagEi_Nor = max(max(max(B1Nor*MagEi_Sample)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculate Sample Mean and Std of B1+
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NumOfNZ = length(find(MagB1Plus_Sample~=0));
Sample_MagB_Nz = zeros(1,NumOfNZ);
temp =0;
for K=1:Nz,
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if MagB1Plus_Sample(I,J,K) ~= 0
temp = temp +1;
Sample_MagB_Nz(1,temp) = MagB1Plus_Sample(I,J,K);
end
end
end
end
Std_Sample_MagB1Plus_Nor = std(B1Nor*Sample_MagB_Nz);
Mean_Sample_MagB1Plus_Nor = sum(B1Nor*Sample_MagB_Nz)/NumOfNZ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Display the result
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% figure(30);pcolor(B1Nor*MagE_Coil(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;caxis([0
10e-4]);colorbar
% title('\bf Nor-E-Coil, Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW' ,'fontsize',10);
%
figure(31);pcolor(B1Nor*MagEc_Sample(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;caxis([0
50]);colorbar
title('\bf Nor-Ec-Sample, Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW' ,'fontsize',10);
figure(32);pcolor(B1Nor*MagEi_Sample(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;caxis([0
15]);colorbar
title('\bf Nor-Ei-Sample, Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW' ,'fontsize',10);
figure(33);pcolor(B1Nor*MagE_Coil(:,:,CenterZ));shading flat;axis equal;colormap jet2;colorbar
title('\bf Nor-E-Coil, Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW' ,'fontsize',10);
figure(100);
cla;
% title('Pure Water, W/0 Copper Strips, Slice Thickness = 0.3mm','fontsize',11);
title('Si=0.2, Er=78, Without-CW','fontsize',11);
text(0.05,0.9,'1) B1Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.9,num2str(B1Nor));
text(0.05,0.8,'2) Mean-MagEc-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.8,num2str(Mean_MagEc_Nor));
text(0.05,0.75,'3) Mean-MagEi-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.75,num2str(Mean_MagEi_Nor));
text(0.05,0.7,'4) Mean-MagE-Total-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.7,num2str(Mean_MagE_Total_Nor));
text(0.05,0.6,'5) Mean-Sample-B1Plus-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.6,num2str(Mean_Sample_MagB1Plus_Nor));
text(0.05,0.55,'6) Std-Sample-B1Plus-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.55,num2str(Std_Sample_MagB1Plus_Nor));
text(0.05,0.45,'7) PowerLoss-Coil-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.45,num2str(Total_PL_Coil_Nor));
text(0.05,0.4,'8) PowerLoss-Sample-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.4,num2str(Total_PL_Sample_Nor));
text(0.05,0.35,'9) PowerLoss-Sample-Ec-Nor = ');
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text(0.5,0.35,num2str(Total_PL_Sample_Ec_Nor));
text(0.05,0.3,'10) PowerLoss-Sample-Ei-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.3,num2str(Total_PL_Sample_Ei_Nor));
text(0.05,0.25,'11) PowerLoss-CopperWire-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.25,num2str(Total_PL_CStrips_Nor));
text(0.05,0.2,'12) Total-PowerLoss-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.2,num2str(Total_PL_Coil_Sample_CS_Nor));
text(0.05,0.1,'13) Max-MagEc-Nor = ');
text(0.5,0.1,num2str(Max_MagEc_Nor));
text(0.05,0.05,'14) Max-MagEi-Nor= ');
text(0.5,0.05,num2str(Max_MagEi_Nor));
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% End time display
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Endtime = clock
toc
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A.2 Reduced Sample Heating Using Copper Wires in High Field Micro-MRI:
Experimental and Numerical Calculation Results
All Matlab files (".m" files) listed below are required for the calculation of temperature
change (ΔT) map and all of them are presented here.

•

Solenoid_TemperatureChangeMap.m

•

Solenoid_eval_busik.m : Display the result

•

Solenoid_UnWrap.m : Sub-function

•

Solenoid_Display_MeanStd.m : Display mean and std value

•

Solenoid_gems_multislice_tn_zf_heat.m : Make temperature change (∆T) map

•

Solenoid_Edge_Detection.m : Edge detection and phase unwrapping

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : Solenoid_TemperatureChangeMap.m
%%%% FUNCTION : TEMPERATURE CHANGE MAP USING VARIAN SYSTEM (14.1T)
%%%% DATE : 05/11/2008
%%%% ORIGINAL AUTHOR : THOMAS NEUBERGER
%%%% MODIFIER : BUSIK PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;close all;clc;
tic
%linear (0) or interleaved (1) slice sampling
orderingflag=0;
dsets=1;
ds=1;
zf=2;
%circular shifts of the image
xx=0; %for back
yy=0;
zz=0;
ROI = [80,160,110,140];
% ROI = [82,143,102,125];
% ROI = [145,170,90,170];
% ROI = [137,165,85,165];

%% 's_20080211_0' 10mM W/O, list=[52 55 51 54 53];
%% 's_20080313_0' 10mM W
%% 's_20080313_0' 150mM W/O
%% 's_20080313_0' 150mM W

studie='s_20080211_0';
dataset='sar2_53';
% studie='s_20080313_0';
% dataset='sar2_28';
OriginalPath = 'D:\BuSikPark\Working\Matlab_Work\2006\SolenoidCoil\Experiment\4turn_Solenoid';
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for z=1:1
pathname=['D:\BuSikPark\Working\2006_Spring\Solenoid_Coil\Experiment\', studie,
num2str(z),'/data/' dataset '.fid/'];
study=[studie, num2str(z)];
filename='fid';
cd(pathname);
info=read_info([pathname '\procpar']);
pwd
%% read NP, NV, NS (#read, #phase and slices) from the procpar file
procpar=read_procpar('procpar');
tpwr = read_procpar_tpwr(procpar);
tpwr = str2num(tpwr{1}); %#ok<ST2NM>
readpoints = read_procpar_np(procpar);
readpoints = str2num(readpoints{1});
phasepoints = read_procpar_nv(procpar);
phasepoints = str2num(phasepoints{1});
slices = read_procpar_ns(procpar);
slices = str2num(slices{1});
pos = read_procpar_position(procpar);
pos = str2num(pos{1});
pos = (pos*100);
nt = read_procpar_nt(procpar);
nt = str2num(nt{1});
orientation = read_procpar_orientation(procpar);
thk = read_procpar_thk(procpar);
thk = str2num(thk{1});
petable = read_procpar_petable(procpar);
IMAGE=zeros(readpoints,phasepoints);
IMAGE_ALL=zeros(readpoints/2*zf,phasepoints*zf,slices);
offset1=32;
offset2=28;
fid=fopen(strcat(pathname,'fid'),'r','b');
fseek(fid,offset1+offset2,0);
raw=fread(fid,inf,'float32');
fclose(fid);
currIndex=0;
for l =1:nt
for k=1:phasepoints
for i=1:readpoints/2*slices
currIndex = currIndex + 1;
dataR(i) = raw(currIndex);
currIndex = currIndex + 1;
dataI(i) = raw(currIndex);
slice1(k,i,l) = (dataR(i) + dataI(i) * j);
end
end
currIndex =currIndex + offset2/4.;
end
slice2=reshape(slice1,[phasepoints readpoints/2 slices nt]);
slice2=squeeze(slice2);
%figure out petable
pe_siz=size(petable);
if pe_siz(2) > 1
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len=size(petable);
frac=petable((len(2)-3):len(2));
frac=str2num(frac);
phasepoints=phasepoints/frac*1000;
end
IMAGE_ALL1=zeros(phasepoints*zf, readpoints/2*zf,nt);
for s=1:nt
Image2=abs(fftshift(ifft2(slice2(:,:,s), phasepoints*zf, readpoints/2*zf)));
Image3=(fftshift(ifft2(slice2(:,:,s), phasepoints*zf, readpoints/2*zf)));
%ordering
if orderingflag == 0
IMAGE_ALL1(:,:,s)=Image2;
IMAGE_ALL3(:,:,s)=Image3;
end
if orderingflag == 1
if s < slices/2+1
IMAGE_ALL1(:,:,(s)*2-1)=Image2;
IMAGE_ALL3(:,:,(s)*2-1)=Image3;
else
IMAGE_ALL1(:,:,(s*2)-slices)=Image2;
%-1)=Image2;%for odd number of slices
IMAGE_ALL3(:,:,(s*2)-slices)=Image3;
%-1)=Image2;%for odd number of slices
end
end
end
IMAGE_ALL=circshift(IMAGE_ALL1,[xx yy zz]);
IMAGE_ALL_ph=circshift(IMAGE_ALL3,[xx yy zz]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Image mask
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
uppercut=max(max(max(IMAGE_ALL)))*0.1;
aa=20*round(uppercut*10)/10;
nix=find(IMAGE_ALL<uppercut);
IMAGE_ALL(nix)=0;
IMAGE_ALL_ph(nix)=0+0i;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Phase images + unwrapping + heating map
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
IMAGE_ALL_phase=angle(IMAGE_ALL_ph);
IMAGE_ALL_complex = IMAGE_ALL.*exp(j*IMAGE_ALL_phase);
IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw=Solenoid_UnWrap(IMAGE_ALL_complex);
%%% Temperature Change = Phase Dev./(Alpha*Gamma*B0*TE)
%
heating_map=(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,16)IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,1))/(0.01*14.1*info.TE*42.576)/2/pi;
heating_map=(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,16)IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,2))/(0.01*14.1*info.TE*42.576*2*pi);
disp(['info.TE = ' num2str(info.TE)]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Make directory to save results
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cd '..';
mkdir([dataset '_' orientation '_Images_' num2str(aa) '_zf_' num2str(zf) '_position_'
num2str(pos) '_thick_' num2str(thk)]);
cd ([dataset '_' orientation '_Images_' num2str(aa) '_zf_' num2str(zf) '_position_'
num2str(pos) '_thick_' num2str(thk)]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Figures
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(1);
imagesc(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,1));
colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
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title('Select Center point');
[x,y] = ginput(1);
figure(2);plot(squeeze(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(round(y),round(x),:)));
title(['Phase Change Plot using Unwrapped Image at [',num2str(round(x)),'
num2str(round(y)),'], File Name : ', dataset])

',

%
xT = 1:16;
%% Should be modified
%
SquData = squeeze(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(round(y),round(x),:));
%
%
figure(21);plot(xT,SquData,'-kd','LineWidth',2);axis([1 16 -52 -46]);grid on;
%
title(['Phase Change Plot using Unwrapped Image at [',num2str(round(x)),' ',
num2str(round(y)),'], File Name : ', dataset])
figure(3);
imagesc(IMAGE_ALL(ROI(1):ROI(2), ROI(3):ROI(4),1)); colormap(gray); shading flat;axis
equal;caxis([0 70]);colorbar;
title({'\fontsize{15}Amplitude Image (First)';[dataset(1:end-3) ' - ' dataset(end-1:end)]})
figure(4);
imagesc(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(ROI(1):ROI(2), ROI(3):ROI(4),1)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis
equal;colorbar;
title('Unwrapped phase map image 1 (First)')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Average temp change calc
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
selected=ones(phasepoints*zf,readpoints/2*zf);
mask(:,:,i)=selected;
tempmask=heating_map.*selected;
nonzero=find(tempmask);
tmp=tempmask(nonzero);
meantempmask=mean(tmp);
stdtempmask=std(tmp);
temp=round(meantempmask*10)/10;
stdtemp=round(stdtempmask*10)/10;
figure(12);
imagesc(heating_map(ROI(1):ROI(2), ROI(3):ROI(4))); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis
equal;caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
title({'temp change/[degree]';[dataset(1:end-3) ' - ' dataset(end-1:end)
' TE='
num2str(info.TE)]})
pixval on
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Add Temp to info file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dummy=dir;
dumm=char(dummy.name);
for i=1:size(dumm,1)
if size(findstr(dumm(i,:),'txt')) > 0
filenameout=dumm(i,1:findstr(dumm(i,:),'txt')+2);
end
end
clear 'Image'
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Move to original directory and display the calculation time
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cd(OriginalPath)
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : Solenoid_eval_busik.m
%%%% FUNCTION : TEMPERATURE CHANGE MAP USING VARIAN SYSTEM (14.1T)
%%%% DATE : 05/11/2008
%%%% ORIGINAL AUTHOR : THOMAS NEUBERGER
%%%% MODIFIER : BUSIK PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;
close all;
clc;
tic;
% ROI = [73,165,105,145];

%% 's_20080211_0' 10mM W/o

% ROI = [82,143,102,125];
% ROI = [145,170,90,170];
% ROI = [137,165,85,165];

%% 's_20080313_0' 10mM W
%% 's_20080313_0' 150mM W/O Copper Strips
%% 's_20080313_0' 150mM W

%
%
%
%
%
%

studie='s_20080211_01';
dataset='sar2_';
name='10mM NaCl wocopper';
% list=[02 05 01 04 03];
%%% Original
list=[52 55 51 54 53];

studie='s_20080313_01';
dataset='sar2_';
% name='10mM NaCl wcopper';
% list=[20 17 22 18 19];
% name='150mM NaCl wo copper';
% list=[35 37 38 36 39];
name='150mM NaCl wcopper';
list=[29 28 30 31 32];
OriginalPath = 'D:\BuSikPark\Working\Matlab_Work\2006\SolenoidCoil\Experiment\4turn_Solenoid';
pathname=['D:\BuSikPark\Working\2006_Spring\Solenoid_Coil\Experiment\', studie,'\data\'];
cd (pathname)
for m=size(list,2):-1:1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Find dir and load data.mat
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dummy=dir;
dumm=char(dummy.name);
for j=1:size(dumm,1)
if size(findstr(dumm(j,:),['2_' num2str(list(m)) '_'])) > 0
ende=findstr(dumm(j,:),' ');
leer=isempty(ende);
if leer==1
ende=size(dumm,2)+1;
end
filenamedata=dumm(j,1:ende-1);
disp(filenamedata)
disp(j)
disp(m)
end
end
%%% data.mat : phi(16)-phi(1), dataF01T02: phi(2)-phi(1)
load ([filenamedata '/dataF01T02.mat'])
ROI = [137,165,85,165];

%% 's_20080313_0' 150mM W
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figure(m); imagesc(heating_map(ROI(1):ROI(2), ROI(3):ROI(4))); colormap jet2; shading
flat;axis equal;caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
%
figure(m); imagesc(heating_map); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0
10]);colorbar;
colorbar
title({['heating map (Phi(2)-phi(1)): tpwr = ' ,num2str(tpwr) ' dB'];[name,'

']});

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Select area of interest (aoi)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if m==size(list,2)
figure(100); imagesc(heating_map); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0
10]);colorbar;
title('select aoi');
selected=roipoly;
mask_heat=selected;
end
heating_map_masked=heating_map.*mask_heat;
nonzero_heat=find(heating_map_masked);
tmp_heat=heating_map_masked(nonzero_heat);
mean_heating_map_masked=mean(tmp_heat);
std_heating_map_masked=std(tmp_heat);
temp_heat(m)=mean_heating_map_masked;
stdtemp_heat(m)=std_heating_map_masked;
tpwr_all(m)=tpwr;
% create t2mapcut (used area cut out of the t2 map)
heating_map_cut=heating_map;
nonzero2=find(heating_map_masked);
heating_map_cut(nonzero2)=0;
end
figure(30),plot(temp_heat,'-kd','LineWidth',1.5);grid on;
errorbar(temp_heat,stdtemp_heat,'-kd','LineWidth',1.5);grid on;
set(gca,'XTick',1:1:5);
set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'0','33','36','39','42'});
title({'Temperature change with different tpwr';[name,'
',num2str(size(nonzero_heat,1)),'pixel']});
xlabel('tpwr in dB');
ylabel('Temperature change ');
disp(['Temperature Change = ' num2str(temp_heat)]);
disp(['Std. Temperature Change = ' num2str(stdtemp_heat)]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Move to original directory and display the calculation time
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cd(OriginalPath)
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : Solenoid_UnWrap.m
%%%% FUNCTION : EDGE DETECTION AND PHASE UNWRAPPING FOR 3D IMAGE
%%%% REFERENCE : MRM 49:193-197 (2003) (PHASE UNWRAPPING)
%%%% DATE : 04/25/2008
%%%% AUTHOR : BUSIK PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [UnWrappedImage_3D] = Solenoid_UnWrap(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX)
[NumberOfRow NumberOfColumn NumberOfImage] = size(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX);
% ROI = [145,170,90,170];
% figure(100);
% imagesc(abs(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(ROI(1):ROI(2), ROI(3):ROI(4),1))); colormap jet2; shading
flat;axis equal;caxis([0 60]);colorbar;
% title('Amplitude of the image 1')
%
% figure(101);
% imagesc(angle(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(:,:,1))); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([-3
3]);colorbar;
% title('Angle of the image 1')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Edge Detection
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
FilterImage = medfilt2(abs(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(:,:,1)),[3 3]);
EdgeData = edge(FilterImage,'sobel');
% figure(110);
% imagesc(EdgeData); colormap(gray); shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
% title('\bfThe Edge Detection Image : IMAGE-ALL(:,:,1)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Get the coordinate of the edge
%%%% Assume : The value of a edge is higher than 0.5
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CoorOfEdge=zeros(NumberOfColumn,4);
EdgeDetectionImage = zeros(NumberOfRow,NumberOfColumn);
ValueOfTempS=0;
ValueOfTempE=0;
for i=1:NumberOfColumn
ValueOfTempS = 1;
ValueOfTempE = 1;
for j=1:NumberOfRow
if EdgeData(j,i) > 0.5 && ValueOfTempS > 0
CoorOfEdge(i,1) = j;
%% Row Value
CoorOfEdge(i,2) = i;
%% Column Value
ValueOfTempS = 0;
end
end
for j=NumberOfRow:-1:1
if EdgeData(j,i) > 0.5 && ValueOfTempE > 0
CoorOfEdge(i,3) = j;
%% Row Value
CoorOfEdge(i,4) = i;
%% Column Value
ValueOfTempE = 0;
end
end
end
for i=1:NumberOfRow
for j=1:4
if CoorOfEdge(i,j) ~= 0
EdgeDetectionImage(CoorOfEdge(i,1),CoorOfEdge(i,2))=1;
EdgeDetectionImage(CoorOfEdge(i,3),CoorOfEdge(i,4))=1;
end
end
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end
% figure(120);
% imagesc(EdgeDetectionImage); colormap(gray); shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
% title('\bf Modified Edge Detection Image : IMAGE-ALL(:,:,1)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Mask the angle image
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Angle_Image_3D = zeros (NumberOfRow,NumberOfColumn,NumberOfImage);
for k=1:NumberOfImage
Angle_Image_3D(:,:,k) = angle(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(:,:,k));
%
figure(130);
%
imagesc(Angle_Image_3D(140:180, 90:180,k)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis
equal;caxis([-3 3]);colorbar;
%
title(['\bf Angle Image : IMAGE-ALL(:,:,k): k = ' ,num2str(k)]);
for i=1:NumberOfColumn
if CoorOfEdge(i,2)>0 & CoorOfEdge(i,4)>0
for j=1:NumberOfRow
if j > CoorOfEdge(i,3) | j < CoorOfEdge(j,1)
Angle_Image_3D(j,i,k) = 0;
IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(j,i,k) = 0;
end
end
end
end
%
figure(135);
%
imagesc(Angle_Image_3D(140:180, 90:180,k)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis
equal;caxis([-3 3]);colorbar;
%
title(['\bf Masked Angle Image : IMAGE-ALL(:,:,k): k = ' ,num2str(k)]);
end
UnWrappedImage_3D = preludephaseunwrapping(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX,8,1,1,0,0,0);
UnWrapping : MRIUtil
%%% UnWrappedImage_3D = unwrap(Angle_Image_3D,[],3);

%% Phase

%% Matlab Function

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(140);
imagesc(UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,1)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
title('\bf UnWrappedImage-3D(:,:,1)');

%
%
%
%

figure(143);
imagesc(UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,16)-UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,2));
colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
title('\bf UnWrappedImage-3D(:,:,16)-(:,:,2)');

figure(141);
imagesc(UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,2)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
title('\bf UnWrappedImage-3D(:,:,2)');
figure(142);
imagesc(UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,16)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
title('\bf UnWrappedImage-3D(:,:,16)');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : Solenoid_Display_MeanStd.m
%%%% FUNCTION : DISPLAY TEMPERATURE CHANGE MAP (14.1T)
%%%% DATE : 05/11/2008
%%%% AUTHOR : BuSik Park
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;close all;clc;
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tic
% name='10 mM NaCl ';
name='150 mM NaCl ';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Phi(16)-Phi(1)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% temp_heatF = [0.1072 2.268 3.518 7.495 13.334]; %% 10mM W/O
% temp_heatS = [0.121 0.924 1.950 3.617 6.490]; %% 10mM W
% temp_heatF = [-0.830 3.817 7.394 8.021 12.930]; %% 150mM W/O
% temp_heatS = [-0.621 1.724 3.270 5.611 9.737]; %% 150mM W
%
%
%
%

stdtemp_heatF
stdtemp_heatS
stdtemp_heatF
stdtemp_heatS

=
=
=
=

[0.0143 0.052 0.209 0.134 0.253]; %% 10mM W/O
[0.032 0.060 0.100 0.160 0.269]; %% 10mM W
[0.619 0.277 0.629 0.514 0.667]; %% 150mM W/O
[0.801 0.417 0.842 0.434 0.652]; %% 150mM W

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Phi(2)-Phi(1)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% temp_heatF = [0.009 1.251 2.083 4.245 7.516]; %% 10mM W/O
% temp_heatS = [0.063 0.468 1.015 1.723 2.991]; %% 10mM W
temp_heatF = [-0.4513 1.327 2.648 3.929 7.632]; %% 150mM W/O
temp_heatS = [-0.344 0.914 1.509 2.501 4.993]; %% 150mM W
% stdtemp_heatF
% stdtemp_heatS
stdtemp_heatF =
stdtemp_heatS =

= [0.008 0.109 0.137 0.310 0.557]; %% 10mM W/O
= [0.016 0.056 0.110 0.094 0.171]; %% 10mM W
[0.898 0.772 0.704 0.445 0.057]; %% 150mM W/O
[0.458 0.752 0.431 0.622 0.384]; %% 150mM W

figure(30),plot(temp_heatF,'-kd','LineWidth',2.3);grid on;
hold on
plot(temp_heatS,'--ko','LineWidth',2.3);grid on;
hold off
errorbar(temp_heatF,stdtemp_heatF,'-kd','LineWidth',2.3);grid on;
hold on
errorbar(temp_heatS,stdtemp_heatS,'--ko','LineWidth',2.3);grid on;
hold off
set(gca,'XTick',1:1:5);
set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'0','33','36','39','42'});
title(['Temperature Change : ',name]);
xlabel('tpwr in dB');
ylabel('Temperature Change ');
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : Solenoid_gems_multislice_tn_zf_heat.m
%%%% FUNCTION : TEMPERATURE CHANGE MAP USING VARIAN SYSTEM (14.1T)
%%%% DATE : 04/21/2008
%%%% ORIGINAL AUTHOR : Thomas Neuberger
%%%% MODIFIER : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;
close all;
tic
%linear (0) or interleaved (1) slice sampling
orderingflag=0;
dsets=1;
ds=1;
%aa=3
zf=2;
%te=11
%circular shifts of the image
xx=0; %for back
%xx=-50 %for coronal
yy=0;
%
yy=100 %for nicoles t2 maps
zz=0;
% studie=['s_20080211_0']
studie='s_20080313_0';
dataset='sar2_36';
OriginalPath = 'D:\BuSikPark\Working\Matlab_Work\2006\SolenoidCoil\Experiment\4turn_Solenoid';
for z=1:1
pathname=['D:\BuSikPark\Working\2006_Spring\Solenoid_Coil\Experiment\', studie,
num2str(z),'/data/' dataset '.fid/'];
study=[studie, num2str(z)];
filename='fid';
cd(pathname);
info=read_info([pathname '\procpar']);
pwd
%% read NP, NV, NS (#read, #phase and slices) from the procpar file
procpar=read_procpar('procpar');
tpwr = read_procpar_tpwr(procpar);
tpwr = str2num(tpwr{1});
readpoints = read_procpar_np(procpar);
readpoints = str2num(readpoints{1});
phasepoints = read_procpar_nv(procpar);
phasepoints = str2num(phasepoints{1});
slices = read_procpar_ns(procpar);
slices = str2num(slices{1});
pos = read_procpar_position(procpar);
pos = str2num(pos{1});
pos = (pos*100);
nt = read_procpar_nt(procpar);
nt = str2num(nt{1});
orientation = read_procpar_orientation(procpar);
thk = read_procpar_thk(procpar);
thk = str2num(thk{1});
petable = read_procpar_petable(procpar);
IMAGE=zeros(readpoints,phasepoints);
IMAGE_ALL=zeros(readpoints/2*zf,phasepoints*zf,slices);
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offset1=32;
offset2=28;
fid=fopen(strcat(pathname,'fid'),'r','b');
fseek(fid,offset1+offset2,0);
raw=fread(fid,inf,'float32');
fclose(fid);
currIndex=0;
for l =1:nt
for k=1:phasepoints
for i=1:readpoints/2*slices
currIndex = currIndex + 1;
dataR(i) = raw(currIndex);
currIndex = currIndex + 1;
dataI(i) = raw(currIndex);
slice1(k,i,l) = (dataR(i) + dataI(i) * j);
end
end
currIndex =currIndex + offset2/4.;
end
slice2=reshape(slice1,[phasepoints readpoints/2 slices nt]);
slice2=squeeze(slice2);
%figure out petable
pe_siz=size(petable);
if pe_siz(2) > 1
len=size(petable);
frac=petable((len(2)-3):len(2));
frac=str2num(frac);
phasepoints=phasepoints/frac*1000;
end
IMAGE_ALL1=zeros(phasepoints*zf, readpoints/2*zf,nt);
for s=1:nt
Image2=abs(fftshift(ifft2(slice2(:,:,s), phasepoints*zf, readpoints/2*zf)));
Image3=(fftshift(ifft2(slice2(:,:,s), phasepoints*zf, readpoints/2*zf)));
%ordering
if orderingflag == 0
IMAGE_ALL1(:,:,s)=Image2;
IMAGE_ALL3(:,:,s)=Image3;
end
if orderingflag == 1
if s < slices/2+1
IMAGE_ALL1(:,:,(s)*2-1)=Image2;
IMAGE_ALL3(:,:,(s)*2-1)=Image3;
else
IMAGE_ALL1(:,:,(s*2)-slices)=Image2;
%-1)=Image2;%for odd number of slices
IMAGE_ALL3(:,:,(s*2)-slices)=Image3;
%-1)=Image2;%for odd number of slices
end
end
end
IMAGE_ALL=circshift(IMAGE_ALL1,[xx yy zz]);
IMAGE_ALL_ph=circshift(IMAGE_ALL3,[xx yy zz]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Image mask
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
uppercut=max(max(max(IMAGE_ALL)))*0.1;
aa=20*round(uppercut*10)/10;
nix=find(IMAGE_ALL<uppercut);
IMAGE_ALL(nix)=0;
IMAGE_ALL_ph(nix)=0+0i;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%% Phase images + unwrapping + heating map
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
IMAGE_ALL_phase=angle(IMAGE_ALL_ph);
IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw=unwrap(IMAGE_ALL_phase,[],3);
heating_map=(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,16)IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,1))/(0.01*14.1*info.TE*42.576)/2/pi;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Make directory to save results
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cd '..';
mkdir([dataset '_' orientation '_Images_' num2str(aa) '_zf_' num2str(zf) '_position_'
num2str(pos) '_thick_' num2str(thk)]);
cd ([dataset '_' orientation '_Images_' num2str(aa) '_zf_' num2str(zf) '_position_'
num2str(pos) '_thick_' num2str(thk)]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Figures
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%example of phase evolution at x,y
x=114/2;
y=158/2;
figure(1);plot(squeeze(IMAGE_ALL_phase(y*zf,x*zf,:)));
title(['phase evolution at x = ',num2str(x),' / y = ', num2str(y)])
outfile=(strcat('phase_evol_',dataset,'.bmp'));
print( '-f1', '-dbmp', outfile);
figure(2);plot(squeeze(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(y*zf,x*zf,:)));
title(['phase evolution unwrapped at x = ',num2str(x),' / y = ', num2str(y)])
outfile=(strcat('phase_evol_unwrapped_',dataset,'.bmp'));
print( '-f2', '-dbmp', outfile);
%image 1,phase map 1, phase diff(last-first), temp change map
figure(3);
imagesc(IMAGE_ALL(:,:,1)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 60]);colorbar;
title('image 1')
outfile=(strcat('image1__',dataset,'.bmp'));
print( '-f3', '-dbmp', outfile);
figure(4);
imagesc(IMAGE_ALL_phase(:,:,1)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
title('phase map image 1')
outfile=(strcat('phase_map_image1_',dataset,'.bmp'));
print( '-f4', '-dbmp', outfile);
figure(5);
imagesc(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,1)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
title('Unwrapped phase map image 1')
figure(6);
imagesc(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,16)-IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(:,:,1)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis
equal;caxis([0 15]);colorbar;
title({'phase diff/[rad]';[dataset(1:end-3) ' - ' dataset(end-1:end)
' TE='
num2str(info.TE)]})
outfile=(strcat('phase_change_',dataset,'.bmp'));
print( '-f5', '-dbmp', outfile);
figure(7);
imagesc(heating_map); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 15]);colorbar;
title({'temp change/[degree]';[dataset(1:end-3) ' - ' dataset(end-1:end) ' TE='
num2str(info.TE)]})
pixval on
outfile=(strcat('temp_change_',dataset,'.bmp'));
print( '-f6', '-dbmp', outfile);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Average temp change calc
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
selected=ones(phasepoints*zf,readpoints/2*zf);
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mask(:,:,i)=selected;
tempmask=heating_map.*selected;
nonzero=find(tempmask);
tmp=tempmask(nonzero);
meantempmask=mean(tmp);
stdtempmask=std(tmp);
figure(11);
imagesc(tempmask); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 15]);colorbar;
title('calc temp mask')
temp=round(meantempmask*10)/10;
stdtemp=round(stdtempmask*10)/10;
figure(12);
imagesc(heating_map); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 15]);colorbar;
title({'temp change/[degree]';[dataset(1:end-3) ' - ' dataset(end-1:end)
' TE='
num2str(info.TE)]})
pixval on
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Add Temp to info file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dummy=dir;
dumm=char(dummy.name);
for i=1:size(dumm,1)
if size(findstr(dumm(i,:),'txt')) > 0
filenameout=[dumm(i,1:findstr(dumm(i,:),'txt')+2)];
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Write images
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
aa=.13;
if dsets == 1
%this lines are needed if only one sems dataset was acquired
for n = 1 : nt
if n < 10
imwrite(abs(IMAGE_ALL(:,:,n))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_000',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
if n < 100 && n > 9
imwrite(abs(IMAGE_ALL(:,:,n))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_00',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
if n < 1000 && n > 99
imwrite(abs(IMAGE_ALL(:,:,n))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(n),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
end
else
%this lines are needed if more than one sems data sets with space betweeen the slices
were acquired
for n = 1 : slices
if (2*(n-1) + ds) < 10
imwrite(abs(IMAGE_ALL(:,:,n))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_000',num2str(2*(n1) + ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
if (2*(n-1) + ds ) < 99 && (2*(n-1) + ds) > 9
imwrite(abs(IMAGE_ALL(:,:,n))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_00',num2str(2*(n-1)
+ ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
if (2*(n-1) + ds) < 999 && (2*(n-1) + ds) > 99
imwrite(abs(IMAGE_ALL(:,:,n))/aa,strcat('image_',num2str(aa),'_0',num2str(2*(n-1)
+ ds),'.bmp'),'bmp')
end
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end
end
save

('data.mat');

clear 'Image'
end
% save ('data_TE_' ,str2num(te), '.mat','IMAGE_ALL')
% rmdir ('fidtmp','s');
%
% max(max(max(IMAGE_ALL1)))
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Write excel-file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
txt={'','TPWR','Temp Change','STD','evaluated pixel','zf';'','','','','',''};
s = xlswrite([study '_results.xls'], txt, 'temp_results', 'B1');
values={dataset,tpwr,temp,stdtemp,size(nonzero,1), zf };
s = xlswrite([study '_results.xls'], values, 'temp_results', 'B3');
cd (pathname)
cd ..
txt={'','TPWR','Temp Change','STD','evaluated pixel','zf';'','','','','',''};
s = xlswrite([study '_results.xls'], txt, 'temp_results', 'B1');
values={dataset,tpwr,temp,stdtemp,size(nonzero,1), zf };
s = xlswrite([study '_results.xls'], values, 'temp_results', ['B',num2str(str2num(dataset(end1:end))+2)]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Different phase plots
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(20);
imagesc(heating_map); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 15]);colorbar;
title({'temp change/[degree]';[dataset(1:end-3) ' - ' dataset(end-1:end) ' TE='
num2str(info.TE)]})
pixval on
button=1;
Temp_Val=0;
while button == 1
Temp_Val=Temp_Val+1;
[xxx,yyy,button]=ginput(1);
figure(20+Temp_Val);plot(squeeze(IMAGE_ALL_phaseuw(round(yyy),round(xxx),:)));
title(['phase evolution at x = ',num2str(round(xxx)),' / y = ', num2str(round(yyy))])
figure(30+Temp_Val);
imagesc(heating_map); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 15]);colorbar;
title({'temp change/[degree]';['sar ' dataset(end-1:end) ' TE=' num2str(info.TE)]})
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Move to original directory and display the calculation time
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cd(OriginalPath)
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : Solenoid_Edge_Detection.m
%%%% FUNCTION : EDGE DETECTION AND PHASE UNWRAPPING FOR 3D IMAGE
%%%% DATE : 04/25/2008
%%%% AUTHOR : BuSik PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;
clear all;
clc;
tic;
load ImageComplex

%% IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX ( Image Data)

[NumberOfRow NumberOfColumn NumberOfSlice] = size(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX)
figure(10);
imagesc(abs(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(:,:,1))); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0
60]);colorbar;
title('Amplitude of the image 1')
figure(11);
imagesc(angle(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(:,:,1))); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([-3
3]);colorbar;
title('Angle of the image 1')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Edge Detection
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
FilterImage = medfilt2(abs(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(:,:,1)),[3 3]);
EdgeData = edge(FilterImage,'sobel');
figure(20);
imagesc(EdgeData); colormap(gray); shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
title('\bfThe Edge Detection Image : IMAGE-ALL(:,:,1)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Get the coordinate of the edge
%%%% Assume : The value of a edge is higher than 0.5
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CoorOfEdge=zeros(NumberOfColumn,4);
EdgeDetectionImage = zeros(NumberOfRow,NumberOfColumn);
ValueOfTempS=0;
ValueOfTempE=0;
for i=1:NumberOfColumn
ValueOfTempS = 1;
ValueOfTempE = 1;
for j=1:NumberOfRow
if EdgeData(j,i) > 0.5 && ValueOfTempS > 0
CoorOfEdge(i,1) = j;
%% Row Value
CoorOfEdge(i,2) = i;
%% Column Value
ValueOfTempS = 0;
end
end
for j=NumberOfRow:-1:1
if EdgeData(j,i) > 0.5 && ValueOfTempE > 0
CoorOfEdge(i,3) = j;
%% Row Value
CoorOfEdge(i,4) = i;
%% Column Value
ValueOfTempE = 0;
end
end
end
for i=1:NumberOfRow
for j=1:4
if CoorOfEdge(i,j) ~= 0
EdgeDetectionImage(CoorOfEdge(i,1),CoorOfEdge(i,2))=1;
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EdgeDetectionImage(CoorOfEdge(i,3),CoorOfEdge(i,4))=1;
end
end
end
figure(30);
imagesc(EdgeDetectionImage); colormap(gray); shading flat;axis equal;colorbar;
title('\bf Modified Edge Detection Image : IMAGE-ALL(:,:,1)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Mask the angle image
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Angle_Image_3D = zeros (NumberOfRow,NumberOfColumn,NumberOfSlice);
for k=1:NumberOfSlice
Angle_Image_3D(:,:,k) = angle(IMAGE_ALL_COMPLEX(:,:,k));
figure(40);
imagesc(Angle_Image_3D(140:180, 90:180,k)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([-3
3]);colorbar;
title(['\bf Angle Image : IMAGE-ALL(:,:,k): k = ' ,num2str(k)]);
for i=1:NumberOfColumn
if CoorOfEdge(i,2)>0 & CoorOfEdge(i,4)>0
for j=1:NumberOfRow
if j > CoorOfEdge(i,3) | j < CoorOfEdge(j,1)
Angle_Image_3D(j,i,k) = 0;
end
end
end
end
figure(41);
imagesc(Angle_Image_3D(140:180, 90:180,k)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([-3
3]);colorbar;
title(['\bf Masked Angle Image : IMAGE-ALL(:,:,k): k = ' ,num2str(k)]);
figure(42);
plot(Angle_Image_3D(140:180,135,k));
end
UnWrappedImage_3D = unwrap(Angle_Image_3D(140:180, 90:180,:),[],3);
figure(50);
imagesc(UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,1)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 3]);colorbar;
title('\bf UnWrappedImage-3D(:,:,1)');
figure(51);
imagesc(UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,2)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 3]);colorbar;
title('\bf UnWrappedImage-3D(:,:,2)');
figure(52);
imagesc(UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,16)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;caxis([0 3]);colorbar;
title('\bf UnWrappedImage-3D(:,:,16)');
figure(60);
imagesc(UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,16)-UnWrappedImage_3D(:,:,2)); colormap jet2; shading flat;axis
equal;caxis([0 3]);colorbar;
title('\bf UnWrappedImage-3D(:,:,16)-(:,:,2)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Display calculation time
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
toc
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A.3 Slice-Selective Array-Optimized Composite Pulse for Simultaneous Improvement in
Excitation Uniformity and Reduction of SAR
All Matlab files (".m" files) and one C++ file (Nute.exe) listed below are required for the
design and implementation of the slice-selective array-optimized composite pulse, however only
some files written in bold are presented here.
•

CompositeMRSim_Array_ID_BFD3D_Brain_5mm_NewHead.m

•

CompositeMRSim_Array_ID_CEF3D_Brain_5mm_NewHead.m

•

CompositeMRSim_Opt_WithSAR3D_Brain_5mm_3T_NewHead.m,
CompositeMRSim_Opt_WithSAR3D_Brain_5mm_7T_NewHead.m

•

CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3D.m

•

MRSim_WCG_Geo_Txt2Bin_WithHead_3d.m

•

MRSim_TA_WCG_Load_BFD_Make_GeoB1_3D.m

•

MRSim_TA_WCG_Load_BFD_Make_OnlyB1_3D.m

•

MRSim_TA_WCG_GE.m,

•

MRSim_TA_8Ch_WCG_COMPOSITE.m,
MRSim_TA_8Ch_WCG_COMPOSITE_TRIANGLE.m

•

MRSim_VERSE.m

•

PSUdo_MRI.m

•

MR_Simulator : Nute.exe (C++ program)

•

MRSim_WCG_Load_Kspace_2Images.m

•

MRSim_TA_WCG_Load_B1Plus_PulseSeq.m
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% FUNCTION : Calculate B1+, B1- using .id and .bfd FILE
%%%%
B1+ = (Bx+jBy)/2, B1- = (Bx-jBy)/2
%%%% DATE : 02/13/2009
%%%% AUTHOR : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;clear all;clc;
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialization of variables.(XY Plane)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Plane = 1; %% XY Plane = 1,YZ Plane = 2,ZX Plane = 3
CenterX = 48;
CenterY = 44;
CenterZ = 54;
SelectedSlice = 52;
M_GM = 2;
M_WM = 5;
M_CER = 7;
M_CSF = 8;
M_MID = 21;
M_THA = 33;
M_PON = 38;
M_MED = 39;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Material
Material
Material
Material
Material
Material
Material
Material

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Grey Matter
White Matter
Cerebellum
CSF
Midbrain
Thalamus
Pons
Medulla

M_HYPOP
M_HYPOT
M_NERVE
M_PINEA
M_COMMI

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Material
Material
Material
Material
Material

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

:
:
:
:
:

Hypophysis
Hypothalamus
Nerve
Pinealbody
Commissura_Anterior

=
=
=
=
=

16;
17;
25;
37;
42;

M_Coil = 43;

%% Material Number : Coil

%% B1+ normalization (3T)
tau=.003;
%% time deviation
B1Center = 2e-6;
NumberOfCoil = 8;
Nx=93;
Ny=85;

%% (93,85)

InitFileNum = 37;
EndFileNum = 65;

%% 37 -> 65 (5mm Female Brain)

NumOfFile = EndFileNum - InitFileNum +1;
FileStep = 1;
%% gap between each file
SliceZ = SelectedSlice - InitFileNum +1;
starttime=clock
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Variable Initialize
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
BField = zeros(NumberOfCoil,Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_BField = zeros(NumberOfCoil,Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_Total_BField = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_B1Plus = zeros(NumberOfCoil,Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
Masked_B1Minus = zeros(NumberOfCoil,Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Open BFD File (B : Magnetic Flux Density),
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %%3T
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%
FilePath='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_128MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Each_Channe
l\Ch';
%
fileID='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_128MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Ver63\128MHz_
FemaleHead_Ver63.id';
%% 7T
FilePath='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_300MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Each_Channe
l\Ch';
fileID='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_300MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Ver63\128MHz_
FemaleHead_Ver63.id';
idData=textread(fileID,'%s','delimiter','\n','whitespace','');
%ID data RSD any other information
dataPoint=find(strncmp(idData,'Array format: material',22)==1)+2; %% Array format: endpoints
(xFDTD 6.5)
NumberOfElement=str2num(cell2mat(idData(dataPoint,1)));
%#ok<ST2NM>
ID_File=zeros(NumberOfElement,6);
cnt=0;
for t=1:NumberOfElement,
point=dataPoint+1+cnt;
ID_File(t,:)=str2num(cell2mat(idData(point,1)));
cnt=cnt+1;
end

%#ok<ST2NM>

[NumberOfElement,n] = size(ID_File);
%% 128MHz_Birdcage_Head.xy61.bfd, 128MHz_Birdcage_Head.xy61.ph.bfd
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
for L=1:NumOfFile,
%

NumOfF = L+InitFileNum-1;
NumOfF = (L-1)*FileStep+InitFileNum;
File_BfdF = num2str(K);
File_BfdS = '\300MHz_FemaleHead.xy';
File_BfdT = num2str(NumOfF);
File_BfdFo = '.bfd';
File_BfdPhFo = '.ph.bfd';
File_Bfd_Mag = [FilePath File_BfdF File_BfdS File_BfdT File_BfdFo];
File_Bfd_Phase = [FilePath File_BfdF File_BfdS File_BfdT File_BfdPhFo];
B_Magnitude = dlmread(File_Bfd_Mag, '', 5, 0);
B_Phase = dlmread(File_Bfd_Phase, '', 5, 0);

%%% Skip the head
%%% Skip the head

%% Calculate B1+ and B1- : B1+ = (B1x+jB1y)/2,B1- = (B1x-jB1y)/2
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
Bx_Real = B_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)*cos(B_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)./180*pi);
Bx_Imag = B_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)*sin(B_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)./180*pi);

%%a
%%b

By_Real = B_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)*cos(B_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)./180*pi);
By_Imag = B_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)*sin(B_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)./180*pi);

%%c
%%d

Bz_Real = B_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)*cos(B_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)./180*pi);
Bz_Imag = B_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)*sin(B_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)./180*pi);
BField(K,I,J,L,1)
BField(K,I,J,L,2)
BField(K,I,J,L,3)
BField(K,I,J,L,4)
abs(BField(K,I,J,L,3))^2);
end
end

=
=
=
=

Bx_Real+j*Bx_Imag;
By_Real+j*By_Imag;
Bz_Real+j*Bz_Imag;
sqrt(abs(BField(K,I,J,L,1))^2 + abs(BField(K,I,J,L,2))^2 +
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figure(10);pcolor(rot90(squeeze(BField(K,:,:,L,4))));colormap jet2; shading flat;axis
equal;axis equal;caxis([0 0.5e-7]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |B1| (300MHz): Z = ' ,num2str((L-1)*FileStep+InitFileNum),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(K)]});
end
end
Total_BField = squeeze(sum(BField));
for L=1:NumOfFile,
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
Total_BField(I,J,L,4) = sqrt(abs(Total_BField(I,J,L,1))^2 +
abs(Total_BField(I,J,L,2))^2 + abs(Total_BField(I,J,L,3))^2);
end
end
end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
figure(20);pcolor(rot90(squeeze(Total_BField(:,:,L,4))));
colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;axis equal;caxis([0 0.5e-7]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Total-|B| (300MHz): Z = ' ,num2str((L-1)*FileStep+InitFileNum)]});
end
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
NumberOfNonZero= 0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
Z_Coor = (L-1)*FileStep+InitFileNum;
for I=1:NumberOfElement,
%% White Matter
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_WM && ID_File(I,5) == M_WM &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_WM,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Grey Matter
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_GM && ID_File(I,5) == M_GM &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_GM,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Cerebellum
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_CER && ID_File(I,5) == M_CER &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_CER,
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X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% CSF
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_CSF && ID_File(I,5) == M_CSF &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_CSF,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Midbrain
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_MID && ID_File(I,5) == M_MID &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_MID,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Thalamus
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_THA && ID_File(I,5) == M_THA &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_THA,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Pons
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_PON && ID_File(I,5) == M_PON &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_PON,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
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Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Medulla
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_MED && ID_File(I,5) == M_MED &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_MED,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Hypophysis
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_HYPOP && ID_File(I,5) == M_HYPOP &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_HYPOP,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Hypothalamus
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_HYPOT && ID_File(I,5) == M_HYPOT &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_HYPOT,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Nerve
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_NERVE && ID_File(I,5) == M_NERVE &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_NERVE,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Pinealbody
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if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_PINEA && ID_File(I,5) == M_PINEA &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_PINEA,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Commissura_Anterior
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_COMMI && ID_File(I,5) == M_COMMI &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_COMMI,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:) = Total_BField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,:);
Masked_B1Plus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
(Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)+j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
Masked_B1Minus(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) = (Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1)j*Masked_BField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2))/2;
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
end
%

disp(['NumberOfNonZero = ' ,num2str(NumberOfNonZero)]);

figure(31);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(abs(Masked_B1Plus(K,:,:,L)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1e-8]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |B1+|, Brain Only, (300MHz): Z = ' ,num2str((L1)*FileStep+InitFileNum),',
Coil # = ', num2str(K)]});
end
end
%% When using xFDTD 6.5, B1+ and B1- will be switched
Masked_Total_B1Plus = squeeze(sum(Masked_B1Plus));
Masked_Total_B1Minus = squeeze(sum(Masked_B1Minus));
% B1PlusNor = B1Center/abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(CenterX,CenterY,SliceZ));
B1PlusNor = B1Center/abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(CenterX,CenterY,CenterZ-InitFileNum +1));
Masked_B1Plus = B1PlusNor*Masked_B1Plus;
Masked_Total_B1Plus = B1PlusNor*Masked_Total_B1Plus;
Masked_Total_B1Minus = B1PlusNor*Masked_Total_B1Minus;
Mean_B1PlusNor = sum(sum(sum(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus))))/(length(find(Masked_Total_B1Plus~=0)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save 1D Data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MaxNumNonZ = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
NumberOfNonZ = length(find(Masked_Total_B1Plus(:,:,L)~=0));
if NumberOfNonZ > MaxNumNonZ,
MaxNumNonZ = NumberOfNonZ;
end
end
Masked_B1Plus_1D = zeros(NumberOfCoil,MaxNumNonZ,NumOfFile);
Masked_Total_B1Plus_1D = zeros(1,MaxNumNonZ,NumOfFile);

%% Nx*Ny*NumOfFile
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for L=1:NumOfFile,
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
CountTemp = 0;
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if Masked_B1Plus(K,I,J,L) ~=0,
CountTemp = CountTemp+1;
Masked_B1Plus_1D(K,CountTemp,L) = Masked_B1Plus(K,I,J,L);
end
end
end
end
Temp = 0;
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if Masked_Total_B1Plus(I,J,L) ~= 0,
Temp = Temp+1;
Masked_Total_B1Plus_1D(1,Temp,L) = Masked_Total_B1Plus(I,J,L);
end
end
end
end
Mean_B1PlusNor_1D =
sum(sum(sum(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus_1D))))/(length(find(Masked_Total_B1Plus_1D~=0)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Display the Result
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% for L=1:NumOfFile,
%
figure(50);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(:,:,L)))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Masked |B1+|, Brain Only, (300MHz): Transmit Array , Z = ' ,num2str((L1)*FileStep+InitFileNum)]});
%
%
%
figure(51);pcolor(rot90(squeeze(abs(Masked_Total_B1Minus(:,:,L)))));colormap jet2;
shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);axis equal;caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
%
%
title({['\bf Masked |B1-| (300MHz): Transmit Array , Z =
' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum1)]});
%
%
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
%
figure(60);pcolor(transpose(abs(squeeze(Masked_B1Plus(K,:,:,L)))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+|, Brain Only, (300MHz): Z = ' ,num2str((L1)*FileStep+InitFileNum),',
Coil # = ', num2str(K)]});
%
end
% end
figure(70);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(:,:,SliceZ)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 2e-6]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |B1+|, Brain Only, (300MHz): Transmit Array , Z = ' ,num2str(SliceZ)]});
figure(71);pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(CenterX,:,:))))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 2e-6]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |B1+|, Brain Only, (300MHz): Transmit Array , X = ' ,num2str(CenterX)]});
figure(72);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(:,CenterY,:)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 2e-6]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |B1+|, Brain Only, (300MHz): Transmit Array , Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY)]});
figure(100);
cla;
title('|B1+| at the 3T (Brain Only, 300MHz) 8Ch. TA Head Coil','fontsize',11);
text(0.05,0.8,'1) |B1+|Nor = ');
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text(0.5,0.8,num2str(B1PlusNor));
text(0.05,0.7,'2) Normalized Mean|B1+| = ');
text(0.5,0.7,num2str(Mean_B1PlusNor));
text(0.05,0.65,'3) Normalized Mean|B1+|-1D = ');
text(0.5,0.65,num2str(Mean_B1PlusNor_1D));
text(0.05,0.5,'5) size(Masked-B1Plus-1D) = ');
text(0.5,0.5,num2str(size(Masked_B1Plus_1D)));
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Save the Result
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
save B1Plus_29slices_Female_Brain_5mm_7T_8Ch_MRIns.mat Masked_B1Plus Masked_Total_B1Plus
Masked_B1Plus_1D Masked_B1Minus
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% End time display
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Endtime = clock
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% FUNCTION : Calculate E using .id and .cef FILE
%%%% DATE : 07/13/2008
%%%% AUTHOR : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;clear all;clc;
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialization of variables.(XY Plane)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Plane = 1; %% XY Plane = 1,YZ Plane = 2,ZX Plane = 3
CenterX = 48;
CenterY = 44;
CenterZ = 54;
SelectedSlice = 52;
M_GM = 2;
M_WM = 5;
M_CER = 7;
M_CSF = 8;
M_MID = 21;
M_THA = 33;
M_PON = 38;
M_MED = 39;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Material
Material
Material
Material
Material
Material
Material
Material

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Grey Matter
White Matter
Cerebellum
CSF
Midbrain
Thalamus
Pons
Medulla

M_HYPOP
M_HYPOT
M_NERVE
M_COMMI

%%
%%
%%
%%

Material
Material
Material
Material

Number
Number
Number
Number

:
:
:
:

Hypophysis
Hypothalamus
Nerve
Commissura_Anterior

=
=
=
=

16;
17;
25;
42;

M_Coil = 43;

%% Material Number : Coil

NumberOfCoil = 8;
Nx=93;
Ny=85;

%% (93,85)

InitFileNum = 37;
%% 37 -> 65 (5mm Female Brain)
EndFileNum = 65;
NumOfFile = EndFileNum - InitFileNum +1;
FileStep = 1;

%% gap between each file

SliceZ = round((CenterZ-InitFileNum)/FileStep)+1;
SliceZ_Im = round((SelectedSlice-InitFileNum)/FileStep)+1;
%% 1.38 : for combined image
B1Nor = 36.9956/1.38;
starttime=clock
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Variable Initialize
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
EField = zeros(NumberOfCoil,Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Total_EField = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_EField = zeros(NumberOfCoil,Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_Total_EField = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_Total_Para = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,2,3);
%% 2 : Sigma Rho(mass density), 3 : x y z
Masked_Total_SAR = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Open BFD (B), CEF (E) and Parameter File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% 3T
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FilePath='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_128MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Each_Channe
l\Ch';
file_ID='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_128MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Ver63\128MHz
_FemaleHead_Ver63.id';
File_Parameter
='D:\BuSikPark\Working\Matlab_Work\2008\RF_Shimming_CompositePulse\8Ch_MRInstrument\5mm\Para_Fema
leHead_Er_Si_Rho_Brain_125MHz.txt';
% %% 7T
%
FilePath='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_300MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Each_Channe
l\Ch';
%
file_ID='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_300MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Ver63\128MHz
_FemaleHead_Ver63.id';
% File_Parameter =
'D:\BuSikPark\Working\Matlab_Work\2008\RF_Shimming_CompositePulse\8Ch_MRInstrument\5mm\Para_Femal
eHead_Er_Si_Rho_Brain_300MHz.txt';
Parameter_Data = dlmread(File_Parameter, '', 0, 0);
[Para_Row,Para_Column] = size(Parameter_Data);
idData=textread(file_ID,'%s','delimiter','\n','whitespace','');
%ID data RSD any other information
dataPoint=find(strncmp(idData,'Array format: material',22)==1)+2;
NumberOfElement=str2num(cell2mat(idData(dataPoint,1)));
%#ok<ST2NM>
ID_File=zeros(NumberOfElement,6);
cnt=0;
for t=1:NumberOfElement,
point=dataPoint+1+cnt;
ID_File(t,:)=str2num(cell2mat(idData(point,1)));
cnt=cnt+1;
end

%#ok<ST2NM>

[NumberOfElement,n] = size(ID_File);
%% 128MHz_Birdcage_Head.xy61.cef, 128MHz_Birdcage_Head.xy61.ph.cef
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
for L=1:NumOfFile,
NumOfF = L+InitFileNum-1;
File_CefF = num2str(K);
File_CefS = '\128MHz_FemaleHead.xy';
File_CefT = num2str(NumOfF);
File_CefFo = '.cef';
File_CefPhFo = '.ph.cef';
File_Cef_Mag = [FilePath File_CefF File_CefS File_CefT File_CefFo];
File_Cef_Phase = [FilePath File_CefF File_CefS File_CefT File_CefPhFo];
E_Magnitude = dlmread(File_Cef_Mag, '', 5, 0);
E_Phase = dlmread(File_Cef_Phase, '', 5, 0);

%%% Skip the head
%%% Skip the head

%% Calculate E
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
Ex_Real = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)*cos(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)./180*pi);
Ex_Imag = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)*sin(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)./180*pi);

%%a
%%b

Ey_Real = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)*cos(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)./180*pi);
Ey_Imag = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)*sin(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)./180*pi);

%%c
%%d

Ez_Real = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)*cos(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)./180*pi);
Ez_Imag = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)*sin(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)./180*pi);
EField(K,I,J,L,1) = B1Nor*(Ex_Real+j*Ex_Imag);
EField(K,I,J,L,2) = B1Nor*(Ey_Real+j*Ey_Imag);
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EField(K,I,J,L,3) = B1Nor*(Ez_Real+j*Ez_Imag);
EField(K,I,J,L,4) = sqrt(abs(EField(K,I,J,L,1))^2 + abs(EField(K,I,J,L,2))^2 +
abs(EField(K,I,J,L,3))^2);
Total_EField(I,J,L,1) = Total_EField(I,J,L,1)+ EField(K,I,J,L,1);
Total_EField(I,J,L,2) = Total_EField(I,J,L,2)+ EField(K,I,J,L,2);
Total_EField(I,J,L,3) = Total_EField(I,J,L,3)+ EField(K,I,J,L,3);
Total_EField(I,J,L,4) = sqrt(abs(Total_EField(I,J,L,1))^2 +
abs(Total_EField(I,J,L,2))^2 + abs(Total_EField(I,J,L,3))^2);
end
end
%
figure(10);pcolor(rot90(squeeze(EField(K,:,:,L,4))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;axis equal;caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |E1| (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(K)]});
end
end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
figure(20);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Total_EField(:,:,L,4))));
colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;axis equal;caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Total-|E| (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1)]});
end
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
NumberOfNonZero= 0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
Z_Coor = L+InitFileNum-1;
for I=1:NumberOfElement,
%% White Matter
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_WM && ID_File(I,5) == M_WM &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_WM,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Grey Matter
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_GM && ID_File(I,5) == M_GM &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_GM,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
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TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% CSF
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_CSF && ID_File(I,5) == M_CSF &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_CSF,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Cerebellum
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_CER && ID_File(I,5) == M_CER &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_CER,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
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Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Midbrain
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_MID && ID_File(I,5) == M_MID &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_MID,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Midbrain
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_MID && ID_File(I,5) == M_MID &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_MID,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
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end
%% Thalamus
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_THA && ID_File(I,5) == M_THA &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_THA,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Pons
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_PON && ID_File(I,5) == M_PON &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_PON,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
%% Medulla
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_MED && ID_File(I,5) == M_MED &&
ID_File(I,6) == M_MED,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
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TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
end
%
figure(30);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_EField(K,:,:,L,4))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([80 210 30 170]);axis equal;caxis([0
300]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Masked |E| (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(K)]});
end
end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
figure(40);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,L,4))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);axis equal;caxis([0
300]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Total Masked |E| (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1)]});
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save Parameters (ID, Er, Sigma, Rho) Data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MaxNumNonZ = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
NumberOfNonZ = length(find(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,L,4)~=0));
if NumberOfNonZ > MaxNumNonZ,
MaxNumNonZ = NumberOfNonZ;
end
end

%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4

%% |E1+E2| ~= |E1|+|E2|
for L=1:NumOfFile,
Z_Coor = L+InitFileNum-1;
for I=1:NumberOfElement,
%% White Matter
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_WM && ID_File(I,5) == M_WM && ID_File(I,6)
== M_WM,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx=0;TempEy=0;TempEz=0;
SigmaEx=0;SigmaEy=0;SigmaEz=0;
TempRhoX=1;TempRhoY=1;TempRhoZ=1;
for J=1:Para_Row,
if ID_File(I,4) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
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TempEx = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
SigmaEx = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoX = Parameter_Data(J,4);

%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4

end
if ID_File(I,5) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEy = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
SigmaEy = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoY = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
if ID_File(I,6) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEz = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
SigmaEz = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoZ = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
end
if TempEx ~= 0 || TempEy ~= 0 ||TempEz ~= 0,
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,1) = SigmaEx;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,2) = SigmaEy;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,3) = SigmaEz;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,1) = TempRhoX;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,2) = TempRhoY;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,3) = TempRhoZ;
%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile
Masked_Total_SAR(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
0.5*((SigmaEx*abs(TempEx)^2)/TempRhoX+(SigmaEy*abs(TempEy)^2)/TempRhoY+(SigmaEz*abs(TempEz)^2)/Te
mpRhoZ); %% Sigma*E*E/(2*Rho)
end
end
%% Grey Matter
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_GM && ID_File(I,5) == M_GM && ID_File(I,6)
== M_GM,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx=0;TempEy=0;TempEz=0;
SigmaEx=0;SigmaEy=0;SigmaEz=0;
TempRhoX=1;TempRhoY=1;TempRhoZ=1;
for J=1:Para_Row,
if ID_File(I,4) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEx = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
SigmaEx = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoX = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
if ID_File(I,5) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEy = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
SigmaEy = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoY = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
if ID_File(I,6) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEz = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
SigmaEz = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoZ = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
end
if TempEx ~= 0 || TempEy ~= 0 ||TempEz ~= 0,
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,1) = SigmaEx;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,2) = SigmaEy;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,3) = SigmaEz;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,1) = TempRhoX;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,2) = TempRhoY;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,3) = TempRhoZ;

%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4
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%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile
Masked_Total_SAR(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
0.5*((SigmaEx*abs(TempEx)^2)/TempRhoX+(SigmaEy*abs(TempEy)^2)/TempRhoY+(SigmaEz*abs(TempEz)^2)/Te
mpRhoZ); %% Sigma*E*E/(2*Rho)
end
end
%% CSF
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4) == M_CSF && ID_File(I,5) == M_CSF && ID_File(I,6)
== M_CSF,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx=0;TempEy=0;TempEz=0;
SigmaEx=0;SigmaEy=0;SigmaEz=0;
TempRhoX=1;TempRhoY=1;TempRhoZ=1;
for J=1:Para_Row,
if ID_File(I,4) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEx = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
SigmaEx = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoX = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
if ID_File(I,5) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEy = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
SigmaEy = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoY = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
if ID_File(I,6) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEz = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
SigmaEz = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoZ = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
end

%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4

if TempEx ~= 0 || TempEy ~= 0 ||TempEz ~= 0,
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,1) = SigmaEx;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,2) = SigmaEy;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,3) = SigmaEz;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,1) = TempRhoX;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,2) = TempRhoY;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,3) = TempRhoZ;
%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile
Masked_Total_SAR(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
0.5*((SigmaEx*abs(TempEx)^2)/TempRhoX+(SigmaEy*abs(TempEy)^2)/TempRhoY+(SigmaEz*abs(TempEz)^2)/Te
mpRhoZ); %% Sigma*E*E/(2*Rho)
end
end
end
end
Mean_Masked_Total_EField =
sum(sum(sum(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,:,4))))/(length(find(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,:,4)~=0)));
Mean_Masked_Total_SAR = sum(sum(sum(Masked_Total_SAR)))/(length(find(Masked_Total_SAR~=0)));
Max_Masked_Total_SAR = max(max(max(Masked_Total_SAR)));
SizeOfNonZ = size(find(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,1,4)~=0));
% SizeOfPara = size(Parameter_SigmaRho_1D);
clear ID_File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save 1D Data : Masked_EField_1D, Masked_Total_Para_1D
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Masked_EField_1D = zeros(NumberOfCoil,MaxNumNonZ,NumOfFile,4);
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Masked_Total_Para_1D = zeros(MaxNumNonZ,NumOfFile,2,3);
z

%% 2 : Sigma Rho(mass density), 3 : x y

for L=1:NumOfFile,
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
CountTemp = 0;
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if Masked_EField(K,I,J,L,4) ~= 0,
CountTemp = CountTemp+1;
Masked_EField_1D(K,CountTemp,L,:) = Masked_EField(K,I,J,L,:);
end
end
end
end
end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
CountTemp = 0;
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if Masked_Total_EField(I,J,L,4) ~= 0,
CountTemp = CountTemp+1;
Masked_Total_Para_1D(CountTemp,L,:,:) = Masked_Total_Para(I,J,L,:,:);
end
end
end
end
Mean_Masked_EField_1D = mean2(Masked_EField_1D(1,:,:,4));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Display the Result
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for L=1:NumOfFile,
figure(70);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_SAR(:,:,L))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);axis equal;caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked Total-SAR (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1)]});
end
figure(75); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_SAR(:,:,SliceZ_Im))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Only Brain, 128MHz : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice)]});
figure(76); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_SAR(CenterX,:,:)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Only Brain, 128MHz : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice)]});
figure(77); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_SAR(:,CenterY,:))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Only Brain, 128MHz : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice)]});
% Masked_Total_EFieldT = zeros(Nx,Ny,4);
%
% for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
%
for J=1:Ny,
%
for I=1:Nx,
%
Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,1) = Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,1) + Masked_EField(K,I,J,1);
%
Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,2) = Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,2) + Masked_EField(K,I,J,2);
%
Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,3) = Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,3) + Masked_EField(K,I,J,3);
%
Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,4) = sqrt(abs(Masked_Total_EField(I,J,1))^2 +
abs(Masked_Total_EField(I,J,2))^2 + abs(Masked_Total_EField(I,J,3))^2);
%
end
%
end
%
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%
figure(80);pcolor(transpose(abs(squeeze(Masked_EField(K,:,:)))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);axis equal;caxis([0
300]);colorbar;
%
title('\bf Normalized |E| (128MHz): Transmit Array ');
% end
%
% figure(90);pcolor(transpose(Masked_Total_EFieldT(:,:,4)));
% colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
% title('\bf Normalized |E| (128MHz): Transmit Array ');
figure(100);
cla;
title('|E| and SAR at the 8 Ch TA (128MHz)','fontsize',11);
text(0.05,0.8,'1) |B1+|Nor = ');
text(0.55,0.8,num2str(B1Nor));
text(0.05,0.7,'2) Normalized Total Mean|E| = ');
text(0.55,0.7,num2str(Mean_Masked_Total_EField));
text(0.05,0.65,'3) Normalized Each Mean|E|-1D = ');
text(0.55,0.65,num2str(Mean_Masked_EField_1D));
text(0.05,0.55,'4) Normalized Mean-SAR = ');
text(0.55,0.55,num2str(Mean_Masked_Total_SAR));
text(0.05,0.5,'5) Normalized Max-SAR = ');
text(0.55,0.5,num2str(Max_Masked_Total_SAR));
text(0.05,0.4,'6) Size of NonZero-TotalE(First) = ');
text(0.55,0.4,num2str(SizeOfNonZ));
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w');
clear EField Total_EField Masked_Total_EField
clear E_Magnitude E_Phase Masked_Total_SAR
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %%% Save the Result to File
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% save EField_29slices_Female_Brain_5mm_3T_8Ch_MRIns.mat Masked_EField Masked_EField_1D
Masked_Total_Para_1D
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% End time display
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Endtime = clock
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% FUNCTION : OPTIMIZE UNIFORMITY AND SAR USING COMPOSITE PULSE (3D)
%%%%
Mt : Brain, SAR : Whole Head Region
%%%% DATE : 02/18/2009
%%%% ORIGINAL AUTHOR : CM COLLINS
%%%% MODIFIER : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;close all;clc;
tic;
starttime=clock
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialize Variables
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Nx=93;
%% (119,92), (93,85)
Ny=85;
Ncoils=8;
CenterX = 48;
CenterY = 44;
CenterZ = 49;
CenterZE = 49;

%% For Excitation Uniformity optimization
%% For SAR optimization

SelectedSlice = 52;
Weight = 0.2675;
tau=.003;
B1Center = 6e-9/tau;
TotalTime = 0.2;

%% time deviation, 1.5 ms (target)
%% 6e-9 : 2 uT*3ms
%% 200 ms : TR

DecisionValue = 1;
InitFileNum = 37;
%% For Mt : 37 -> 65 (5mm Female Brain, 29 slices)
EndFileNum = 65;
NumOfFile = EndFileNum - InitFileNum +1;
InitFileNumE = 11;
%% For SAR : 11 -> 67 (5mm Female Head, 57 slices)
EndFileNumE = 67;
NumOfFileE = EndFileNumE - InitFileNumE +1;
FileStep = 1;

%% gap between each file

SliceZ = round((CenterZ-InitFileNum)/FileStep)+1;
%% for Mt optimization
SliceZ_Im = round((SelectedSlice-InitFileNum)/FileStep)+1;
SliceZE = round((CenterZE-InitFileNumE)/FileStep)+1;
%% for SAR optimization
SliceZ_ImE = round((SelectedSlice-InitFileNumE)/FileStep)+1; %% For display
%%% 1D data : for optimization, 3D data : for plot the result
%%% Masked_B1Plus: (NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz), Masked_Total_B1Plus: (Nx*Ny*Nz)
%%% Masked_B1Plus_1D: (NumOfCoil*MaxNumNonZ*Nz) Masked_B1Minus:
load B1Plus_29slices_Female_Brain_5mm_3T_8Ch_MRIns_Old.mat
%%% Masked_EField_Brain Masked_EField_Brain_1D Masked_Total_Para_Brain_1D
load EField_57slices_Female_5mm_3T_8Ch_MRIns.mat
%%% 4uT and 1.5 msec ~ 90 degree
% B1Nor = B1Center/abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(CenterX,CenterY,CenterZ-InitFileNum +1))
MeanB1P = sum(sum(sum(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus))))/(length(find(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus)~=0)));
B1Nor = B1Center/MeanB1P
Masked_B1Plus = B1Nor*Masked_B1Plus;
Masked_Total_B1Plus = B1Nor*Masked_Total_B1Plus;
Masked_B1Plus_1D = B1Nor*Masked_B1Plus_1D;
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Masked_EField = B1Nor*Masked_EField;
Masked_EField_1D = B1Nor*Masked_EField_1D;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% B1+, B1- : First & Second Pulse
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Bp0a = Masked_B1Plus;
Bparrya = Masked_B1Plus_1D;
MaskedTotalB1PlusT = zeros (size(Masked_Total_B1Plus));
[Bp0aphs,Bp0amag]=cart2pol(real(Bp0a),imag(Bp0a));
or cylindrical

%% Transform cartesian coordinates to polar

[NoC Row Col NoS] = size(Bp0a); %% NoC : Number Of Coil,NoS : Number Of Slice
if NoC ~= Ncoils,
disp('NoC ~= Ncoils');
end
%% Make a second pulse by 90 degree phase shift of a first one : Composite Shimmed
Bp0bmag=Bp0amag;
Bp0bphs=Bp0aphs+pi/2;
%% Bpobmag : 8*117*90 double
[realBp0b,imagBp0b]=pol2cart(Bp0bphs,Bp0bmag);
to Cartesian
Bp0b=realBp0b+i*imagBp0b;

%% Transform polar or cylindrical coordinates
%% Bp0b : 8*117*90, Complex number "i"

[Bparryaphs,Bparryamag]=cart2pol(real(Bparrya),imag(Bparrya));

%% Bparryaphs : 8*1123

Bparrybmag=Bparryamag;
Bparrybphs=Bparryaphs+pi/2;
[realBparryb,imagBparryb]=pol2cart(Bparrybphs,Bparrybmag);
Bparryb=realBparryb+i*imagBparryb;
% for L=1:NumOfFile,
%
for J=1:NoC,
%% Don't use "i" : complex number "i"
%
temp = squeeze(abs(Bp0a(J,:,:,L)));
%
%
figure(1); pcolor(rot90(temp));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([30 90 19 79]);caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(J)]});
%
end
%
%
SumB1P = sum(Bp0a(:,:,:,L));
%
figure(2); pcolor(rot90(squeeze(abs(SumB1P))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([30 90 19 79]);caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1)]});
% end
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(5); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(abs(sum(Bp0a(:,:,:,SliceZ_Im))))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(SliceZ_Im)]});
figure(6); pcolor(flipud(transpose(squeeze(abs(sum(Bp0a(:,:,CenterY,:)))))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY)]});
figure(7); pcolor(flipud(transpose(squeeze(abs(sum(Bp0a(:,CenterX,:,:)))))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): X = ' ,num2str(CenterX)]});

clear Masked_B1Plus Masked_B1Plus_1D
clear realBp0b imagBp0b Bp0amag Bp0aphs Bp0bmag Bp0bphs Bparryaphs Bparryamag
clear realBparryb imagBparryb temp
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% E-Field Initialize
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Ep0a = Masked_EField;
%% NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz*4
Eparrya = Masked_EField_1D;
%% NumOfCoil*MaxNumNonZ*Nz*4
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clear Masked_EField Masked_EField_1D
[Ep0aphs,Ep0amag]=cart2pol(real(Ep0a),imag(Ep0a));
or cylindrical

%% Transform cartesian coordinates to polar

Ep0bmag=Ep0amag;
Ep0bphs=Ep0aphs+pi/2;
%% Epobmag : 8*117*90 double
[realEp0b,imagEp0b]=pol2cart(Ep0bphs,Ep0bmag);
%% Transform polar or cylindrical coordinates
to Cartesian
Ep0b=realEp0b+i*imagEp0b;
%% Ep0b : 8*117*90, Complex number "i"
[Eparryaphs,Eparryamag]=cart2pol(real(Eparrya),imag(Eparrya));

%% Eparryaphs : 8*1123

Eparrybmag=Eparryamag;
Eparrybphs=Eparryaphs+pi/2;
[realEparryb,imagEparryb]=pol2cart(Eparrybphs,Eparrybmag);
Eparryb=realEparryb+i*imagEparryb;
% for L=1:NumOfFileE,
%
for J=1:NoC,
%% Don't use "i" : complex number "i"
%
Etemp = squeeze(abs(Ep0a(J,:,:,L,4)));
%
%
figure(10); pcolor(transpose(Etemp)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25
70 20 75]);caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |E| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(J)]});
%
end
%
%
SumE1P = sum(Ep0a(:,:,:,L,4));
%
figure(11); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(abs(SumE1P))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |E| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1)]});
%
% end
clear realEp0b imagEp0b Ep0amag Ep0aphs Ep0bmag Ep0bphs
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculate SAR : Parameter_SigmaRho_1D: (MaxNumNonZ*2*3*Nz)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
SARToA = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
SARToB = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
Original_Max_SAR = 0;
Original_Max_SAR_S = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFileE,
EFieldSA = squeeze(Ep0a(:,:,:,L,:));
EFieldSB = squeeze(Ep0b(:,:,:,L,:));
ParameterS = squeeze(Masked_Total_Para_1D(:,L,:,:));
[OldAveSAR OldMaxSAR Calculated_SAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_2D(EFieldSA,ParameterS,tau,TotalTime);
[OldAveSARB OldMaxSARS Calculated_SAR_S] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_2D(EFieldSB,ParameterS,tau,TotalTime);
if OldMaxSAR > Original_Max_SAR,
Original_Max_SAR = OldMaxSAR;
end
if OldMaxSARS > Original_Max_SAR_S,
Original_Max_SAR_S = OldMaxSARS;
end
SARToA(:,:,L) = Calculated_SAR;
SARToB(:,:,L) = Calculated_SAR_S;
%
%
%
%

figure(40);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Calculated_SAR)));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 10]);axis([25 70 20 75]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |SAR| (First): Before Optimize: Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1)]});
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%
%
%
end

figure(41);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Calculated_SAR_S)));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 10]);axis([25 70 20 75]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |SAR| (Second): Before Optimize: Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1)]});

Original_Max_SAR = Original_Max_SAR*tau/TotalTime;
Original_Max_SAR_S = Original_Max_SAR_S*tau/TotalTime;
OldMaxSAR = Original_Max_SAR;
OldMaxSARB = Original_Max_SAR_S;
Original_Ave_SAR = sum(sum(sum(SARToA)))/(length(find(SARToA~=0)));
Original_Ave_SAR = Original_Ave_SAR*tau/TotalTime;
Original_Ave_SAR_S = sum(sum(sum(SARToB)))/(length(find(SARToB~=0)));
Original_Ave_SAR_S = Original_Ave_SAR_S*tau/TotalTime;
Original_Ave_SART = Original_Ave_SAR + Original_Ave_SAR_S;
Original_SARTotal = (SARToA + SARToB)*tau/TotalTime;
SAR2*T2)/TotalTime

%% SAR_Total = (SAR1*T1 +

Original_Max_SARTotal = max(max(max(Original_SARTotal)));
%
%
%
'
%
%
%
D
%
%
%
D

figure(40); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARToA(:,:,SliceZ_ImE))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 5e-2]);axis([25 70 20 70]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : First (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau =
,num2str(tau), ', D = ',num2str(DecisionValue), ', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(41); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(SARToA(CenterX,:,:)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : First (Before Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
= ',num2str(DecisionValue), ', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(42); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARToA(:,CenterY,:))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : First (Before Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
= ',num2str(DecisionValue), ', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});

figure(45); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Original_SARTotal(:,:,SliceZ_ImE))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 5e-2]);axis([25 70 20 70]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Total (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau =
' ,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(46); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(Original_SARTotal(CenterX,:,:)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Total (Before Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(47); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Original_SARTotal(:,CenterY,:))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Total (Before Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
% clear SARToA %%SARToB
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% |Mt| First & Second Pulse
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
optparam=0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
sumBparrya=sum(Bparrya(:,:,L));
Bearrya=[real(sumBparrya);imag(sumBparrya);zeros(1,length(Bparrya(:,:,L)))]';
sumBparryb=sum(Bparryb(:,:,L));
Bearryb=[real(sumBparryb);imag(sumBparryb);zeros(1,length(Bparryb(:,:,L)))]';
M0arry=[zeros(1,length(Bparrya(:,:,L)));zeros(1,length(Bparrya(:,:,L)));ones(1,length(Bparrya(:,:
,L)))]';
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearrya,tau),Bearryb,tau);
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
perfect = ones(size(basis));
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
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for K=1:NumBasis,
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
basis(1,K)= 0;
perfect(1,K)= 0;
end
end
optparam=optparam + sum(perfect-basis);
end
optparam=optparam/NumOfFile;
MxyStdBeforeF = 0;
MxyMeanBeforeF = 0;
MxyStdBeforeT = 0;
MxyMeanBeforeT = 0;
MxyToA = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
MxyToB = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
for L=1:NumOfFile,
M0=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3); M0(:,:,:,3)=1;
sumBpa=sum(Bp0a(:,:,:,L));
%% size(Bp0a): NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz
Bea=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3);
Bea(:,:,1,1)=real(sumBpa(1,:,:));
Bea(:,:,1,2)=imag(sumBpa(1,:,:));

%% 1 : sum(NumOfCoil)

M1a = rotM(M0,Bea,tau);
%% size(M1a) : 119*92*1*3
M1aTemp =abs(M1a(:,:,1,1)+i*M1a(:,:,1,2));
[MxyStdBe MxyMeanBe] = Composite2Pulse_Cal_Std_MeanMxy(abs(M1a(:,:,1,1)+i*M1a(:,:,1,2)));
MxyStdBeforeF = MxyStdBeforeF + MxyStdBe;
MxyMeanBeforeF = MxyMeanBeforeF + MxyMeanBe;
%
figure(50+L); pcolor(transpose(M1aTemp,-3)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
MxyStdBeforeF = ' ,num2str(MxyStdBeforeF)]});
sumBpb=sum(Bp0b(:,:,:,L));
Beb=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3); Beb(:,:,1,1)=real(sumBpb(1,:,:)); Beb(:,:,1,2)=imag(sumBpb(1,:,:));
M1b = rotM(M1a,Beb,tau);
M1bTemp =abs(M1b(:,:,1,1)+i*M1b(:,:,1,2));
[MxyStdBefore MxyMeanBefore] =
Composite2Pulse_Cal_Std_MeanMxy(abs(M1b(:,:,1,1)+i*M1b(:,:,1,2)));
MxyStdBeforeT = MxyStdBeforeT + MxyStdBefore;
MxyMeanBeforeT = MxyMeanBeforeT + MxyMeanBefore;
MxyToA(:,:,L) = M1aTemp;
MxyToB(:,:,L) = M1bTemp;
%% size(abs(M1b(:,:,1,1)+i*M1b(:,:,1,2))) : 119*92
%
figure(60+L); pcolor(transpose(M1bTemp,-3)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
MxyStdBeforeT = ' ,num2str(MxyStdBeforeT)]});
end
MxyStdBeforeF = MxyStdBeforeF/NumOfFile;
MxyMeanBeforeF = MxyMeanBeforeF/NumOfFile;
MxyStdBeforeT = MxyStdBeforeT/NumOfFile;
MxyMeanBeforeT = MxyMeanBeforeT/NumOfFile;
[MR MC MZ] = size(MxyToB);
CheckNaN = isnan(MxyToB);
size(CheckNaN);
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for L=1:MZ,
for M=1:MC,
for N=1:MR,
TempV = CheckNaN(N,M,L);
if TempV == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
MxyToA(N,M,L)=0;
MxyToB(N,M,L)=0;
end
end
end
end
% figure(50); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyToA(:,:,SliceZ_Im)))); colormap jet2; shading flat;
axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
% title({['\bf |Mt| : First (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', MxyStdBeforeT =
' ,num2str(MxyStdBeforeT)]});
% figure(51); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(MxyToA(CenterX,:,:))))); colormap jet2; shading
flat; axis equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
% title({['\bf |Mt| : First (Before Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
% figure(52); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyToA(:,CenterY,:)))); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
% title({['\bf |Mt| : First (Before Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(55); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyToB(:,:,SliceZ_Im)))); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', MxyStdBeforeT =
' ,num2str(MxyStdBeforeT)]});
figure(56); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(MxyToB(CenterX,:,:))))); colormap jet2; shading flat;
axis equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(57); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyToB(:,CenterY,:)))); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
clear M1aTemp NumberOfNonZero M1aTemp1D
clear Bpa Bm MxyToA CheckNaN %%MxyToB
clear NofNZ TempNonZ MxyNonZero MxyNonZeroT
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Optimization (Composite Pulse)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% length(Bparrya)= (NumOfCoil*MaxNumNonZ*Nz)
[phsa,maga]=cart2pol(real(Bparrya),imag(Bparrya));
startphsa=[phsa(1,1,1) phsa(2,1,1) phsa(3,1,1) phsa(4,1,1) phsa(5,1,1) phsa(6,1,1) phsa(7,1,1)
phsa(8,1,1)];
startmaga=[maga(1,1,1) maga(2,1,1) maga(3,1,1) maga(4,1,1) maga(5,1,1) maga(6,1,1) maga(7,1,1)
maga(8,1,1)];
[phsb,magb]=cart2pol(real(Bparryb),imag(Bparryb));
startphsb=[phsb(1,1,1) phsb(2,1,1) phsb(3,1,1) phsb(4,1,1) phsb(5,1,1) phsb(6,1,1) phsb(7,1,1)
phsb(8,1,1)];
startmagb=[magb(1,1,1) magb(2,1,1) magb(3,1,1) magb(4,1,1) magb(5,1,1) magb(6,1,1) magb(7,1,1)
magb(8,1,1)];
[phsaE,magaE]=cart2pol(real(Eparrya),imag(Eparrya));
%% size(Eparrya) : 8*1123*Nz*4
startphsaE=[phsaE(1,1,1,:) phsaE(2,1,1,:) phsaE(3,1,1,:) phsaE(4,1,1,:) phsaE(5,1,1,:)
phsaE(6,1,1,:) phsaE(7,1,1,:) phsaE(8,1,1,:)];
startmagaE=[magaE(1,1,1,:) magaE(2,1,1,:) magaE(3,1,1,:) magaE(4,1,1,:) magaE(5,1,1,:)
magaE(6,1,1,:) magaE(7,1,1,:) magaE(8,1,1,:)];
[phsbE,magbE]=cart2pol(real(Eparryb),imag(Eparryb));
startphsbE=[phsbE(1,1,1,:) phsbE(2,1,1,:) phsbE(3,1,1,:) phsbE(4,1,1,:) phsbE(5,1,1,:)
phsbE(6,1,1,:) phsbE(7,1,1,:) phsbE(8,1,1,:)];
startmagbE=[magbE(1,1,1,:) magbE(2,1,1,:) magbE(3,1,1,:) magbE(4,1,1,:) magbE(5,1,1,:)
magbE(6,1,1,:) magbE(7,1,1,:) magbE(8,1,1,:)];
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phsstep=60*pi/180;
magstep=.1;
Nstep=0;
NumerOfOptimizeA
NumerOfOptimizeB
NumerOfOptimizeC
NumerOfOptimizeD

=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;

% Old_Std_SAR = Original_Std_SAR;
Old_Std_SAR = 0;
while ((abs(phsstep)>.01*pi/180)&(abs(magstep)>.001)&(Nstep<100)),
better=0;
%%optimize phases of pulse a
for I=1:Ncoils,
%% Mt Optimize
optparam1=0;
Vphs=zeros(size(phsa));
Vphs(I,:,:)=phsstep;
for L=SliceZ:SliceZ,
sumBparryb=sum(Bparryb(:,:,L));
Bearryb=[real(sumBparryb);imag(sumBparryb);zeros(1,length(Bparryb(:,:,L)))]';
[real1,imag1]=pol2cart(phsa(:,:,L)+Vphs(:,:,L),maga(:,:,L));
Bparry1=real1+i*imag1;
sumBparry=sum(Bparry1);
Bearry=[real(sumBparry);imag(sumBparry);zeros(1,length(Bparry1))]';
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearry,tau),Bearryb,tau);
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
perfect = ones(size(basis));
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
for K=1:NumBasis,
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
basis(1,K)= 0;
perfect(1,K)= 0;
end
end
optparam1=optparam1 + sum(perfect-basis);
end
optparam1=optparam1/NumOfFile;
%%% SAR Optimize
AveSART = 0;
MaxSART = 0;
VphsE=zeros(size(phsaE));
VphsE(I,:,:,:)=phsstep;
for L=SliceZE:SliceZE,
[real1E,imag1E]=pol2cart(phsaE(:,:,L,:)+VphsE(:,:,L,:),magaE(:,:,L,:));
EparryaM=real1E+i*imag1E;
%% M : Modified
sumEparry=sum(EparryaM);
ParameterS = squeeze(Masked_Total_Para_1D(:,L,:,:));
[AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3D(sumEparry,ParameterS,tau,TotalTime);
AveSART = AveSART + AveSAR;
if MaxSAR > MaxSART,
MaxSART = MaxSAR;
end
end
MaxSART = MaxSART*tau/TotalTime;
AveSART = AveSART*tau/(NumOfFile*TotalTime);
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DecisionParameter = (optparam/optparam1)*Weight + (OldMaxSAR/MaxSART)*(1-Weight);
if DecisionParameter>DecisionValue
[realB,imagB]=pol2cart(phsa+Vphs,maga);
Bparrya=realB+i*imagB;
phsa=phsa+Vphs;
optparam=optparam1;
[realE,imagE]=pol2cart(phsaE+VphsE,magaE);
Eparrya=realE+i*imagE;
phsaE=phsaE+VphsE;
OldMaxSAR=MaxSART;
OldAveSAR=AveSART;
better=better+1;
NumerOfOptimizeA = NumerOfOptimizeA + 1;
end
end
%%Optimize amplitudes of pulse a
for I=1:Ncoils,
%% Mt Optimize
optparam1=0;
Vmag=zeros(size(maga));
Vmag(I,:,:)=magstep;
for L=SliceZ:SliceZ,
[real1,imag1]=pol2cart(phsa(:,:,L),(1+Vmag(:,:,L)).*maga(:,:,L));
Bparry1=real1+i*imag1;
sumBparry=sum(Bparry1);
Bearry=[real(sumBparry);imag(sumBparry);zeros(1,length(Bparry1))]';
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearry,tau),Bearryb,tau);
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
perfect = ones(size(basis));
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
for K=1:NumBasis,
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
basis(1,K)= 0;
perfect(1,K)= 0;
end
end
optparam1=optparam1 + sum(perfect-basis);
end
optparam1=optparam1/NumOfFile;
%%% SAR Optimize
AveSART = 0;
MaxSART = 0;
VmagE=zeros(size(magaE));
VmagE(I,:,:,:)=magstep;
for L=SliceZE:SliceZE,
[real1E,imag1E]=pol2cart(phsaE(:,:,L,:),(1+VmagE(:,:,L,:)).*magaE(:,:,L,:));
EparryaM=real1E+i*imag1E;
%% M : Modified
sumEparry=sum(EparryaM);
ParameterS = squeeze(Masked_Total_Para_1D(:,L,:,:));
[AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3D(sumEparry,ParameterS,tau,TotalTime);
AveSART = AveSART + AveSAR;
if MaxSAR > MaxSART,
MaxSART = MaxSAR;
end
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end
MaxSART = MaxSART*tau/TotalTime;
AveSART = AveSART*tau/(NumOfFile*TotalTime);
DecisionParameter = (optparam/optparam1)*Weight + (OldMaxSAR/MaxSART)*(1-Weight);
if DecisionParameter>DecisionValue
[realB,imagB]=pol2cart(phsa,(1+Vmag).*maga);
Bparrya=realB+i*imagB;
maga=(1+Vmag).*maga;
optparam=optparam1;
[realE,imagE]=pol2cart(phsaE,(1+VmagE).*magaE);
Eparrya=realE+i*imagE;
magaE=(1+VmagE).*magaE;
OldMaxSAR=MaxSART;
OldAveSAR=AveSART;
better=better+1;
NumerOfOptimizeB = NumerOfOptimizeB + 1;
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% optimize phases of pulse b
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for I=1:Ncoils,
%% Mt Optimize
optparam1=0;
Vphs=zeros(size(phsb));
Vphs(I,:,:)=phsstep;
for L=SliceZ:SliceZ,
sumBparrya=sum(Bparrya(:,:,L));
Bearrya=[real(sumBparrya);imag(sumBparrya);zeros(1,length(Bparrya(:,:,L)))]';
[real1,imag1]=pol2cart(phsb(:,:,L)+Vphs(:,:,L),magb(:,:,L));
Bparry1=real1+i*imag1;
sumBparry=sum(Bparry1);
Bearry=[real(sumBparry);imag(sumBparry);zeros(1,length(Bparry1))]';
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearrya,tau),Bearry,tau);
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
perfect = ones(size(basis));
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
for K=1:NumBasis,
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
basis(1,K)= 0;
perfect(1,K)= 0;
end
end
optparam1=optparam1 + sum(perfect-basis);
end
optparam1=optparam1/NumOfFile;
%%% SAR Optimize
AveSART = 0;
MaxSART = 0;
VphsE=zeros(size(phsbE));
VphsE(I,:,:,:)=phsstep;
for L=SliceZE:SliceZE,
[real1E,imag1E]=pol2cart(phsbE(:,:,L,:)+VphsE(:,:,L,:),magbE(:,:,L,:));
EparrybM=real1E+i*imag1E;
%% M : Modified
sumEparry=sum(EparrybM);
ParameterS = squeeze(Masked_Total_Para_1D(:,L,:,:));
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[AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3D(sumEparry,ParameterS,tau,TotalTime);
AveSART = AveSART + AveSAR;
if MaxSAR > MaxSART,
MaxSART = MaxSAR;
end
end
MaxSART = MaxSART*tau/TotalTime;
AveSART = AveSART*tau/(NumOfFile*TotalTime);
DecisionParameter = (optparam/optparam1)*Weight + (OldMaxSARB/MaxSART)*(1-Weight);
if DecisionParameter>DecisionValue
[realB,imagB]=pol2cart(phsb+Vphs,magb);
Bparryb=realB+i*imagB;
phsb=phsb+Vphs;
optparam=optparam1;
[realE,imagE]=pol2cart(phsbE+VphsE,magbE);
Eparryb=realE+i*imagE;
phsbE=phsbE+VphsE;
OldMaxSARB=MaxSART;
OldAveSARB=AveSART;
better=better+1;
NumerOfOptimizeC = NumerOfOptimizeC + 1;
end
end
%%Optimize amplitudes of pulse b
for I=1:Ncoils,
%% Mt Optimize
optparam1=0;
Vmag=zeros(size(magb));
Vmag(I,:,:)=magstep;
for L=SliceZ:SliceZ,
[real1,imag1]=pol2cart(phsb(:,:,L),(1+Vmag(:,:,L)).*magb(:,:,L));
Bparry1=real1+i*imag1;
sumBparry=sum(Bparry1);
Bearry=[real(sumBparry);imag(sumBparry);zeros(1,length(Bparry1))]';
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearrya,tau),Bearry,tau);
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
perfect = ones(size(basis));
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
for K=1:NumBasis,
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
basis(1,K)= 0;
perfect(1,K)= 0;
end
end
optparam1=optparam1 + sum(perfect-basis);
end
optparam1=optparam1/NumOfFile;
%%% SAR Optimize
AveSART = 0;
MaxSART = 0;
VmagE=zeros(size(magbE));
VmagE(I,:,:,:)=magstep;
for L=SliceZE:SliceZE,
[real1E,imag1E]=pol2cart(phsbE(:,:,L,:),(1+VmagE(:,:,L,:)).*magbE(:,:,L,:));
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EparrybM=real1E+i*imag1E;
sumEparry=sum(EparrybM);

%% M : Modified

ParameterS = squeeze(Masked_Total_Para_1D(:,L,:,:));
[AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3D(sumEparry,ParameterS,tau,TotalTime);
AveSART = AveSART + AveSAR;
if MaxSAR > MaxSART,
MaxSART = MaxSAR;
end
end
MaxSART = MaxSART*tau/TotalTime;
AveSART = AveSART*tau/(NumOfFile*TotalTime);
DecisionParameter = (optparam/optparam1)*Weight + (OldMaxSARB/MaxSART)*(1-Weight);
if DecisionParameter>DecisionValue
[realB,imagB]=pol2cart(phsb,(1+Vmag).*magb);
Bparryb=realB+i*imagB;
magb=(1+Vmag).*magb;
optparam=optparam1;
[realE,imagE]=pol2cart(phsbE,(1+VmagE).*magbE);
Eparryb=realE+i*imagE;
magbE=(1+VmagE).*magbE;
OldMaxSARB=MaxSART;
OldAveSARB=AveSART;
better=better+1;
NumerOfOptimizeD = NumerOfOptimizeD + 1;
end
end
Nstep=Nstep+1;
%% If not good, check 1/2 the distance in the opposite direction
if better==0, phsstep=-.5*phsstep;magstep=-.5*magstep; end
end
finishphsa=[phsa(1,1,1) phsa(2,1,1) phsa(3,1,1) phsa(4,1,1) phsa(5,1,1) phsa(6,1,1) phsa(7,1,1)
phsa(8,1,1)];
finishmaga=[maga(1,1,1) maga(2,1,1) maga(3,1,1) maga(4,1,1) maga(5,1,1) maga(6,1,1) maga(7,1,1)
maga(8,1,1)];
finishphsaTemp=finishphsa*180/pi;
answerphsa=finishphsa-startphsa;
answerphsaPh = answerphsa*180/pi;
answermaga=finishmaga./startmaga;
finishphsb=[phsb(1,1,1) phsb(2,1,1) phsb(3,1,1) phsb(4,1,1) phsb(5,1,1) phsb(6,1,1) phsb(7,1,1)
phsb(8,1,1)];
finishmagb=[magb(1,1,1) magb(2,1,1) magb(3,1,1) magb(4,1,1) magb(5,1,1) magb(6,1,1) magb(7,1,1)
magb(8,1,1)];
finishphsbTemp=finishphsb*180/pi;
answerphsb=finishphsb-startphsb;
answerphsbPh = answerphsb*180/pi;
answermagb=finishmagb./startmagb;
ComplexA = answermaga.*cos(answerphsa)+i*answermaga.*sin(answerphsa);
ComplexB = answermagb.*cos(answerphsb)+i*answermagb.*sin(answerphsb);
finishphsaE=[phsaE(1,1,1,:) phsaE(2,1,1,:) phsaE(3,1,1,:) phsaE(4,1,1,:) phsaE(5,1,1,:)
phsaE(6,1,1,:) phsaE(7,1,1,:) phsaE(8,1,1,:)];
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finishmagaE=[magaE(1,1,1,:) magaE(2,1,1,:) magaE(3,1,1,:) magaE(4,1,1,:) magaE(5,1,1,:)
magaE(6,1,1,:) magaE(7,1,1,:) magaE(8,1,1,:)];
answerphsaE=finishphsaE-startphsaE;
answermagaE=finishmagaE./startmagaE;
finishphsbE=[phsbE(1,1,1,:) phsbE(2,1,1,:) phsbE(3,1,1,:) phsbE(4,1,1,:) phsbE(5,1,1,:)
phsbE(6,1,1,:) phsbE(7,1,1,:) phsbE(8,1,1,:)];
finishmagbE=[magbE(1,1,1,:) magbE(2,1,1,:) magbE(3,1,1,:) magbE(4,1,1,:) magbE(5,1,1,:)
magbE(6,1,1,:) magbE(7,1,1,:) magbE(8,1,1,:)];
answerphsbE=finishphsbE-startphsbE;
answermagbE=finishmagbE./startmagbE;
clear Bparrya Bparrybmag Bparrybphs Bparryb sumBparryb sumBparrya
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save Result Data (Mxy)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[phs0a,mag0a]=cart2pol(real(Bp0a),imag(Bp0a));
[phs0b,mag0b]=cart2pol(real(Bp0b),imag(Bp0b));
phs1a
mag1a
phs1b
mag1b

=
=
=
=

zeros
zeros
zeros
zeros

(size(phs0a));
(size(mag0a));
(size(phs0b));
(size(mag0b));

for I=1:Ncoils,
phs1a(I,:,:,:)=phs0a(I,:,:,:)+answerphsa(I);
mag1a(I,:,:,:)=mag0a(I,:,:,:)*answermaga(I);
phs1b(I,:,:,:)=phs0b(I,:,:,:)+answerphsb(I);
mag1b(I,:,:,:)=mag0b(I,:,:,:)*answermagb(I);
end
[Bp1ra,Bp1ia]=pol2cart(phs1a,mag1a);
[Bp1rb,Bp1ib]=pol2cart(phs1b,mag1b);
Bp1a=Bp1ra+i*Bp1ia;
Bp1b=Bp1rb+i*Bp1ib;
sumBpa=sum(Bp1a);
sumBpb=sum(Bp1b);
Bea=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3);
Beb=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3);
MxyStdAfterT = 0;
MxyMeanAfterT = 0;
MxyTotalA = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
MxyTotalB = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
for L=1:NumOfFile,
Bea(:,:,1,1)=real(sumBpa(1,:,:,L));
Bea(:,:,1,2)=imag(sumBpa(1,:,:,L));
M1a = rotM(M0,Bea,tau);
MxyTempA = abs(M1a(:,:,1,1)+i*M1a(:,:,1,2));
%
figure(90); pcolor(transpose(MxyTempA,-3)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |Mt| : First (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),', Tau =
' ,num2str(tau), ', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
Beb(:,:,1,1)=real(sumBpb(1,:,:,L));
Beb(:,:,1,2)=imag(sumBpb(1,:,:,L));
M1b = rotM(M1a,Beb,tau);
MxyTempB = abs(M1b(:,:,1,1)+i*M1b(:,:,1,2));
[MxyStdAfter MxyMeanAfter]= Composite2Pulse_Cal_Std_MeanMxy(abs(M1b(:,:,1,1)+i*M1b(:,:,1,2)));
MxyStdAfterT = MxyStdAfterT + MxyStdAfter;
MxyMeanAfterT = MxyMeanAfterT + MxyMeanAfter;
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MxyTotalA(:,:,L) = MxyTempA;
MxyTotalB(:,:,L) = MxyTempB;
%
figure(90); pcolor(transpose(MxyTempB,-3)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),', MxyStdAfter =
' ,num2str(MxyStdAfter)]});
end
[MR MC MZ] = size(MxyTotalB);
CheckNaN = isnan(MxyTotalB);
size(CheckNaN);
for L=1:MZ,
for M=1:MC,
for N=1:MR,
TempV = CheckNaN(N,M,L);
if TempV == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
MxyTotalA(N,M,L)=0;
MxyTotalB(N,M,L)=0;
end
end
end
end
MxyStdAfterT = MxyStdAfterT/NumOfFile;
MxyMeanAfterT = MxyMeanAfterT/NumOfFile;
figure(90); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyTotalB(:,:,SliceZ_Im)))); colormap jet2; shading flat;
axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),
', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(91); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(MxyTotalB(:,CenterY,:))))); colormap jet2; shading
flat; axis equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (After Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(92); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(MxyTotalB(CenterX,:,:))))); colormap jet2; shading
flat; axis equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (After Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
clear phs0a mag0a phs0b mag0b phs1a mag1a phs1b mag1b
clear Bp1ra Bp1ia Bp1rb Bp1ib
clear MxyTempA MxyTempB
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save Result Data (E-Field)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[phs0aE,mag0aE]=cart2pol(real(Ep0a),imag(Ep0a));
%% Ep0a: (NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz*4)
[phs0bE,mag0bE]=cart2pol(real(Ep0b),imag(Ep0b));
phs1aE
mag1aE
phs1bE
mag1bE

=
=
=
=

zeros
zeros
zeros
zeros

(size(phs0aE));
(size(mag0aE));
(size(phs0bE));
(size(mag0bE));

for I=1:Ncoils,
phs1aE(I,:,:,:,:)
mag1aE(I,:,:,:,:)
phs1bE(I,:,:,:,:)
mag1bE(I,:,:,:,:)
end

=
=
=
=

phs0aE(I,:,:,:,:)+answerphsaE(I);
mag0aE(I,:,:,:,:)*answermagaE(I);
phs0bE(I,:,:,:,:)+answerphsbE(I);
mag0bE(I,:,:,:,:)*answermagbE(I);

[Ep1ra,Ep1ia]=pol2cart(phs1aE,mag1aE);
Ep1a=Ep1ra+i*Ep1ia;
[Ep1rb,Ep1ib]=pol2cart(phs1bE,mag1bE);
Ep1b=Ep1rb+i*Ep1ib;
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clear phs0aE mag0aE phs0bE mag0bE phs1aE mag1aE phs1bE mag1bE
clear Ep1ra Ep1ia Ep1rb Ep1ib
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculate SAR
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
SARTotalA = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
SARTotalB = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
AfterOptMaxSAR = 0;
AfterOptMaxSARS = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFileE,
Ep1aTemp = squeeze(Ep1a(:,:,:,L,:));
ParameterT = squeeze(Masked_Total_Para_1D(:,L,:,:));
(MaxNumNonZ,NumOfFile,2,3)

%% Parameter_SigmaRho_1D:

[FinalAveSAR FinalMaxSAR FinalSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_2D(Ep1aTemp,ParameterT,tau,TotalTime);
Ep1bTemp = squeeze(Ep1b(:,:,:,L,:));
[FinalAveSARB FinalMaxSARB FinalSARB] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_2D(Ep1bTemp,ParameterT,tau,TotalTime);
if FinalMaxSAR > AfterOptMaxSAR,
AfterOptMaxSAR = FinalMaxSAR;
end
if FinalMaxSARB > AfterOptMaxSARS,
AfterOptMaxSARS = FinalMaxSARB;
end
SARTotalA(:,:,L) = FinalSAR;
SARTotalB(:,:,L) = FinalSARB;
%
figure(110);pcolor(transpose(FinalSAR));colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70
20 75]); caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf SAR, First (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1),', Tau =
' ,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
%
figure(120);pcolor(transpose(FinalSARB));colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25
70 20 75]); caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf SAR, Second (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1),', Tau =
' ,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
end
AfterOptMaxSAR = AfterOptMaxSAR*tau/TotalTime;
AfterOptMaxSARS = AfterOptMaxSARS*tau/TotalTime;
AfterOptAveSAR = sum(sum(sum(SARTotalA)))/(length(find(SARTotalA~=0)));
AfterOptAveSAR = AfterOptAveSAR*tau/TotalTime;
AfterOptAveSARS = sum(sum(sum(SARTotalB)))/(length(find(SARTotalB~=0)));
AfterOptAveSARS = AfterOptAveSARS*tau/TotalTime;
SARTotal = (SARTotalA + SARTotalB)*tau/TotalTime;

%% SAR_Total = (SAR1*T1 + SAR2*T2)/TotalTime

AfterOptMaxSART = max(max(max(SARTotal)));
AfterOptAveSART = sum(sum(sum(SARTotal)))/(length(find(SARTotal~=0)));
%
%
%
'
%
%
%
%
'

figure(110); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARTotalA(:,:,SliceZ_ImE))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : First (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau =
,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(111); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARTotalB(:,:,SliceZ_Im))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Second (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau =
,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});

figure(112); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARTotal(:,:,SliceZ_ImE))));
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colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Sum (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(115); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARTotal(:,CenterY,:))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Sum (After Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),', W =
',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(116); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(SARTotal(CenterX,:,:)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 5e-2]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Sum (After Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),', W =
',num2str(Weight)]});
% clear SARTotalA Ep1aTemp Ep1bTemp ParameterT
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Display Result
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(200);
cla;
title({['\bf Opt. Result, 3T, Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight),', CenterZ =
',num2str(CenterZ),', CenterZE = ',num2str(CenterZE)]});
text(0.05,0.9,'1) Max-SAR (Before, First) = ');
text(0.6,0.9,num2str(Original_Max_SAR));
text(0.05,0.85,'2) Max-SAR (Before, Second) = ');
text(0.6,0.85,num2str(Original_Max_SAR_S));
text(0.05,0.8,'3) Max-SARTotal(Before, Total) = ');
text(0.6,0.8,num2str(Original_Max_SARTotal));
text(0.05,0.75,'4) Ave-SAR (Before, Total) = ');
text(0.6,0.75,num2str(Original_Ave_SART));
text(0.05,0.65,'5) Std-Mxy (Before, First) = ');
text(0.6,0.65,num2str(MxyStdBeforeF));
text(0.05,0.6,'6) Std-Mxy (Before, Second) = ');
text(0.6,0.6,num2str(MxyStdBeforeT));
text(0.05,0.5,'7) Max-SAR (After, First) =
text(0.6,0.5,num2str(AfterOptMaxSAR));
text(0.05,0.45,'8) Max-SAR (After, Second)
text(0.6,0.45,num2str(AfterOptMaxSARS));
text(0.05,0.4,'9) Max-SAR (After, Total) =
text(0.6,0.4,num2str(AfterOptMaxSART));
text(0.05,0.35,'10) Ave-SAR (After, Total)
text(0.6,0.35,num2str(AfterOptAveSART));

');
= ');
');
= ');

text(0.05,0.25,'11) Std-Mxy (After, Second) = ');
text(0.6,0.25,num2str(MxyStdAfterT));
text(0.05,0.2,'12) Mean-Mxy (After, Second) = ');
text(0.6,0.2,num2str(MxyMeanAfterT));
%
%
%
%
%
%

text(0.05,0.1,'13) NumerOfOptimizeA = ');
text(0.6,0.1,num2str(NumerOfOptimizeA));
text(0.05,0.05,'14) NumerOfOptimizeB = ');
text(0.6,0.05,num2str(NumerOfOptimizeB));
text(0.05,0,'15) NumerOfOptimizeC = ');
text(0.6,0,num2str(NumerOfOptimizeC));

set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save the Result to File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% save OptResult_Composite_1.mat answerphsa answermaga answerphsb answermagb answerphsaE
answermagaE answerphsbE answermagbE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% End of Program
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Endtime = clock
toc;
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : CompositeMRSim_Opt_WithSAR3D_Brain_5mm_7T_NewHead3D.m
%%%% FUNCTION : 3D OPTIMIZATION OF UNIFORMITY AND SAR USING COMPOSITE PULSE
%%%%
Mt : Brain, SAR : Whole Head Region
%%%% DATE : 03/22/2009
%%%% ORIGINAL AUTHOR : CM COLLINS
%%%% MODIFIER : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all;close all;clc;
tic;
starttime=clock
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialize Variables
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Nx=93;
%% (119,92), (93,85)
Ny=85;
Ncoils=8;
CenterX = 48;
CenterY = 44;
CenterZ = 54;
CenterZE = 54;

%% For Excitation Uniformity optimization
%% For SAR optimization : 54

: 54

SelectedSlice = 52;
Weight = 0.5;
tau=.0015;
B1Center = 6e-9/tau;
TotalTime = 0.2;

%% time deviation, 1.5 ms (target)
%% 6e-9 : 2 uT*3ms
%% 200 ms : TR

DecisionValue = 1;
InitFileNum = 37;
%% For Mt : 37 -> 65 (5mm Female Brain, 29 slices)
EndFileNum = 65;
NumOfFile = EndFileNum - InitFileNum +1;
InitFileNumE = 11;
%% For SAR : 11 -> 67 (5mm Female Head, 57 slices)
EndFileNumE = 67;
NumOfFileE = EndFileNumE - InitFileNumE +1;
FileStep = 1;

%% gap between each file

SliceZ = round((CenterZ-InitFileNum)/FileStep)+1;
%% for Mt optimization
SliceZ_Im = round((SelectedSlice-InitFileNum)/FileStep)+1;
SliceZE = round((CenterZE-InitFileNumE)/FileStep)+1;
%% for SAR optimization
SliceZ_ImE = round((SelectedSlice-InitFileNumE)/FileStep)+1; %% For display
%%% 1D data : for optimization, 3D data : for plot the result
%%% Masked_B1Plus: (NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz), Masked_Total_B1Plus: (Nx*Ny*Nz)
%%% Masked_B1Plus_1D: (NumOfCoil*MaxNumNonZ*Nz) Masked_B1Minus:
load B1Plus_29slices_Female_Brain_5mm_7T_8Ch_MRIns_3D.mat %% 3D Opt. using 3D slices
%%% Masked_EField_Brain Masked_EField_Brain_1D Masked_Total_Para_Brain_1D
load EField_57slices_Female_5mm_7T_8Ch_MRIns_3D.mat
%%% Optmization Result : Used as Initial Value
%%% finishphsa finishmaga finishphsb finishmagb finishphsaE finishmagaE
%%% finishphsbE finishmagbE
load OptResult_7T_Composite_05.mat %% OptResult_7T_05.mat
%%% 4uT and 1.5 msec ~ 90 degree
% B1Nor = B1Center/abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(CenterX,CenterY,CenterZ-InitFileNum +1))
MeanB1P = sum(sum(sum(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus))))/(length(find(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus)~=0)));
B1Nor = B1Center/MeanB1P
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Masked_B1Plus = B1Nor*Masked_B1Plus;
Masked_Total_B1Plus = B1Nor*Masked_Total_B1Plus;
Masked_B1Plus_1D = B1Nor*Masked_B1Plus_1D;
Masked_EField = B1Nor*Masked_EField;
Masked_EField_1D = B1Nor*Masked_EField_1D;
[NoCoil NumOfNonZAll] = size(Masked_B1Plus_1D);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% B1+, B1- : First & Second Pulse
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Bp0a = Masked_B1Plus;
Bparrya = Masked_B1Plus_1D;
MaskedTotalB1PlusT = zeros (size(Masked_Total_B1Plus));
[Bp0aphs,Bp0amag]=cart2pol(real(Bp0a),imag(Bp0a));
or cylindrical

%% Transform cartesian coordinates to polar

[NoC Row Col NoS] = size(Bp0a); %% NoC : Number Of Coil,NoS : Number Of Slice
if NoC ~= Ncoils,
disp('NoC ~= Ncoils');
end
%% Make a second pulse by 90 degree phase shift of a first one : Composite Shimmed
Bp0bmag=Bp0amag;
Bp0bphs=Bp0aphs+pi/2;
%% Bpobmag : 8*117*90 double
[realBp0b,imagBp0b]=pol2cart(Bp0bphs,Bp0bmag);
to Cartesian
Bp0b=realBp0b+i*imagBp0b;

%% Transform polar or cylindrical coordinates
%% Bp0b : 8*117*90, Complex number "i"

[Bparryaphs,Bparryamag]=cart2pol(real(Bparrya),imag(Bparrya));

%% Bparryaphs : 8*1123

Bparrybmag=Bparryamag;
Bparrybphs=Bparryaphs+pi/2;
[realBparryb,imagBparryb]=pol2cart(Bparrybphs,Bparrybmag);
Bparryb=realBparryb+i*imagBparryb;
% for L=1:NumOfFile,
%
for J=1:NoC,
%% Don't use "i" : complex number "i"
%
temp = squeeze(abs(Bp0a(J,:,:,L)));
%
%
figure(1); pcolor(rot90(temp));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([30 90 19 79]);caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(J)]});
%
end
%
%
SumB1P = sum(Bp0a(:,:,:,L));
%
figure(2); pcolor(rot90(squeeze(abs(SumB1P))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([30 90 19 79]);caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1)]});
% end
figure(5); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(abs(sum(Bp0a(:,:,:,SliceZ_Im))))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(SliceZ_Im)]});
figure(6); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(abs(sum(Bp0a(:,CenterX,:,:)))))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): X = ' ,num2str(CenterX)]});
figure(7); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(abs(sum(Bp0a(:,:,CenterY,:)))))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 4e-6]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Normalized |B1+| (First): Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY)]});
clear Masked_B1Plus Masked_B1Plus_1D
clear realBp0b imagBp0b Bp0amag Bp0aphs Bp0bmag Bp0bphs Bparryaphs Bparryamag
clear realBparryb imagBparryb temp
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% E-Field Initialize
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Ep0a = Masked_EField;
%% NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz*4
Eparrya = Masked_EField_1D;
%% NumOfCoil*MaxNumNonZ*4
clear Masked_EField Masked_EField_1D
[Ep0aphs,Ep0amag]=cart2pol(real(Ep0a),imag(Ep0a)); %% Transform cartesian coordinates to polar
or cylindrical
Ep0bmag=Ep0amag;
Ep0bphs=Ep0aphs+pi/2;
%% Epobmag : 8*117*90 double
[realEp0b,imagEp0b]=pol2cart(Ep0bphs,Ep0bmag);
%% Transform polar or cylindrical coordinates
to Cartesian
Ep0b=realEp0b+i*imagEp0b;
%% Ep0b : 8*117*90, Complex number "i"
[Eparryaphs,Eparryamag]=cart2pol(real(Eparrya),imag(Eparrya));

%% Eparryaphs : 8*1123

Eparrybmag=Eparryamag;
Eparrybphs=Eparryaphs+pi/2;
[realEparryb,imagEparryb]=pol2cart(Eparrybphs,Eparrybmag);
Eparryb=realEparryb+i*imagEparryb;
% for L=1:NumOfFileE,
%
for J=1:NoC,
%% Don't use "i" : complex number "i"
%
Etemp = squeeze(abs(Ep0a(J,:,:,L,4)));
%
%
figure(10); pcolor(transpose(Etemp)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25
70 20 75]);caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |E| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(J)]});
%
end
%
%
SumE1P = sum(Ep0a(:,:,:,L,4));
%
figure(11); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(abs(SumE1P))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Normalized |E| (First): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1)]});
%
% end
clear realEp0b imagEp0b Ep0amag Ep0aphs Ep0bmag Ep0bphs
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculate SAR : Parameter_SigmaRho_1D: (MaxNumNonZ*2*3*Nz)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
SARToA = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
SARToB = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
Original_Max_SAR = 0;
Original_Max_SAR_S = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFileE,
EFieldSA = squeeze(Ep0a(:,:,:,L,:));
EFieldSB = squeeze(Ep0b(:,:,:,L,:));
ParameterS = squeeze(Masked_Total_Para_2D(:,L,:,:));
[OldAveSAR OldMaxSAR Calculated_SAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_2D(EFieldSA,ParameterS,tau,TotalTime);
[OldAveSARB OldMaxSARS Calculated_SAR_S] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_2D(EFieldSB,ParameterS,tau,TotalTime);
if OldMaxSAR > Original_Max_SAR,
Original_Max_SAR = OldMaxSAR;
end
if OldMaxSARS > Original_Max_SAR_S,
Original_Max_SAR_S = OldMaxSARS;
end
SARToA(:,:,L) = Calculated_SAR;
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SARToB(:,:,L) = Calculated_SAR_S;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
end

figure(40);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Calculated_SAR)));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 10]);axis([25 70 20 75]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |SAR| (First): Before Optimize: Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1)]});
figure(41);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Calculated_SAR_S)));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 10]);axis([25 70 20 75]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |SAR| (Second): Before Optimize: Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1)]});

Original_Max_SAR = Original_Max_SAR*tau/TotalTime;
Original_Max_SAR_S = Original_Max_SAR_S*tau/TotalTime;
OldMaxSAR = Original_Max_SAR;
OldMaxSARB = Original_Max_SAR_S;
Original_Ave_SAR = sum(sum(sum(SARToA)))/(length(find(SARToA~=0)));
Original_Ave_SAR = Original_Ave_SAR*tau/TotalTime;
Original_Ave_SAR_S = sum(sum(sum(SARToB)))/(length(find(SARToB~=0)));
Original_Ave_SAR_S = Original_Ave_SAR_S*tau/TotalTime;
Original_Ave_SART = Original_Ave_SAR + Original_Ave_SAR_S;
Original_SARTotal = (SARToA + SARToB)*tau/TotalTime;
SAR2*T2)/TotalTime

%% SAR_Total = (SAR1*T1 +

Original_Max_SARTotal = max(max(max(Original_SARTotal)));
figure(45); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Original_SARTotal(:,:,SliceZ_ImE))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 2e-1]);axis([25 70 20 70]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Total (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau =
' ,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(46); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(Original_SARTotal(CenterX,:,:)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 2e-1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Total (Before Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(47); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Original_SARTotal(:,CenterY,:))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 2e-1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Total (Before Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
% clear SARToA %%SARToB
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% |Mt| First & Second Pulse
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
M0arry=[zeros(1,length(Bparrya));zeros(1,length(Bparrya));ones(1,length(Bparrya))]';
sumBparrya=sum(Bparrya);
%% size(sumBparrya) = 1*1123, size(Bparrya) = 8*1123
Bearrya=[real(sumBparrya);imag(sumBparrya);zeros(1,length(Bparrya))]'; %% size(Bearrya) = 1123*3
sumBparryb=sum(Bparryb); %% 1*1123
Bearryb=[real(sumBparryb);imag(sumBparryb);zeros(1,length(Bparryb))]';
% Solve Bloch Eq. : dM/dt = M*B (Cross Product) using Rotation Matrix
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearrya,tau),Bearryb,tau);
basis = abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
%% Mt = Mx+j*My
perfect = ones(size(basis));
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
for K=1:NumBasis,
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
basis(1,K)= 0;
perfect(1,K)= 0;
end
end

%% If value is NaN, set 0

%% 1123*3
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optparam = sum(perfect-basis);
NonUniformBefore = optparam/NumOfNonZAll;

%% Non-Uniformity before Opt.

MxyToA = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
MxyToB = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
for L=1:NumOfFile,
M0=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3); M0(:,:,:,3)=1;
sumBpa=sum(Bp0a(:,:,:,L));
%% size(Bp0a): NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz
Bea=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3);
Bea(:,:,1,1)=real(sumBpa(1,:,:));
Bea(:,:,1,2)=imag(sumBpa(1,:,:));

%% 1 : sum(NumOfCoil)

M1a = rotM(M0,Bea,tau);
%% size(M1a) : 119*92*1*3
M1aTemp =abs(M1a(:,:,1,1)+i*M1a(:,:,1,2));
%
figure(50+L); pcolor(transpose(M1aTemp,-3)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
MxyStdBeforeF = ' ,num2str(MxyStdBeforeF)]});
sumBpb=sum(Bp0b(:,:,:,L));
Beb=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3); Beb(:,:,1,1)=real(sumBpb(1,:,:)); Beb(:,:,1,2)=imag(sumBpb(1,:,:));
M1b = rotM(M1a,Beb,tau);
M1bTemp =abs(M1b(:,:,1,1)+i*M1b(:,:,1,2));
MxyToA(:,:,L) = M1aTemp;
MxyToB(:,:,L) = M1bTemp;
%% size(abs(M1b(:,:,1,1)+i*M1b(:,:,1,2))) : 119*92
%
figure(60+L); pcolor(transpose(M1bTemp,-3)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
MxyStdBeforeT = ' ,num2str(MxyStdBeforeT)]});
end
[MR MC MZ] = size(MxyToB);
CheckNaN = isnan(MxyToB);
size(CheckNaN);
for L=1:MZ,
for M=1:MC,
for N=1:MR,
TempV = CheckNaN(N,M,L);
if TempV == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
MxyToA(N,M,L)=0;
MxyToB(N,M,L)=0;
end
end
end
end
% figure(50); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyToA(:,:,SliceZ_Im)))); colormap jet2; shading flat;
axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
% title({['\bf |Mt| : First (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice)]});
% figure(51); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(MxyToA(CenterX,:,:))))); colormap jet2; shading
flat; axis equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
% title({['\bf |Mt| : First (Before Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
% figure(52); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyToA(:,CenterY,:)))); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
% title({['\bf |Mt| : First (Before Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(55); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyToB(:,:,SliceZ_Im)))); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice)]});
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figure(56); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(MxyToB(CenterX,:,:))))); colormap jet2; shading flat;
axis equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(57); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyToB(:,CenterY,:)))); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (Before Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
clear M1aTemp NumberOfNonZero M1aTemp1D
clear Bpa Bm MxyToA CheckNaN %%MxyToB
clear NofNZ TempNonZ MxyNonZero MxyNonZeroT
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Optimization (Composite Pulse)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% length(Bparrya)= (NumOfCoil*MaxNumNonZ*Nz)
[phsa,maga]=cart2pol(real(Bparrya),imag(Bparrya));
startphsa=[phsa(1,1) phsa(2,1) phsa(3,1) phsa(4,1) phsa(5,1) phsa(6,1) phsa(7,1) phsa(8,1)];
startmaga=[maga(1,1) maga(2,1) maga(3,1) maga(4,1) maga(5,1) maga(6,1) maga(7,1) maga(8,1)];
[phsb,magb]=cart2pol(real(Bparryb),imag(Bparryb));
startphsb=[phsb(1,1) phsb(2,1) phsb(3,1) phsb(4,1) phsb(5,1) phsb(6,1) phsb(7,1) phsb(8,1)];
startmagb=[magb(1,1) magb(2,1) magb(3,1) magb(4,1) magb(5,1) magb(6,1) magb(7,1) magb(8,1)];
[phsaE,magaE]=cart2pol(real(Eparrya),imag(Eparrya));
%% size(Eparrya) : 8*1123*4
startphsaE=[phsaE(1,1,1) phsaE(2,1,1) phsaE(3,1,1) phsaE(4,1,1) phsaE(5,1,1) phsaE(6,1,1)
phsaE(7,1,1) phsaE(8,1,1)];
startmagaE=[magaE(1,1,1) magaE(2,1,1) magaE(3,1,1) magaE(4,1,1) magaE(5,1,1) magaE(6,1,1)
magaE(7,1,1) magaE(8,1,1)];
[phsbE,magbE]=cart2pol(real(Eparryb),imag(Eparryb));
startphsbE=[phsbE(1,1,1) phsbE(2,1,1) phsbE(3,1,1) phsbE(4,1,1) phsbE(5,1,1) phsbE(6,1,1)
phsbE(7,1,1) phsbE(8,1,1)];
startmagbE=[magbE(1,1,1) magbE(2,1,1) magbE(3,1,1) magbE(4,1,1) magbE(5,1,1) magbE(6,1,1)
magbE(7,1,1) magbE(8,1,1)];
% %%% Using Previous optimization result
% %%% finishphsa finishmaga finishphsb finishmagb finishphsaE finishmagaE finishphsbE finishmagbE
% [phsa,maga]=cart2pol(real(Bparrya),imag(Bparrya));
% startphsa=finishphsa;
% startmaga=finishmaga;
%
% [phsb,magb]=cart2pol(real(Bparryb),imag(Bparryb));
% startphsb=finishphsb;
% startmagb=finishmagb;
%
% [phsaE,magaE]=cart2pol(real(Eparrya),imag(Eparrya));
%% size(Eparrya) : 8*1123*4
% startphsaE=finishphsaE;
% startmagaE=finishmagaE;
%
% [phsbE,magbE]=cart2pol(real(Eparryb),imag(Eparryb));
% startphsbE=finishphsbE;
% startmagbE=finishmagbE;
%
% % size(finishphsaE)
% % size(startphsaE)
% %
% % size(startphsbE)
% %
% % size(finishphsa)
% % size(startphsa)
%
% clear finishphsa finishmaga finishphsb finishmagb finishphsaE finishmagaE finishphsbE
finishmagbE
phsstep=60*pi/180;
magstep=.1;
Nstep=0;
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NumerOfOptimizeA
NumerOfOptimizeB
NumerOfOptimizeC
NumerOfOptimizeD

=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;

% while ((abs(phsstep)>.01*pi/180)&(abs(magstep)>.001)&(Nstep<100)),
%
%
better=0;
%
%optimize phases of pulse a
%
sumBparryb=sum(Bparryb);
%% size(Bparryb): (8*1123)
%
Bearryb=[real(sumBparryb);imag(sumBparryb);zeros(1,length(Bparryb))]';
%
%
for I=1:Ncoils,
%
%% Mt Optimize
%
Vphs=zeros(Ncoils,size(basis,2)); Vphs(I,:)=phsstep;
%
[real1,imag1]=pol2cart(phsa+Vphs,maga);
%
Bparry1=real1+i*imag1;
%
sumBparry=sum(Bparry1);
%
Bearry=[real(sumBparry);imag(sumBparry);zeros(1,length(Bparry1))]';
%
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearry,tau),Bearryb,tau);
%
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
%
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
%
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
%
for K=1:NumBasis,
%
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
%
basis(1,K)= 0;
%
perfect(1,K)= 0;
%
end
%
end
%
%
optparam1=sum(perfect-basis);
%
%
%%% SAR Optimize
%
VphsE=zeros(size(phsaE));
%
VphsE(I,:,:)=phsstep;
%
%
[real1E,imag1E]=pol2cart(phsaE+VphsE,magaE);
%
EparryaM=real1E+i*imag1E;
%% M : Modified
%
sumEparry=sum(EparryaM);
%
%
[AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3DOpt(sumEparry,Masked_Total_Para_1D,tau,TotalTime);
%
%
MaxSAR = MaxSAR*tau/TotalTime;
%
AveSAR = AveSAR*tau/(NumOfFile*TotalTime);
%
%
DecisionParameter = (optparam/optparam1)*Weight + (OldMaxSAR/MaxSAR)*(1-Weight);
%
%
if DecisionParameter>DecisionValue
%
[realB,imagB]=pol2cart(phsa+Vphs,maga);
%
Bparrya=realB+i*imagB;
%
phsa=phsa+Vphs;
%
optparam=optparam1;
%
%
[realE,imagE]=pol2cart(phsaE+VphsE,magaE);
%
Eparrya=realE+i*imagE;
%
phsaE=phsaE+VphsE;
%
%
OldMaxSAR=MaxSAR;
%
OldAveSAR=AveSAR;
%
%
better=better+1;
%
NumerOfOptimizeA = NumerOfOptimizeA + 1;
%
end
%
end
%
%
%optimize magnitudes of pulse a
%
for I=1:Ncoils,
%
Vmag=zeros(Ncoils,size(basis,2)); Vmag(I,:)=magstep;
%
[real1,imag1]=pol2cart(phsa,(1+Vmag).*maga);
%
Bparry1=real1+i*imag1;
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%
sumBparry=sum(Bparry1);
%
Bearry=[real(sumBparry);imag(sumBparry);zeros(1,length(Bparry1))]';
%
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearry,tau),Bearryb,tau);
%
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
%
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
%
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
%
for K=1:NumBasis,
%
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
%
basis(1,K)= 0;
%
perfect(1,K)= 0;
%
end
%
end
%
%
optparam1=sum(perfect-basis);
%
%
%%% SAR Optimize
%
VmagE=zeros(size(magaE));
%
VmagE(I,:,:)=magstep;
%
%
[real1E,imag1E]=pol2cart(phsaE,(1+VmagE).*magaE);
%
EparryaM=real1E+i*imag1E;
%% M : Modified
%
sumEparry=sum(EparryaM);
%
%
[AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3DOpt(sumEparry,Masked_Total_Para_1D,tau,TotalTime);
%
%
MaxSAR = MaxSAR*tau/TotalTime;
%
AveSAR = AveSAR*tau/(NumOfFile*TotalTime);
%
%
DecisionParameter = (optparam/optparam1)*Weight + (OldMaxSAR/MaxSAR)*(1-Weight);
%
%
if DecisionParameter>DecisionValue
%
[realB,imagB]=pol2cart(phsa,(1+Vmag).*maga);
%
Bparrya=realB+i*imagB;
%
maga=(1+Vmag).*maga;
%
optparam=optparam1;
%
%
[realE,imagE]=pol2cart(phsaE,(1+VmagE).*magaE);
%
Eparrya=realE+i*imagE;
%
magaE=(1+VmagE).*magaE;
%
%
OldMaxSAR=MaxSAR;
%
OldAveSAR=AveSAR;
%
%
better=better+1;
%
NumerOfOptimizeB = NumerOfOptimizeB + 1;
%
end
%
%
end
%
%
%optimize phases of pulse b
%
sumBparrya=sum(Bparrya);
%
Bearrya=[real(sumBparrya);imag(sumBparrya);zeros(1,length(Bparrya))]';
%
for I=1:Ncoils,
%
Vphs=zeros(Ncoils,size(basis,2)); Vphs(I,:)=phsstep;
%
[real1,imag1]=pol2cart(phsb+Vphs,magb);
%
Bparry1=real1+i*imag1;
%
sumBparry=sum(Bparry1);
%
Bearry=[real(sumBparry);imag(sumBparry);zeros(1,length(Bparry1))]';
%
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearrya,tau),Bearry,tau);
%
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
%
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
%
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
%
for K=1:NumBasis,
%
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
%
basis(1,K)= 0;
%
perfect(1,K)= 0;
%
end
%
end
%
optparam1=sum(perfect-basis);
%
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%
%%% SAR Optimize
%
VphsE=zeros(size(phsbE));
%
VphsE(I,:,:)=phsstep;
%
%
[real1E,imag1E]=pol2cart(phsbE+VphsE,magbE);
%
EparrybM=real1E+i*imag1E;
%% M : Modified
%
sumEparry=sum(EparrybM);
%
%
[AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3DOpt(sumEparry,Masked_Total_Para_1D,tau,TotalTime);
%
%
MaxSAR = MaxSAR*tau/TotalTime;
%
AveSAR = AveSAR*tau/(NumOfFile*TotalTime);
%
%
DecisionParameter = (optparam/optparam1)*Weight + (OldMaxSARB/MaxSAR)*(1-Weight);
%
%
if DecisionParameter>DecisionValue
%
[realB,imagB]=pol2cart(phsb+Vphs,magb);
%
Bparryb=realB+i*imagB;
%
phsb=phsb+Vphs;
%
optparam=optparam1;
%
%
[realE,imagE]=pol2cart(phsbE+VphsE,magbE);
%
Eparryb=realE+i*imagE;
%
phsbE=phsbE+VphsE;
%
%
OldMaxSARB=MaxSAR;
%
OldAveSARB=AveSAR;
%
%
better=better+1;
%
NumerOfOptimizeC = NumerOfOptimizeC + 1;
%
end
%
%
end
%
%
%optimize magnitudes of pulse b
%
for I=1:Ncoils,
%
Vmag=zeros(Ncoils,size(basis,2)); Vmag(I,:)=magstep;
%
[real1,imag1]=pol2cart(phsb,(1+Vmag).*magb);
%
Bparry1=real1+i*imag1;
%
sumBparry=sum(Bparry1);
%
Bearry=[real(sumBparry);imag(sumBparry);zeros(1,length(Bparry1))]';
%
M1arry = rotM1D(rotM1D(M0arry,Bearrya,tau),Bearry,tau);
%
basis=abs(M1arry(:,1)+i*M1arry(:,2))';
%
[RowB NumBasis] = size(basis);
%
CheckNaN = isnan(basis);
%
for K=1:NumBasis,
%
if CheckNaN(1,K) == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
%
basis(1,K)= 0;
%
perfect(1,K)= 0;
%
end
%
end
%
optparam1=sum(perfect-basis);
%
%
%%% SAR Optimize
%
VmagE=zeros(size(magbE));
%
VmagE(I,:,:)=magstep;
%
%
[real1E,imag1E]=pol2cart(phsbE,(1+VmagE).*magbE);
%
EparrybM=real1E+i*imag1E;
%% M : Modified
%
sumEparry=sum(EparrybM);
%
%
[AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3DOpt(sumEparry,Masked_Total_Para_1D,tau,TotalTime);
%
%
MaxSAR = MaxSAR*tau/TotalTime;
%
AveSAR = AveSAR*tau/(NumOfFile*TotalTime);
%
%
DecisionParameter = (optparam/optparam1)*Weight + (OldMaxSARB/MaxSAR)*(1-Weight);
%
%
if DecisionParameter>DecisionValue
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%
[realB,imagB]=pol2cart(phsb,(1+Vmag).*magb);
%
Bparryb=realB+i*imagB;
%
magb=(1+Vmag).*magb;
%
optparam=optparam1;
%
%
[realE,imagE]=pol2cart(phsbE,(1+VmagE).*magbE);
%
Eparryb=realE+i*imagE;
%
magbE=(1+VmagE).*magbE;
%
%
OldMaxSARB=MaxSAR;
%
OldAveSARB=AveSAR;
%
%
better=better+1;
%
NumerOfOptimizeD = NumerOfOptimizeD + 1;
%
end
%
%
end
%
%
Nstep=Nstep+1;
%
%
%% If not good, check 1/2 the distance in the opposite direction
%
if better==0, phsstep=-.5*phsstep;magstep=-.5*magstep; end
%
% end
%
% NonUniformAfter = optparam/NumOfNonZAll;
%% Non-Uniformity after Opt.
%
% finishphsa=[phsa(1,1) phsa(2,1) phsa(3,1) phsa(4,1) phsa(5,1) phsa(6,1) phsa(7,1) phsa(8,1)];
% finishmaga=[maga(1,1) maga(2,1) maga(3,1) maga(4,1) maga(5,1) maga(6,1) maga(7,1) maga(8,1)];
% answerphsa=finishphsa-startphsa;
% answermaga=finishmaga./startmaga;
%
% % valsa(:,1)=answerphsa';valsa(:,2)=answermaga';
%
% finishphsb=[phsb(1,1) phsb(2,1) phsb(3,1) phsb(4,1) phsb(5,1) phsb(6,1) phsb(7,1) phsb(8,1)];
% finishmagb=[magb(1,1) magb(2,1) magb(3,1) magb(4,1) magb(5,1) magb(6,1) magb(7,1) magb(8,1)];
% answerphsb=finishphsb-startphsb;
% answermagb=finishmagb./startmagb;
% % valsb(:,1)=answerphsb';valsb(:,2)=answermagb';
%
% finishphsaE=[phsaE(1,1,1) phsaE(2,1,1) phsaE(3,1,1) phsaE(4,1,1) phsaE(5,1,1) phsaE(6,1,1)
phsaE(7,1,1) phsaE(8,1,1)];
% finishmagaE=[magaE(1,1,1) magaE(2,1,1) magaE(3,1,1) magaE(4,1,1) magaE(5,1,1) magaE(6,1,1)
magaE(7,1,1) magaE(8,1,1)];
% answerphsaE=finishphsaE-startphsaE;
% answermagaE=finishmagaE./startmagaE;
%
% finishphsbE=[phsbE(1,1,1) phsbE(2,1,1) phsbE(3,1,1) phsbE(4,1,1) phsbE(5,1,1) phsbE(6,1,1)
phsbE(7,1,1) phsbE(8,1,1)];
% finishmagbE=[magbE(1,1,1) magbE(2,1,1) magbE(3,1,1) magbE(4,1,1) magbE(5,1,1) magbE(6,1,1)
magbE(7,1,1) magbE(8,1,1)];
% answerphsbE=finishphsbE-startphsbE;
% answermagbE=finishmagbE./startmagbE;
%
% clear Bparrya Bparrybmag Bparrybphs Bparryb sumBparryb sumBparrya
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save Result Data (Mxy)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[phs0a,mag0a]=cart2pol(real(Bp0a),imag(Bp0a));
[phs0b,mag0b]=cart2pol(real(Bp0b),imag(Bp0b));
phs1a
mag1a
phs1b
mag1b

=
=
=
=

zeros
zeros
zeros
zeros

(size(phs0a));
(size(mag0a));
(size(phs0b));
(size(mag0b));

for I=1:Ncoils,
phs1a(I,:,:,:)=phs0a(I,:,:,:)+answerphsa(I);
mag1a(I,:,:,:)=mag0a(I,:,:,:)*answermaga(I);
phs1b(I,:,:,:)=phs0b(I,:,:,:)+answerphsb(I);
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mag1b(I,:,:,:)=mag0b(I,:,:,:)*answermagb(I);
end
[Bp1ra,Bp1ia]=pol2cart(phs1a,mag1a);
[Bp1rb,Bp1ib]=pol2cart(phs1b,mag1b);
Bp1a=Bp1ra+i*Bp1ia;
Bp1b=Bp1rb+i*Bp1ib;
sumBpa=sum(Bp1a);
sumBpb=sum(Bp1b);
Bea=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3);
Beb=zeros(Nx,Ny,1,3);
MxyTotalA = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
MxyTotalB = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
for L=1:NumOfFile,
Bea(:,:,1,1)=real(sumBpa(1,:,:,L));
Bea(:,:,1,2)=imag(sumBpa(1,:,:,L));
M1a = rotM(M0,Bea,tau);
MxyTempA = abs(M1a(:,:,1,1)+i*M1a(:,:,1,2));
%
figure(90); pcolor(transpose(MxyTempA,-3)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |Mt| : First (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),', Tau =
' ,num2str(tau), ', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
Beb(:,:,1,1)=real(sumBpb(1,:,:,L));
Beb(:,:,1,2)=imag(sumBpb(1,:,:,L));
M1b = rotM(M1a,Beb,tau);
MxyTempB = abs(M1b(:,:,1,1)+i*M1b(:,:,1,2));
MxyTotalA(:,:,L) = MxyTempA;
MxyTotalB(:,:,L) = MxyTempB;
%
figure(90); pcolor(transpose(MxyTempB,-3)); colormap jet2; shading flat; axis
equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),', MxyStdAfter =
' ,num2str(MxyStdAfter)]});
end
[MR MC MZ] = size(MxyTotalB);
CheckNaN = isnan(MxyTotalB);
size(CheckNaN);
for L=1:MZ,
for M=1:MC,
for N=1:MR,
TempV = CheckNaN(N,M,L);
if TempV == 1,
%% If value is NaN, set 0
MxyTotalA(N,M,L)=0;
MxyTotalB(N,M,L)=0;
end
end
end
end
figure(90); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(MxyTotalB(:,:,SliceZ_Im)))); colormap jet2; shading flat;
axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),
', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(91); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(MxyTotalB(:,CenterY,:))))); colormap jet2; shading
flat; axis equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (After Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
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figure(92); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(MxyTotalB(CenterX,:,:))))); colormap jet2; shading
flat; axis equal;caxis([0 1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |Mt| : Second (After Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau), ',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
clear phs0a mag0a phs0b mag0b phs1a mag1a phs1b mag1b
clear Bp1ra Bp1ia Bp1rb Bp1ib
clear MxyTempA MxyTempB
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save Result Data (E-Field)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[phs0aE,mag0aE]=cart2pol(real(Ep0a),imag(Ep0a));
%% Ep0a: (NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz*4)
[phs0bE,mag0bE]=cart2pol(real(Ep0b),imag(Ep0b));
phs1aE
mag1aE
phs1bE
mag1bE

=
=
=
=

zeros
zeros
zeros
zeros

(size(phs0aE));
(size(mag0aE));
(size(phs0bE));
(size(mag0bE));

for I=1:Ncoils,
phs1aE(I,:,:,:,:)
mag1aE(I,:,:,:,:)
phs1bE(I,:,:,:,:)
mag1bE(I,:,:,:,:)
end

=
=
=
=

phs0aE(I,:,:,:,:)+answerphsaE(I);
mag0aE(I,:,:,:,:)*answermagaE(I);
phs0bE(I,:,:,:,:)+answerphsbE(I);
mag0bE(I,:,:,:,:)*answermagbE(I);

[Ep1ra,Ep1ia]=pol2cart(phs1aE,mag1aE);
Ep1a=Ep1ra+i*Ep1ia;
[Ep1rb,Ep1ib]=pol2cart(phs1bE,mag1bE);
Ep1b=Ep1rb+i*Ep1ib;
clear phs0aE mag0aE phs0bE mag0bE phs1aE mag1aE phs1bE mag1bE
clear Ep1ra Ep1ia Ep1rb Ep1ib
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculate SAR
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
SARTotalA = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
SARTotalB = zeros (Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
AfterOptMaxSAR = 0;
AfterOptMaxSARS = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFileE,
Ep1aTemp = squeeze(Ep1a(:,:,:,L,:));
ParameterT = squeeze(Masked_Total_Para_2D(:,L,:,:));
(MaxNumNonZ,NumOfFile,2,3)

%% Parameter_SigmaRho_1D:

[FinalAveSAR FinalMaxSAR FinalSAR] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_2D(Ep1aTemp,ParameterT,tau,TotalTime);
Ep1bTemp = squeeze(Ep1b(:,:,:,L,:));
[FinalAveSARB FinalMaxSARB FinalSARB] =
CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_2D(Ep1bTemp,ParameterT,tau,TotalTime);
if FinalMaxSAR > AfterOptMaxSAR,
AfterOptMaxSAR = FinalMaxSAR;
end
if FinalMaxSARB > AfterOptMaxSARS,
AfterOptMaxSARS = FinalMaxSARB;
end
SARTotalA(:,:,L) = FinalSAR;
SARTotalB(:,:,L) = FinalSARB;
%
figure(110);pcolor(transpose(FinalSAR));colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70
20 75]); caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
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%
title({['\bf SAR, First (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1),', Tau =
' ,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
%
figure(120);pcolor(transpose(FinalSARB));colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25
70 20 75]); caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf SAR, Second (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNumE-1),', Tau =
' ,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
end
AfterOptMaxSAR = AfterOptMaxSAR*tau/TotalTime;
AfterOptMaxSARS = AfterOptMaxSARS*tau/TotalTime;
AfterOptAveSAR = sum(sum(sum(SARTotalA)))/(length(find(SARTotalA~=0)));
AfterOptAveSAR = AfterOptAveSAR*tau/TotalTime;
AfterOptAveSARS = sum(sum(sum(SARTotalB)))/(length(find(SARTotalB~=0)));
AfterOptAveSARS = AfterOptAveSARS*tau/TotalTime;
SARTotal = (SARTotalA + SARTotalB)*tau/TotalTime;

%% SAR_Total = (SAR1*T1 + SAR2*T2)/TotalTime

AfterOptMaxSART = max(max(max(SARTotal)));
AfterOptAveSART = sum(sum(sum(SARTotal)))/(length(find(SARTotal~=0)));
%
%
%
'
%
%
%
%
'

figure(110); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARTotalA(:,:,SliceZ_ImE))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 2e-1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : First (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau =
,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(111); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARTotalB(:,:,SliceZ_Im))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 2e-1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Second (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau =
,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight)]});

figure(112); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARTotal(:,:,SliceZ_ImE))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);caxis([0 2e-1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Sum (After Opt.) : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),',
W = ',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(115); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(SARTotal(:,CenterY,:))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 2e-1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Sum (After Opt.) : Y = ' ,num2str(CenterY),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),', W =
',num2str(Weight)]});
figure(116); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(SARTotal(CenterX,:,:)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;caxis([0 2e-1]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Sum (After Opt.) : X = ' ,num2str(CenterX),', Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),', W =
',num2str(Weight)]});
% clear SARTotalA Ep1aTemp Ep1bTemp ParameterT
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% When using other optimization results
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
optparam1 = 0;
for L=1:MZ,
for M=1:MC,
for N=1:MR,
if MxyTotalB(N,M,L)~= 0,
optparam1 = optparam1 + (1-MxyTotalB(N,M,L));
end
end
end
end
NonUniformAfter = optparam1/NumOfNonZAll;

%% Non-Uniformity after Opt.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Display Result
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(200);
cla;
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title({['\bf Opt. Result, 7T, Tau = ' ,num2str(tau),', W = ',num2str(Weight),', CenterZ =
',num2str(CenterZ),', CenterZE = ',num2str(CenterZE)]});
text(0.05,0.9,'1) Max-SAR (Before, First) = ');
text(0.6,0.9,num2str(Original_Max_SAR));
text(0.05,0.85,'2) Original-Ave-SAR (Before, First) = ');
text(0.6,0.85,num2str(Original_Ave_SAR));
text(0.05,0.8,'3) Max-SARTotal(Before, Total) = ');
text(0.6,0.8,num2str(Original_Max_SARTotal));
text(0.05,0.75,'4) Ave-SAR (Before, Total) = ');
text(0.6,0.75,num2str(Original_Ave_SART));
text(0.05,0.6,'5) Std-Mxy (Before, Second) = ');
text(0.6,0.6,num2str(NonUniformBefore));
text(0.05,0.5,'7) Max-SAR (After, First) =
text(0.6,0.5,num2str(AfterOptMaxSAR));
text(0.05,0.45,'8) Max-SAR (After, Second)
text(0.6,0.45,num2str(AfterOptMaxSARS));
text(0.05,0.4,'9) Max-SAR (After, Total) =
text(0.6,0.4,num2str(AfterOptMaxSART));
text(0.05,0.35,'10) Ave-SAR (After, Total)
text(0.6,0.35,num2str(AfterOptAveSART));

');
= ');
');
= ');

text(0.05,0.25,'11) Std-Mxy (After, Second) = ');
text(0.6,0.25,num2str(NonUniformAfter));
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% End of Program
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Endtime = clock
toc;
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : MRSim_TA_WCG_Load_BFD_Make_GeoB1_3D.m
%%%% FUNCTION : LOAD .BFD AND MAKE GEOMETRY AND B1+ FILE
%%%%
B1+ = (Bx+jBy)/2, B1- = (Bx-jBy)/2
%%%% DATE : 10/10/2008
%%%% AUTHOR : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;clear all;clc;
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialization of variables.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CenterX = 146;
CenterY = 88;
CenterZ = 80;
InitFileNum = 30;
EndFileNum = 130;

%% 21 -> 142 (122 slices), 93 -> 103 (11 slices)

NumOfFile = 21;
FileStep = 5;

%% Gap between each file

NumOfCoil = 8;
SelectedCh = 1;

%% Number of channel to be saved

M_Coil=18;

%% Material Number

%%% Masked_B1Plus: (NumOfCoil*Nx*Ny*Nz), Masked_Total_B1Plus: (Nx*Ny*Nz)
%%% Masked_B1Plus_1D: (NumOfCoil*MaxNumNonZ*Nz) Masked_B1Minus:
load B1Plus_21slices_5step_3T_8Ch_MRIns.mat
starttime=clock
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Open BFD File (B : Magnetic Flux Density),
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
file_ID='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_128MHz_8Ch\8Ch_MRInstrument\8Ch_Transm
itArray_V6_3.id';
fidGeo = fopen('MRSim_Geometry_8Ch_21Slices_5step_3T.txt','w');
% fidB1Plus = fopen('Test_MRSim_B1Plus_8ChTA_21slices_1step_Ch1.txt','w');
idData=textread(file_ID,'%s','delimiter','\n','whitespace','');
%ID data RSD any other information
dataPoint=find(strncmp(idData,'Array format: material',22)==1)+2;
NumberOfElement=str2num(cell2mat(idData(dataPoint,1)));
%#ok<ST2NM>
ID_File=zeros(NumberOfElement,6);
cnt=0;
for t=1:NumberOfElement,
point=dataPoint+1+cnt;
ID_File(t,:)=str2num(cell2mat(idData(point,1)));
cnt=cnt+1;
end

%#ok<ST2NM>

[NumberOfElement,n] = size(ID_File);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save ID File Data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[Nx Ny Nz] = size(Masked_Total_B1Plus);
IDValueData = zeros(Nx,Ny,Nz);
if Nz ~= NumOfFile,
disp('Nz ~= NumOfFile');
end
IDValue = 0;
NumOfNonZ_ID = 0;
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for I=1:NumberOfElement,
if ID_File(I,4)~= M_Coil && ID_File(I,5)~= M_Coil && ID_File(I,6)~= M_Coil,
head model

%% Select Only

for K=1:NumOfFile,
ZValue = (K-1)*FileStep+InitFileNum;
if ID_File(I,3) == ZValue,
NumOfNonZ_ID = NumOfNonZ_ID + 1;
XCoor = ID_File(I,1);
YCoor = ID_File(I,2);
if ID_File(I,4) ~= 0,
IDValue = ID_File(I,4);
end
if ID_File(I,5) ~= 0,
IDValue = ID_File(I,5);
end
if ID_File(I,6) ~= 0,
IDValue = ID_File(I,6);
end
IDValueData(XCoor,YCoor,K) = IDValue;
end
end
end
end
clear ID_File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Make Geometry and B1+ File (3D)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[NOfCoil NOfRC NOfSlice] = size(Masked_B1Plus_1D);
[NOfNonZ Col] = size(find(Masked_B1Plus_1D(SelectedCh,:,:)~=0));
if NOfNonZ ~= NumOfNonZ_ID || Col ~= 1,
disp('NOfNonZ ~= NumOfNonZ_ID || Col ~= 1');
disp(['NOfNonZ= ' num2str(NOfNonZ)]);
disp(['NumOfNonZ_ID= ' num2str(NumOfNonZ_ID)]);
end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
figure(10);pcolor(rot90(squeeze(abs(Masked_Total_B1Plus(:,:,L)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([80 210 30 170]);axis equal;caxis([0 4e6]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked |B1+| (128MHz): Transmit Array , Z = ' ,num2str((L1)*FileStep+InitFileNum)]});
end
% for L=1:NumOfFile,
%
for I=1:NOfRC,
%
if Masked_B1Plus_1D(SelectedCh,I,L)~=0,
%
fprintf(fidB1Plus,'%e %e \n
',real(Masked_B1Plus_1D(SelectedCh,I,L)),imag(Masked_B1Plus_1D(SelectedCh,I,L)));
%
end
%
end
% end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if IDValueData(I,J,L) ~= 0,
ZCoorS = (L-1)*FileStep+InitFileNum;
fprintf(fidGeo,'%d %d %d %d \n ',I,J,ZCoorS,IDValueData(I,J,L));
end
end
end
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save the result and display end time
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fclose(fidGeo);
% fclose(fidB1Plus);
Endtime = clock
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3DOpt.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [AveSAR MaxSAR StdSAR] = CompositeMRSim_Cal_SAR_3DOpt(EField_1D, Parameter_1D, Tau, TR)
[NoC NumOfNZ CoT] = size(EField_1D);

%% NoC*NumberOfNonZ*4 : NoC = 1

[NumberOfPara TA TB] = size(Parameter_1D); %%Parameter_1D: (MaxNumNonZ*2*3) : 2(Sigma, Rho),
3(x,y,z)
SAR_1D = zeros(1,NumberOfPara);
if NumberOfPara ~= NumOfNZ,
disp('NumberOfPara ~= NumberOfNonZ [EField]');
disp(NumberOfPara)
disp(NumOfNZ)
end
if NoC~=1 ||CoT ~=4 || TA~=2 || TB~=3,
disp('NoC~=1 ||CoT ~=4 || TA~=2 || TB~=3');
end
for K=1:NumberOfPara,
TempEx = abs(EField_1D(1,K,1));
TempEy = abs(EField_1D(1,K,2));
TempEz = abs(EField_1D(1,K,3));
SigmaEx = Parameter_1D(K,1,1);
SigmaEy = Parameter_1D(K,1,2);
SigmaEz = Parameter_1D(K,1,3);
RhoX = Parameter_1D(K,2,1);
RhoY = Parameter_1D(K,2,2);
RhoZ = Parameter_1D(K,2,3);
SAR_1D(1,K) =
0.5*((SigmaEx*TempEx^2)/RhoX+(SigmaEy*TempEy^2)/RhoY+(SigmaEz*TempEz^2)/RhoZ);
Sigma*E*E/(2*Rho)
end
% SAR_1D = Tau*SAR_1D/TR;
AveSAR = sum(SAR_1D)/length(find(SAR_1D~=0));
MaxSAR = max(SAR_1D);
StdSAR = std(SAR_1D);

%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : CompositeMRSim_Array_ID_CEF3D_5mm_NewHead3D.m
%%%% FUNCTION : Calculate E using .id and .cef FILE
%%%% DATE : 07/13/2008
%%%% AUTHOR : B.S.PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;clear all;clc;
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialization of variables.(XY Plane)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Plane = 1; %% XY Plane = 1,YZ Plane = 2,ZX Plane = 3
CenterX = 48;
CenterY = 44;
CenterZ = 54;
SelectedSlice = 52;
M_Coil = 43;

%% Material Number : Coil

NumberOfCoil = 8;
Nx=93;
Ny=85;

%% (93,85)

InitFileNum = 11;
%% 11 -> 67 (5mm Female Head, 57 slices)
EndFileNum = 67;
NumOfFile = EndFileNum - InitFileNum +1;
FileStep = 1;

%% gap between each file

SliceZ = round((CenterZ-InitFileNum)/FileStep)+1;
SliceZ_Im = round((SelectedSlice-InitFileNum)/FileStep)+1;
%% 1.38 : for combined image
B1Nor = 36.9956/1.38; %% 3T
% B1Nor = 66.8101/1.38;
%% 7T
starttime=clock
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Variable Initialize
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
EField = zeros(NumberOfCoil,Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Total_EField = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_EField = zeros(NumberOfCoil,Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_Total_EField = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4);
Masked_Total_Para = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,2,3);
%% 2 : Sigma Rho(mass density), 3 : x y z
Masked_Total_SAR = zeros(Nx,Ny,NumOfFile);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Open BFD (B), CEF (E) and Parameter File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% 3T
FilePath='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_128MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Each_Channe
l\Ch';
file_ID='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_128MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Ver63\128MHz
_FemaleHead_Ver63.id';
File_Parameter
='D:\BuSikPark\Working\Matlab_Work\2008\RF_Shimming_CompositePulse\8Ch_MRInstrument\5mm\Para_Fema
leHead_Er_Si_Rho_125MHz.txt';
% %%% 7T
%
FilePath='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_300MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Each_Channe
l\Ch';
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%
file_ID='D:\BuSikPark\xFDTD_Simulation\2008\CompositePulse_300MHz_8Ch\5mm_FemaleHead\Ver63\128MHz
_FemaleHead_Ver63.id';
% File_Parameter =
'D:\BuSikPark\Working\Matlab_Work\2008\RF_Shimming_CompositePulse\8Ch_MRInstrument\5mm\Para_Femal
eHead_Er_Si_Rho_300MHz.txt';
Parameter_Data = dlmread(File_Parameter, '', 0, 0);
[Para_Row,Para_Column] = size(Parameter_Data);
idData=textread(file_ID,'%s','delimiter','\n','whitespace','');
%%% ID data RSD any other information
dataPoint=find(strncmp(idData,'Array format: material',22)==1)+2;
NumberOfElement=str2num(cell2mat(idData(dataPoint,1)));
%#ok<ST2NM>
ID_File=zeros(NumberOfElement,6);
cnt=0;
for t=1:NumberOfElement,
point=dataPoint+1+cnt;
ID_File(t,:)=str2num(cell2mat(idData(point,1)));
cnt=cnt+1;
end

%#ok<ST2NM>

[NumberOfElement,n] = size(ID_File);
%%% 128MHz_Birdcage_Head.xy61.cef, 128MHz_Birdcage_Head.xy61.ph.cef
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
for L=1:NumOfFile,
NumOfF = L+InitFileNum-1;
File_CefF = num2str(K);
File_CefS = '\128MHz_FemaleHead.xy';
File_CefT = num2str(NumOfF);
File_CefFo = '.cef';
File_CefPhFo = '.ph.cef';
File_Cef_Mag = [FilePath File_CefF File_CefS File_CefT File_CefFo];
File_Cef_Phase = [FilePath File_CefF File_CefS File_CefT File_CefPhFo];
E_Magnitude = dlmread(File_Cef_Mag, '', 5, 0);
E_Phase = dlmread(File_Cef_Phase, '', 5, 0);

%%% Skip the head
%%% Skip the head

%% Calculate E
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
Ex_Real = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)*cos(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)./180*pi);
Ex_Imag = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)*sin(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,1)./180*pi);

%%a
%%b

Ey_Real = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)*cos(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)./180*pi);
Ey_Imag = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)*sin(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,2)./180*pi);

%%c
%%d

Ez_Real = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)*cos(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)./180*pi);
Ez_Imag = E_Magnitude(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)*sin(E_Phase(I+(J-1)*Nx,3)./180*pi);
EField(K,I,J,L,1)
EField(K,I,J,L,2)
EField(K,I,J,L,3)
EField(K,I,J,L,4)
abs(EField(K,I,J,L,3))^2);

=
=
=
=

B1Nor*(Ex_Real+j*Ex_Imag);
B1Nor*(Ey_Real+j*Ey_Imag);
B1Nor*(Ez_Real+j*Ez_Imag);
sqrt(abs(EField(K,I,J,L,1))^2 + abs(EField(K,I,J,L,2))^2 +

Total_EField(I,J,L,1) = Total_EField(I,J,L,1)+ EField(K,I,J,L,1);
Total_EField(I,J,L,2) = Total_EField(I,J,L,2)+ EField(K,I,J,L,2);
Total_EField(I,J,L,3) = Total_EField(I,J,L,3)+ EField(K,I,J,L,3);
Total_EField(I,J,L,4) = sqrt(abs(Total_EField(I,J,L,1))^2 +
abs(Total_EField(I,J,L,2))^2 + abs(Total_EField(I,J,L,3))^2);
end
end
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%
figure(10);pcolor(rot90(squeeze(EField(K,:,:,L,4))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;axis equal;caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf |E1| (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(K)]});
end
end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
figure(20);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Total_EField(:,:,L,4))));
colormap jet2; shading flat;axis equal;axis equal;caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Total-|E| (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1)]});
end
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
NumberOfNonZero= 0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
Z_Coor = L+InitFileNum-1;
for I=1:NumberOfElement,
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor && ID_File(I,4)~= M_Coil && ID_File(I,5)~= M_Coil &&
ID_File(I,6)~= M_Coil,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx=0;TempEy=0;TempEz=0;
TempExT=0;TempEyT=0;TempEzT=0;
if ID_File(I,4) > 0,
TempEx = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
TempExT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
end
if ID_File(I,5) > 0,
TempEy = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
TempEyT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
end
if ID_File(I,6) > 0,
TempEz = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
TempEzT = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3) = Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
end
if TempEx ~= 0 || TempEy ~= 0 ||TempEz ~= 0,
Masked_EField(K,X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempEx)^2+abs(TempEy)^2+abs(TempEz)^2);
Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,4) =
sqrt(abs(TempExT)^2+abs(TempEyT)^2+abs(TempEzT)^2);
NumberOfNonZero = NumberOfNonZero + 1;
end
end
end
%
figure(30);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_EField(K,:,:,L,4))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([80 210 30 170]);axis equal;caxis([0
300]);colorbar;
%
title({['\bf Masked |E| (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1),',
Coil # = ',
num2str(K)]});
end
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end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
figure(40);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,L,4))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);axis equal;caxis([0
300]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Total Masked |E| (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1)]});
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save Parameters (ID, Er, Sigma, Rho) Data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% |E1+E2| ~= |E1|+|E2|
for L=1:NumOfFile,
Z_Coor = L+InitFileNum-1;
for I=1:NumberOfElement,
if ID_File(I,3)==Z_Coor,
X_Coor = ID_File(I,1);
Y_Coor = ID_File(I,2);
TempEx=0;TempEy=0;TempEz=0;
SigmaEx=0;SigmaEy=0;SigmaEz=0;
TempRhoX=1;TempRhoY=1;TempRhoZ=1;
for J=1:Para_Row,
if ID_File(I,4) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEx = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1);
SigmaEx = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoX = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
if ID_File(I,5) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEy = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2);
SigmaEy = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoY = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
if ID_File(I,6) == Parameter_Data(J,1),
TempEz = Masked_Total_EField(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,3);
SigmaEz = Parameter_Data(J,3);
TempRhoZ = Parameter_Data(J,4);
end
end

%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4

if TempEx ~= 0 || TempEy ~= 0 ||TempEz ~= 0,
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,1) = SigmaEx;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,2) = SigmaEy;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,1,3) = SigmaEz;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,1) = TempRhoX;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,2) = TempRhoY;
Masked_Total_Para(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L,2,3) = TempRhoZ;
%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile
Masked_Total_SAR(X_Coor,Y_Coor,L) =
0.5*((SigmaEx*abs(TempEx)^2)/TempRhoX+(SigmaEy*abs(TempEy)^2)/TempRhoY+(SigmaEz*abs(TempEz)^2)/Te
mpRhoZ); %% Sigma*E*E/(2*Rho)
end
end
end
end
Mean_Masked_Total_EField =
sum(sum(sum(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,:,4))))/(length(find(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,:,4)~=0)));
Mean_Masked_Total_SAR = sum(sum(sum(Masked_Total_SAR)))/(length(find(Masked_Total_SAR~=0)));
Max_Masked_Total_SAR = max(max(max(Masked_Total_SAR)));
SizeOfNonZ = size(find(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,1,4)~=0));
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% SizeOfPara = size(Parameter_SigmaRho_1D);
clear ID_File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save 1D Data : Masked_EField_1D, Masked_Total_Para_1D
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NumNonZ = 0;
NumberOfNonZ =0;
MaxNumNonZ = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
NumNonZ = length(find(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,L,4)~=0));
if NumNonZ > MaxNumNonZ,
MaxNumNonZ = NumNonZ;
end
end
Masked_Total_Para_2D = zeros(MaxNumNonZ,NumOfFile,2,3);
z

%% Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4

%% 2 : Sigma Rho(mass density), 3 : x y

for L=1:NumOfFile,
CountTemp = 0;
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if Masked_Total_EField(I,J,L,4) ~= 0,
CountTemp = CountTemp+1;
Masked_Total_Para_2D(CountTemp,L,:,:) = Masked_Total_Para(I,J,L,:,:);
end
end
end
end
for L=1:NumOfFile,
NumberOfNonZ = NumberOfNonZ + length(find(Masked_Total_EField(:,:,L,4)~=0));
Nx,Ny,NumOfFile,4
end

%%

Masked_EField_1D = zeros(NumberOfCoil,NumberOfNonZ,4);
Masked_Total_Para_1D = zeros(NumberOfNonZ,2,3);
%% 2 : Sigma Rho(mass density), 3 : x y z
for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
CountTemp = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if Masked_EField(K,I,J,L,4) ~= 0,
CountTemp = CountTemp+1;
Masked_EField_1D(K,CountTemp,:) = Masked_EField(K,I,J,L,:);
end
end
end
end
end
% Masked_EField_1D(:,1)
CountTemp = 0;
for L=1:NumOfFile,
for J=1:Ny,
for I=1:Nx,
if Masked_Total_EField(I,J,L,4) ~= 0,
CountTemp = CountTemp+1;
Masked_Total_Para_1D(CountTemp,:,:) = Masked_Total_Para(I,J,L,:,:);
end
end
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end
end
% Masked_Total_Para_1D(1,:,:)
Mean_Masked_EField_1D =
sum(sum(Masked_EField_1D(:,:,4)))/(length(find(Masked_EField_1D(:,:,4)~=0)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Display the Result
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for L=1:NumOfFile,
figure(70);pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_SAR(:,:,L))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);axis equal;caxis([0 10]);colorbar;
title({['\bf Masked Total-SAR (128MHz): Z = ' ,num2str(L+InitFileNum-1)]});
end
figure(75); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_SAR(:,:,SliceZ_Im))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 70]);colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Whole Head, 128MHz : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice)]});
figure(76); pcolor(fliplr(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_SAR(CenterX,:,:)))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Whole Head, 128MHz : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice)]});
figure(77); pcolor(transpose(squeeze(Masked_Total_SAR(:,CenterY,:))));
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;colorbar;
title({['\bf |SAR| : Whole Head, 128MHz : Z = ' ,num2str(SelectedSlice)]});
% Masked_Total_EFieldT = zeros(Nx,Ny,4);
%
% for K=1:NumberOfCoil,
%
for J=1:Ny,
%
for I=1:Nx,
%
Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,1) = Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,1) + Masked_EField(K,I,J,1);
%
Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,2) = Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,2) + Masked_EField(K,I,J,2);
%
Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,3) = Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,3) + Masked_EField(K,I,J,3);
%
Masked_Total_EFieldT(I,J,4) = sqrt(abs(Masked_Total_EField(I,J,1))^2 +
abs(Masked_Total_EField(I,J,2))^2 + abs(Masked_Total_EField(I,J,3))^2);
%
end
%
end
%
%
figure(80);pcolor(transpose(abs(squeeze(Masked_EField(K,:,:)))));
%
colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);axis equal;caxis([0
300]);colorbar;
%
title('\bf Normalized |E| (128MHz): Transmit Array ');
% end
%
% figure(90);pcolor(transpose(Masked_Total_EFieldT(:,:,4)));
% colormap jet2; shading flat; axis equal;axis([25 70 20 75]);caxis([0 300]);colorbar;
% title('\bf Normalized |E| (128MHz): Transmit Array ');
figure(100);
cla;
title('|E| and SAR at the 8 Ch TA (128MHz)','fontsize',11);
text(0.05,0.8,'1) |B1+|Nor = ');
text(0.55,0.8,num2str(B1Nor));
text(0.05,0.7,'2) Normalized Total Mean|E| = ');
text(0.55,0.7,num2str(Mean_Masked_Total_EField));
text(0.05,0.65,'3) Normalized Each Mean|E|-1D = ');
text(0.55,0.65,num2str(Mean_Masked_EField_1D));
text(0.05,0.55,'4) Normalized Mean-SAR = ');
text(0.55,0.55,num2str(Mean_Masked_Total_SAR));
text(0.05,0.5,'5) Normalized Max-SAR = ');
text(0.55,0.5,num2str(Max_Masked_Total_SAR));
text(0.05,0.4,'6) Size of NonZero-TotalE(First) = ');
text(0.55,0.4,num2str(SizeOfNonZ));
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w');
clear EField Total_EField Masked_Total_EField
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clear E_Magnitude E_Phase Masked_Total_SAR
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Save the Result to File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
save EField_57slices_Female_5mm_3T_8Ch_MRIns_3D.mat Masked_EField Masked_EField_1D
Masked_Total_Para_1D Masked_Total_Para_2D
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% End time display
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Endtime = clock
toc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : MRSim_TA_8Ch_WCG_COMPOSITE_TRIANGLE.m
%%%% FUNCTION : PULSE SEQ. DESIGN FOR COMPOSITE PULSES
%%%%
WCG : With Crusher Gradient
%%%% DATE : 10/02/2008
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [minTE,minTR]=MRSim_TA_8Ch_WCG_COMPOSITE_TRIANGLE(TR,TE,FOV,imagingAxis,flag)
global gData;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialize Variables
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%tiny margin
tiny=10^-6; %sec
%% NumOfTx and NumOfRx
NumOfTx = 8;
NumOfRx = 1;
%% Data From MRSim_8Ch_TA_Amplitude_Phase.txt : W = 1.0 (3T, 11 slices (93~103))
AmpR = [0.7714 1.1159 1.1699 1.1630 1.1114 0.9731 0.6414 1.1693];
PhaseR = [0.8508 -0.6218 -0.0327 0 0 0.3600 -0.1636 -0.0982];
AmpRS = [1.3165 1.4786 1.6198 1.6690 1.7006 1.7661 1.4279 1.9949];
PhaseRS = [1.0472 -0.4909 0.0654 0 0 0.3272 0.2291 0.1309];
%% Everey time, Recalculate the values
RFScaF = 3.0; %% RF Pulse Scaling Factor, 8Ch. TA : 3.0 (3T)
GzScale = 1.15; %% Gz Scale for slice selection (1.15 : 3T, 9.4T)
gData.RF_width=0.003*1.5/2.5; % for 90 degree pulse = 3 msec, 1.5/2.5 : composite pulses
w=128;

%% RF Pulse number of point

clc;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% RF pulse design using VERSE method
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% disp(['size(gData.pulse) = ' ,num2str(size(gData.pulse))]);
% disp(['max(gData.pulse) = ' ,num2str(max(gData.pulse))]);
tTr = -w/2:w/(w-1):w/2;
TriAngleF = tripuls(tTr,w);
nx=-pi:2*pi/(w-1):1*pi;
SincRF=sinc(nx);
Sinc_VERSE = MRSim_VERSE(TriAngleF,SincRF);
Sinc_VERSE = Sinc_VERSE';
%
%
%
%
%

disp(['size(TriAngleF) = ' ,num2str(size(TriAngleF))]);
disp(['size(SincRF) = ' ,num2str(size(SincRF))]);
disp(['size(Sinc_VERSE) = ' ,num2str(size(Sinc_VERSE))]);
disp(['max(Sinc_VERSE) = ' ,num2str(max(Sinc_VERSE))]);
disp(['max(TriAngleF) = ' ,num2str(max(TriAngleF))]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Slice selection gradient
Gss=GzScale*gData.GMax; % 22 mT/m
Tss=gData.RF_width; %sec
Gss_refocus=-1*Gss; %mT/m
Trefocus=Tss; %%0.5*Tss; %sec
%Phase encoding gradient
del_Gpe=2*gData.GMax/(gData.mSize-1); %mT/m
time_pe=(gData.mSize/2/FOV)/(gData.gamma*gData.GMax*10^-3); %sec
%Frequency encoding gradient
Gfe=(4*pi*gData.rBW)/(2*pi*gData.gamma*FOV)*1000; %mT/m
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Tacq=gData.mSize/(2*gData.rBW); %sec
Tprephasing=0.5*Tacq; %sec (full echo acq)
Gfe_prephasing=-1*Gfe; %mT/m
%Timing
TbtwG=max([Trefocus time_pe Tprephasing]); %sec
minTE=Tss/2+TbtwG+Tacq/2; %sec
if minTE<TE
minTR=tiny+Tss/2+TE+Tacq/2; %sec
else
minTR=tiny+Tss/2+minTE+Tacq/2; %sec
end
if flag==1 %full running
%Time table (RF 90)
RFpulseF(1,1)=tiny;
timeRes=gData.RF_width/gData.pulseRes;
for t=1:gData.pulseRes-1
RFpulseF(1,t+1)=timeRes*t+tiny;
end
%described by delta t
SS(1,1)=tiny;
SS(1,2)=SS(1,1)+Tss;
SS(1,3)=SS(1,2)+Trefocus;
%% composite pulses
SS(1,4)=SS(1,3)+tiny;
%% composite pulses
SS(1,5)=SS(1,4)+Tss;
SS(1,6)=SS(1,5)+Trefocus;
%% composite pulses
FE(1,1)=(2*tiny+5*Tss/4)+(TE-Tacq);
FE(1,2)=FE(1,1)+Tacq/2;
FE(1,3)=FE(1,2)+Tacq;
gData.FE=FE;

%% composite pulses

PE(1,1)=FE(1,2)-time_pe;
PE(1,2)=PE(1,1)+time_pe;
gData.PE=PE;
%Time table (RF 180)
cnt=1;
RFpulseS(1,1)=SS(1,4);
for t=1:gData.pulseRes-1
RFpulseS(1,cnt+1)=timeRes*t+SS(1,4);
cnt=cnt+1;
end
%Time table (ACQ)
timeResACQ=Tacq/gData.mSize;
for t=1:gData.mSize
ACQ(1,t)=timeResACQ*(t-1)+FE(1,2);
end
%Time table rearrange
temp=sort([RFpulseF RFpulseS FE PE SS ACQ]);
cnt=1;
for t=1:length(temp)
if t~=length(temp)
if temp(1,t)~=temp(1,t+1)
arrangedTime(1,cnt)=temp(1,t);
cnt=cnt+1;
end
else
arrangedTime(1,cnt)=temp(1,t); %#ok<AGROW>
end
end
arrangedTime(1,cnt+1)=TR;
temp=zeros(1,length(arrangedTime)+1);
temp(1,2:length(arrangedTime)+1)=arrangedTime;
temp(1,1)=0;
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arrangedTime=temp;
clear temp;
gData.arrangedTime=arrangedTime;
%Write timing table
cntBin=1;
data_ini(cntBin,1)=length(arrangedTime)*gData.mSize;
cntBin=1;
data_time(cntBin,1)=length(arrangedTime); %number of timing point (0~TR)
cntBin=cntBin+1;
data_time(cntBin,1)=gData.mSize; %number of phase encoding size
cntBin=cntBin+1;
for t=1:length(arrangedTime) %timing table (for one TR)
data_time(cntBin,1)=arrangedTime(1,t);
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
%RF pulse (Complex number)
cntBin=1;
cntB = 1;
data_RF(cntBin,1)=length(arrangedTime);%number of timing point (0~TR), for GUI
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=length(arrangedTime);
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=length(arrangedTime);
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=length(arrangedTime);
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=length(arrangedTime);
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=length(arrangedTime);
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=length(arrangedTime);
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=length(arrangedTime);
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=length(arrangedTime);
cntBin=cntBin+1;
cntB=cntB+1;

%%%Complex
%%%Complex
%%%Complex
%%%Complex
%%%Complex
%%%Complex
%%%Complex
%%%Complex

number
number
number
number
number
number
number
number

Ch.1
Ch.2
Ch.3
Ch.4
Ch.5
Ch.6
Ch.7
Ch.8

data_RF(cntBin,1)=gData.mSize; %number of phase encoding size, for GUI
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=gData.mSize;
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=gData.mSize;
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=gData.mSize;
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=gData.mSize;
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=gData.mSize;
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=gData.mSize;
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=gData.mSize;
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=gData.mSize;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
cntB=cntB+1;

%number
%number
%number
%number
%number
%number
%number
%number

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

phase
phase
phase
phase
phase
phase
phase
phase

encoding
encoding
encoding
encoding
encoding
encoding
encoding
encoding

for tRF=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tRF)>=0&&arrangedTime(1,tRF)<SS(1,1)
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
cntB=cntB+1;
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=0;
cntB=cntB+1;
data_RF(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag

%% Amplitude data for GUI

size
size
size
size
size
size
size
size
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end
end
tPulse=1;
for tRF=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tRF)>=SS(1,1)&&arrangedTime(1,tRF)<SS(1,2)
[RealRFCh1,ImagRFCh1]=pol2cart(PhaseR(1),AmpR(1)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh2,ImagRFCh2]=pol2cart(PhaseR(2),AmpR(2)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh3,ImagRFCh3]=pol2cart(PhaseR(3),AmpR(3)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh4,ImagRFCh4]=pol2cart(PhaseR(4),AmpR(4)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh5,ImagRFCh5]=pol2cart(PhaseR(5),AmpR(5)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh6,ImagRFCh6]=pol2cart(PhaseR(6),AmpR(6)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh7,ImagRFCh7]=pol2cart(PhaseR(7),AmpR(7)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh8,ImagRFCh8]=pol2cart(PhaseR(8),AmpR(8)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh1;
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh2;
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh3;
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh4;
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh5;
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh6;
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh7;
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh8;
cntB=cntB+1;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh1;
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh2;
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh3;
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh4;
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh5;
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh6;
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh7;
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh8;
cntB=cntB+1;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag

data_RF(cntBin,1)=RFScaF*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse);
cntBin=cntBin+1;
tPulse=tPulse+1;
end
end
for tRF=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tRF)>=SS(1,2)&&arrangedTime(1,tRF)<SS(1,4)
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
cntB=cntB+1;
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=0;
cntB=cntB+1;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag

data_RF(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
tPulse=1;
for tRF=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tRF)>=SS(1,4)&&arrangedTime(1,tRF)<SS(1,5)
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[RealRFCh1,ImagRFCh1]=pol2cart(PhaseRS(1)+pi/2,AmpRS(1)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh2,ImagRFCh2]=pol2cart(PhaseRS(2)+pi/2,AmpRS(2)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh3,ImagRFCh3]=pol2cart(PhaseRS(3)+pi/2,AmpRS(3)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh4,ImagRFCh4]=pol2cart(PhaseRS(4)+pi/2,AmpRS(4)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh5,ImagRFCh5]=pol2cart(PhaseRS(5)+pi/2,AmpRS(5)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh6,ImagRFCh6]=pol2cart(PhaseRS(6)+pi/2,AmpRS(6)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh7,ImagRFCh7]=pol2cart(PhaseRS(7)+pi/2,AmpRS(7)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
[RealRFCh8,ImagRFCh8]=pol2cart(PhaseRS(8)+pi/2,AmpRS(8)*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse));
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh1;
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh2;
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh3;
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh4;
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh5;
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh6;
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh7;
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=RFScaF*RealRFCh8;
cntB=cntB+1;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh1;
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh2;
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh3;
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh4;
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh5;
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh6;
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh7;
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=RFScaF*ImagRFCh8;
cntB=cntB+1;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag

data_RF(cntBin,1)=RFScaF*Sinc_VERSE(1,tPulse);
cntBin=cntBin+1;
tPulse=tPulse+1;
end
end
for tRF=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tRF)>=SS(1,5)&&arrangedTime(1,tRF)<=TR
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=0; %% Real
cntB=cntB+1;
data_RFComCh1(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh2(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh3(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh4(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh5(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh6(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh7(cntB,1)=0;
data_RFComCh8(cntB,1)=0;
cntB=cntB+1;

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag
Imag

data_RF(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
%Slice selection
cntBin=1;
data_SS(cntBin,1)=length(arrangedTime);%number of timing point (0~TR)
cntBin=cntBin+1;
data_SS(cntBin,1)=gData.mSize; %number of phase encoding size
cntBin=cntBin+1;
for tSS=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tSS)>=0&&arrangedTime(1,tSS)<SS(1,1)
data_SS(cntBin,1)=0;
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cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
%% Assume : NumOfGss = 128;
tTr = -64:64;
w=128;
TriAngleF = tripuls(tTr,w);
temp=1;
for tSS=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tSS)>=SS(1,1)&&arrangedTime(1,tSS)<SS(1,2)
data_SS(cntBin,1)=Gss*TriAngleF(1,temp);
cntBin=cntBin+1;
temp = temp+1;
end
end
for tSS=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tSS)>=SS(1,2)&&arrangedTime(1,tSS)<SS(1,3)
data_SS(cntBin,1)=0.5*Gss_refocus; %% 0.5 : triangle
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
for tSS=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tSS)>=SS(1,3)&&arrangedTime(1,tSS)<SS(1,4)
data_SS(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
temp=1;
for tSS=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tSS)>=SS(1,4)&&arrangedTime(1,tSS)<SS(1,5)
data_SS(cntBin,1)=Gss*TriAngleF(1,temp);
cntBin=cntBin+1;
temp = temp+1;
end
end
for tSS=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tSS)>=SS(1,5)&&arrangedTime(1,tSS)<SS(1,6)
data_SS(cntBin,1)=0.25*Gss_refocus; %% 0.25 : triangle
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
for tSS=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tSS)>=SS(1,6)&&arrangedTime(1,tSS)<=TR
data_SS(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
%Frequency encoding
cntBin=1;
data_FE(cntBin,1)=length(arrangedTime);%number of timing point (0~TR)
cntBin=cntBin+1;
data_FE(cntBin,1)=gData.mSize; %number of phase encoding size
cntBin=cntBin+1;
for tFE=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tFE)>=0&&arrangedTime(1,tFE)<FE(1,1)
data_FE(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
for tFE=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tFE)>=FE(1,1)&&arrangedTime(1,tFE)<FE(1,2)
data_FE(cntBin,1)=Gfe_prephasing;
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cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
for tFE=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tFE)>=FE(1,2)&&arrangedTime(1,tFE)<FE(1,3)
data_FE(cntBin,1)=Gfe;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
for tFE=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tFE)>=FE(1,3)&&arrangedTime(1,tFE)<=TR
data_FE(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
%Phase encoding
cntBin=1;
data_PE(cntBin,1)=length(arrangedTime)*gData.mSize;%number of timing point (0~TR)
cntBin=cntBin+1;
data_PE(cntBin,1)=1; %number of phase encoding size
cntBin=cntBin+1;
for t=1:gData.mSize
GpeStep=-1*gData.GMax+del_Gpe*(t-1);
for tPE=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tPE)>=0&&arrangedTime(1,tPE)<PE(1,1)
data_PE(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
for tPE=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tPE)>=PE(1,1)&&arrangedTime(1,tPE)<PE(1,2)
data_PE(cntBin,1)=GpeStep;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
for tPE=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tPE)>=PE(1,2)&&arrangedTime(1,tPE)<=TR
data_PE(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
pe_temp(t,1)=GpeStep;
end
gData.pe_temp=pe_temp;
%Acquisition window
cntBin=1;
data_Acq(cntBin,1)=length(arrangedTime); %number of timing point (0~TR)
cntBin=cntBin+1;
data_Acq(cntBin,1)=gData.mSize; %number of phase encoding size
cntBin=cntBin+1;
if gData.crusher==1
data_Acq(cntBin,1)=-2; %rewinding flag in k-sapce with crusher gradients
else
data_Acq(cntBin,1)=-1; %rewinding flag only
end
cntBin=cntBin+1;
for tACQ=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tACQ)>0&&arrangedTime(1,tACQ)<FE(1,2)
data_Acq(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
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for tACQ=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tACQ)>=FE(1,2)&&arrangedTime(1,tACQ)<FE(1,3)
data_Acq(cntBin,1)=1;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
for tACQ=1:length(arrangedTime)
if arrangedTime(1,tACQ)>=FE(1,3)&&arrangedTime(1,tACQ)<=TR
data_Acq(cntBin,1)=0;
cntBin=cntBin+1;
end
end
if imagingAxis==1 %axial
binData=[data_ini' data_time' data_Acq' data_RF' data_FE' data_PE' data_SS']'; %% for GUI
binDataS=[data_ini' NumOfTx NumOfRx data_time' data_Acq' data_RFComCh1' data_RFComCh2'
data_RFComCh3' data_RFComCh4' data_RFComCh5' data_RFComCh6' data_RFComCh7' data_RFComCh8'
data_FE' data_PE' data_SS']';
elseif imagingAxis==2 %sagittal
binData=[data_ini' data_time' data_Acq' data_RF' data_SS' data_PE' data_FE']';
binDataS=[data_ini' NumOfTx NumOfRx data_time' data_Acq' data_RFComCh1' data_RFComCh2'
data_SS' data_PE' data_FE']';
elseif imagingAxis==3 %coronal
binData=[data_ini' data_time' data_Acq' data_RF' data_FE' data_SS' data_PE']';
binDataS=[data_ini' NumOfTx NumOfRx data_time' data_Acq' data_RFComCh1' data_RFComCh2'
data_FE' data_SS' data_PE']';
end
fidBin=fopen('MRSim_PulseSeq_COMPOSITE_3T_8Ch_11slices_Tri_VERSE_RF25_Gz115_TR2000_TE20.bin','wb'
);
fwrite(fidBin,binDataS,'float32');
fclose(fidBin);
gData.seqData=binData;
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : MRSim_VERSE.m
%%%% FUNCTION : Steven Conolly et al., JMR 78, 440-458 (1988)
%%%%
Variable-Rate Selective Excitation : VERSE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% rfv = verse(gv,rf)
%
% Computes the versed version of rf for a given time-vayring gradient gv
%
%

written by John Pauly, 1992
(c) Board of Trustees, Leland Stanford Junior University

function rfv = MRSim_VERSE(g,rf)
%
%
%
%
%

figure(100);plot(g);grid on
title('\bf Original Gz');
figure(101);plot(rf);grid on
title('\bf Original RF');

[m
if
[m
if

n] = size(g);
m<n, g = g.'; end;
n] = size(rf);
m<n,
rf = conj(rf');
[m n] = size(rf);
end;
k = cumsum(g);
k = (m-1)*k/max(k);
rfv = [];
g = m*g/sum(g);
for j=1:n,
rft = g.*interp1([1:m],rf(:,j),k,'spline');
rfv = [rfv rft];
end;
% figure(110);plot(rfv);grid on
% title('\bf Modified RF');
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A.4 SENSE (Sensitivity Encoding)
All Matlab files (".m" files) listed below are required for the implementation of SENSE,
however only some files written in bold are presented here.


TA_SENSE_Gfactor.m



TA_GfactorRecon.m



TA_CoilSensitivity.m



TA_MakeAliasMatrix.m

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : TA_SENSE_Gfactor.m
%%%% FUNCTION : SENSE RECONSTRUCTION AND G-FACTOR CALCULATION
%%%% DATE : 02/27/2008
%%%% REFERENCE: Fa-Hsuan Lin (MGH), JangWei Wang (PSU)
%%%% AUTHOR : BU_SIK PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;
clear all;
clc
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Load data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
load Test_Full_FOV_Original_Data.mat
%% PRIOR : A Full FOV Image acquired by a body coil
(?)
load Test_Full_FOV_EachChannel_Data.mat
%% ORIG
: A Full FOV Image of a each channel
load Test_Acc_ReductionFactor3.mat
%% ACC : Alised image when R=3
% load Test_Acc_Data.mat;
%% ACC : when R=2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialize parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NofCoil = 8;
%% Number of coil
wholeMask=1;
ROI_mask=0;
Reduction_factor=3;
Acc_Kspace_Data = zeros(size(ACC));
figure(10);imagesc(abs(PRIOR));colormap(gray);title('Reference Full-FOV Image');axis off
image;colorbar;
figure(11);imagesc(abs(ORIG(:,:,1))); colormap(gray); title(['ORIG(:,:,i), i= ' num2str(1)]);
axis off image; colorbar;
figure(12);imagesc(abs(ACC(:,:,1))); colormap(gray); title(['ACC(:,:,i), i= ' num2str(1)]); axis
off image; colorbar;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Calculate sensitivity map
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
rms_ref=zeros(size(ORIG(:,:,1)));
%% 'ref': ORIG
Calculated_Sensitivity = zeros(size(ORIG));
Calculated_Sensitivity_Mask= zeros(size(ORIG));
%% signal combined image
for i=1:NofCoil
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rms_ref=rms_ref+abs(ORIG(:,:,i)).^2;
end;
% figure(20);imagesc(abs(rms_ref)); colormap(gray); title('abs(rms-ref)'); axis off image;
colorbar;
rms_ref=sqrt(rms_ref./NofCoil);
mask_ref = rms_ref > 0.1.*max(rms_ref(:));

%% a mask

figure(30);imagesc(abs(mask_ref)); colormap(gray); title('abs(mask-ref)'); axis off image;
colorbar;
for i=1:NofCoil
%% getCoilSensitivity(imageData,mask, order, flagReImMaPh, flagMask)
[Calculated_Sensitivity(:,:,i) Calculated_Sensitivity_Mask(:,:,i)] =
TA_CoilSensitivity(ORIG(:,:,i), mask_ref, 3, 0, 1);
end;
figure(50);imagesc(abs(Calculated_Sensitivity(:,:,1))); colormap(gray); title('CalculatedSensitivity(:,:,1)'); axis off image; colorbar;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Create alias matrix for SENSE reconstruction
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
SampleVector=TA_MakeSampleVector(size(ORIG,2),Reduction_factor);
AliasMatrix=TA_MakeAliasMatrix(SampleVector);
figure(60);imagesc(abs(AliasMatrix));colormap(gray);title('Alias matrix'); axis off image;
colorbar;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Reconstruct Image & G_Factor Map
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[ReconstructedImage,GFactorMap] = TA_GfactorRecon(Calculated_Sensitivity,ACC,AliasMatrix);
figure(70);imagesc(abs(ReconstructedImage));colormap(gray);title('Reconstructed Image');axis off
image;colorbar;
% figure(71);imagesc(abs(GFactorMap));colormap(gray);title('G-factor Map');axis off
image;caxis([0 17]);colorbar;
figure(71);imagesc(abs(GFactorMap));colormap(gray);title('G-factor Map');axis off image;colorbar;
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : TA_GfactorRecon.m
%%%% FUNCTION : SENSE RECONSTRUCTION AND G-FACTOR CALCULATION
%%%% DATE : 02/27/2008
%%%% REFERENCE: Fa-Hsuan Lin (MGH)
%%%% AUTHOR : BU_SIK PARK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [x_unreg gmap] = TA_GfactorRecon(channelsensitivity,overlapped_img,Alised_Matrix)
A = Alised_Matrix;

%%43*128

x_unreg=zeros(size(A,2),size(overlapped_img,2));
43*128*8
C=eye(size(overlapped_img,3));
[u,sm,v]=svd(C);
inverse calculation, all 8*8
W=pinv(sqrt(sm))*u';
matrix, W : 8*8

%% x_unreg : 128*128, overlapped_imag :

%%% Make identity matrix, C : 8*8
%%% svd : Singular value decomposition, Used for the pseudo%%% whitening matrix, pinv : Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of

n_coil=size(overlapped_img,3);
Y=permute(overlapped_img,[1,3,2]); %% 43*8*128
S=permute(channelsensitivity,[1,3,2]); %% permute : Rearrange dimensions of N-D array, S :
128*8*128
for fe_idx=1:size(Y,3)

%% size(Y,3) = 128 when R = 2

fprintf('.');
Y_w=Y(:,:,fe_idx)*W';

%% 43*8

Z=[];
for i=1:n_coil
%% cat : Concatenate (To connect or link in a series or
%% chain)arrays along specified dimension.
Z=cat(1,Z,Y_w(:,i));
%% 344*1
end;
S_w=S(:,:,fe_idx)*W';

%% 128*8

E=[];
for i=1:n_coil
%% cat : Concatenate arrays along specified dimension
E=cat(1,E,A.*(ones(size(A,1),1)*transpose(S_w(:,i))));
end;
M=E'*E;
x_unreg(:,fe_idx)=inv(M)*E'*Z;

%%% 128*128
%%% This term is used.

gmap(:,fe_idx)= diag(inv(M)).*diag(M);

%% 344*128

128*128

%#ok<AGROW>

end
fprintf('\n');
% figure(100);imagesc(abs(x_unreg));colormap(gray);title('recon2');axis off image;colorbar;
% figure(101);imagesc(abs(gmap));colormap(gray);title('G-factor Map');axis off image;colorbar;
return;
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% NAME : TA_CoilSensitivity.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [coilSensitivity coilSensitivityMask] = TA_CoilSensitivity(imageData, mask, order,
flagReImMaPh, flagMask)
flag_reim = flagReImMaPh;
flag_maph = ~flagReImMaPh;
if flagMask
threshold = [];
end
coilSensitivityMask=zeros(size(imageData));
coilSensitivity=zeros(size(imageData));
if(flag_maph)
imageDataMag=abs(imageData);
for i=1:size(imageData,3)
if(~isempty(threshold))
fprintf('using threshold = [%2.2f]...\n',threshold);
[coilSensitivityMask(:,:,i),coilSensitivity(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(imageDataMag(:,:,i),order,'thres
hold',threshold);
elseif(~isempty(mask))
[coilSensitivityMask(:,:,i),coilSensitivity(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(imageDataMag(:,:,i),order,'mask'
,mask);
else
[coilSensitivityMask(:,:,i),coilSensitivity(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(imageDataMag(:,:,i),order);
end;
end;
%
%

disp(i)
%% i=1 when Reduction factor = 2
disp(order) %% order = 3

%
figure(200);imagesc(abs(imageDataMag(:,:,i))); colormap(gray); title('abs(inputmag(:,:,i))'); axis off image; colorbar;
%
figure(201);imagesc(abs(coilSensitivity(:,:,i))); colormap(gray);
title('abs(output(:,:,i))'); axis off image; colorbar;
%
figure(202);imagesc(abs(coilSensitivityMask(:,:,i))); colormap(gray); title('abs(outputmask(:,:,i))'); axis off image; colorbar;
for i=1:size(imageData,3)
aa=angle(imageData(:,:,i));
aa(find(mask<0.5))=0;
coilSensitivity(:,:,i)=coilSensitivity(:,:,i).*exp(sqrt(-1).*aa);
coilSensitivityMask(:,:,i)=coilSensitivityMask(:,:,i).*exp(sqrt(-1).*aa);
end;
end;
if(flag_reim)
input_real=real(imageData);
for i=1:size(imageData,3)
if(~isempty(threshold))
fprintf('using threshold = [%2.2f]...\n',threshold);
[output_mask_real(:,:,i),output_real(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(input_real(:,:,i),order,'threshold',thr
eshold);
elseif(~isempty(mask))
[output_mask_real(:,:,i),output_real(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(input_real(:,:,i),order,'mask',mask);
else
[output_mask_real(:,:,i),output_real(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(input_real(:,:,i),order);
end;
end;
input_imag=imag(imageData);
for i=1:size(imageData,3)
if(~isempty(threshold))
fprintf('using threshold = [%2.2f]...\n',threshold);
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[output_mask_imag(:,:,i),output_imag(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(input_imag(:,:,i),order,'threshold',thr
eshold);
elseif(~isempty(mask))
[output_mask_imag(:,:,i),output_imag(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(input_imag(:,:,i),order,'mask',mask);
else
[output_mask_imag(:,:,i),output_imag(:,:,i)]=etc_polyfit2(input_imag(:,:,i),order);
end;
end;
coilSensitivity=output_real+sqrt(-1).*output_imag;
coilSensitivityMask=output_mask_real+sqrt(-1).*output_mask_imag;
end;
% save D:\ResultData\Bruker\SENSERealImage\coilSensitivity.mat coilSensitivity;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% ex) etc_polyfit2(input_mag(:,:,i),order,'mask',mask); %% order = 3
%% Assume ) Sample noise matrix (Psi : ?) is a unitary one
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [output, output_all]=etc_polyfit2(img,order,varargin)
threshold=[];
mask=[];
for i=1:length(varargin)/2
option_name=varargin{i*2-1};
option=varargin{i*2};
switch lower(option_name)
case 'threshold'
threshold=option;
case 'mask'
mask=option;
otherwise
fprintf('unknown option [%s]...\n',option_name);
end;
end;
if(isempty(mask))
if(~isempty(threshold))
valid_idx=find(img>threshold);
else
valid_idx=1:prod(size(img)); %#ok<PSIZE>
end;
else
valid_idx=find(mask);
end;
[xx,yy]=meshgrid(1:size(img,2),1:size(img,1));
x_all_idx=xx(1:end)';
y_all_idx=yy(1:end)';
% x=1:size(img,2);
% y=1:size(img,1);
rimg=img(1:end)';
x_idx=x_all_idx(valid_idx);
y_idx=y_all_idx(valid_idx);
rimg=rimg(valid_idx);
if(max(size(order))==1)
order_list=0:order;
else
order_list=order;
end;
col=1;
for i=1:length(order_list)
for j=1:(length(order_list)+1-i)
x_order=order_list(i);
y_order=order_list(j);
A(:,col)=(x_idx.^(x_order)).*(y_idx.^(y_order));
A_all(:,col)=(x_all_idx.^(x_order)).*(y_all_idx.^(y_order));
col=col+1;
end;
end;
output=zeros(1,prod(size(img)));
coeffs=(pinv(A'*A)*A'*rimg);
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fit=A*coeffs;
fit_all=A_all*coeffs;
output(valid_idx)=fit;
output=reshape(output,size(img));
output_all=reshape(fit_all,size(img));
return;
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